








We barely remember
Who or what came before

This precious moment
Choosing to be here

Right now
Hold on, stay inside

This body
Holding me

Reminding me that I am not alone in
This body

Makes me feel eternal
All this pain is an illusion

- Maynard James Keenan
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software engineering is hard. In fact, it is so hard that the annual cost of soft-
ware errors is estimated to range from $22.2 to $59.5 billion per year in the US
alone [71]. One possible explanation for these high costs could be that software
does not follow the laws of physics, as the subjects of traditional engineering
disciplines do. Instead, software is discrete in its nature, and discontinuous
in its behaviour, making it impossible to interpolate between software test re-
sults. For example, in solid mechanics, it is possible to test the strength of, e.g.,
a metallic cylinder under a specific load, and from the result of this test esti-
mate the cylinder’s capability of withstanding a heavier or lighter load. Hence,
a bridge that withstands a load of 20 tons could be assumed to withstand a load
of 14, 15 or 17 tons. However, if you bear with us and assume a bridge built
of software, a test showing that it withstands 20 tons would not guarantee that
it could handle 14, 15 or 17 tons. In fact, theoretically we could construct a
software bridge that holds for all other loads than exactly 20.47 pounds - and it
will only break for that load if it is applied between 14:00 and 14:15 on a tues-
day afternoon. In addition, if a software bridge would fail to withstand a load,
it is very hard to foresee in what fashion it would fail. Sure, it could collapse,
but it could also implode, move left or fall up in the sky.

Another explanation to the high expenses related to software engineering
could be that they are inherent in its young age as an engineering discipline.
Methods and tools for aiding developers in their task of delivering bug-free
software are still in an early phase of their development. Traditionally, one
of the main countermeasures against poor software quality is testing, i.e., the
process of dynamically investigating the software behaviour in order to reveal
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

the existence of bugs. A fundament of software testing is the impracticability
of exhaustive testing. In other words, testing of the entire behavioural space
of the software is generally impossible. This is often illustrated by means of a
simple example: Consider a small software function taking two 16-bit integers
as arguments. Further assume that the function is deterministic (i.e., given the
same input, it will always exhibit the same behaviour), and that each execution
of the function will last 10 milliseconds (ms). An exhaustive testing, where all
possible input combinations of this function are tested, will require at least

216 ∗ 216 ∗ 10 ms ≈ 497 days

In addition, this example is overly simplified. The behaviour of most software
programs depend on more aspects than input alone, e.g., time or other programs
executed on the same computer. More generally, the following statements can
be considered fundaments of software testing:

1. Testing cannot be used to prove absence of bugs, but only to show their
presence [24].

2. We face a delicate problem of how to perform testing in order to get the
most out of our testing efforts [33, 49, 73, 76].

Statement 1 sets the scene of software testing. In today’s software industry,
an effective testing method is not a method that proves the software correct,
but one that reveals as many (serious) flaws as possible in the least amount of
testing time [109]. It is however Statement 2 that states the core problem of this
thesis. As, generally, only a fraction of the overall function behaviour can be
tested during the assigned time, there is a need to determine how to perform the
testing in such an effective (in this case, failure-detecting) manner as possible.

For this purpose, in this thesis, we present a set of methods for enabling the
use of a more structured way of testing software systems. Specifically, given a
certian type of software system, and an hypothesis on what types of errors we
may encounter, we describe how to:

1. Derive information on what parts of the system should be covered by
testing using models of the system under test.

2. Extract run-time information on which of these parts have been tested by
a certain set of test cases.

3. Establish measurements on how well-tested the system is.

A more detailed description of the contributions of this thesis is given in
the end of this chapter.
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1.1 Background
Our research rests on three software engineering assumptions:

1. In practice, no industrially relevant software is free from bugs [98].

2. Bugs have a detrimental effect on the quality of the software in which
they reside [71, 110].

3. Low software quality is costly and troublesome [71, 74, 82].

Based on these assumptions, it can be concluded that each method or tech-
nique that reduces the number of bugs in software (e.g., testing or formal ver-
ification) also increases the quality of the software, and saves resources and
trouble for the industry (given that the effort for using the methods and tech-
niques is less than the ordeal of coping with the bugs).

1.1.1 Software Testing
Over the years, numerous testing techniques have been proposed, applied and
adopted in industry practices [22, 107]. There is no general way of placing
these techniques in any strict order of precedence with respect to adequacy
or efficiency, since all techniques are specialized in revealing some types of
failures and adapted for some types of systems, but fail when it comes to oth-
ers (even though studies are being undertaken regarding this problem [27, 42,
108]). All these techniques are, however, similar in the sense that they seek
suitable abstractions of the software (e.g., flow graphs) in order to focus on
aspects that are critical for the software correctness. Other aspects are disre-
garded, thereby reducing the behavioral complexity of the abstraction.

Functional and Structural Testing

When investigating the underlying properties used to evaluate the adequacy
and thoroughness of testing (i.e., the test criteria), two fundamentally different
approaches to testing emerge:

• Structural, or white-box, test criteria are expressed in terms of the struc-
ture of the software implementation.

• Functional, or black-box, test criteria are expressed in terms of the spec-
ification of the software.
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int empty_program (int argc, char* argv[]) { }

Figure 1.1: An empty program.

As structural test criteria are strictly based on the actual software imple-
mentation and different inherent aspects of its structure, these are possible to
formulate formally. Examples of structural test criteria include exercising of
all instructions, all execution paths, or all variable definition-use paths in the
software. However, while structural techniques are highly aware of the actual
implementation of the software, they are ignorant in the sense that they have
no concept of functionality or semantics. In the extreme case, an empty pro-
gram (like the one in Figure 1.1) could be considered structurally correct; if a
program contains no code, its code could contain no faults.

Test case selection based on functional test criteria is, in the general case,
ad-hoc in the sense that it depends on the quality, expressiveness, and the level
of abstraction of the specification. Basically, a more detailed and thorough
specification will result in a more ambitious and thorough functional test suite.
Examples of functional test criteria might be exercising of all use cases, or
boundary value testing. Functional techniques, that excel in investigating the
intended behaviour of the software, would easily detect the missing functional-
ity in Figure 1.1. However, a functional technique does not consider the inner
structure of the software, and is weak in detecting the existence of bugs hidden
in code or paths that are not explicitly coupled with a certain functionality of
the software.

Structural and functional testing techniques complement each other, since
they focus on different aspects of the same software. One might say that the
strategy of structural testing techniques is to try to cover aspects of what the
software could do, whereas the strategy of functional testing techniques is to
try to cover aspects of what the software should do. For example, consider
Figure 1.2. Each area (A,B, andC) in the figure represents different subsets of
the behaviour of an example program. Let the left circle (made up of setsA and
B) represent the intended behaviour of the program. Further, let the right circle
(made up of sets B and C) represent the actual implemented behaviour of the
program. Hence,B represents a correct partial implementation of the program,
A represents what should be implemented, but is not, andC represents program
behaviour that was not intended, but is included in the implementation. The
behaviours in the latter set could be unnecessary at best, and failure-prone at
worst.
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A B C

Figure 1.2: The intended and actual behaviour of a program.

Simplified, functional testing will focus on detecting anomalies belonging
in set A, and structural testing will focus on detecting anomalies belonging
in C. If only functional or structural testing could be used, one of these sets
would be disregarded.

Levels of Testing

In the traditional view of the software engineering process, testing is performed
at different levels. Throughout the literature, many such levels are discussed,
but the most commonly reappearing levels of testing are unit, integration, sys-
tem and acceptance testing [12, 21, 22, 107].

• Unit testing is performed at the “lowest” level of software development,
where the smallest units of software are tested in isolation. Such units
may be functions, classes or components1. Unit-level testing typically
uses both functional and structural techniques [107].

• Integration testing can be performed whenever two or more units are
integrated into a system or a subsystem. Specifically, integration testing
focuses on finding failures that are caused by interaction between the
different units in the (sub)system. Integration-level testing typically uses
both functional and structural techniques [107].

• System testing focuses on the failures that arise at the highest level of
integration [21], where all parts of the system are incorporated and ex-
ecuted on the intended target hardware(s). A system testing test case

1Note that both unit and integration testing sometimes are referred to as component testing,
depending on the definition of a component.
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is considered correct if its output and behaviour complies with what is
stated in the system specification. System-level testing typically uses
functional techniques [107].

• Acceptance testing, like system testing, is performed on the highest
level of integration, where all parts of the system are incorporated and
executed on the intended target hardware(s). But, unlike system test-
ing, acceptance testing output and behaviour are not checked against the
system specification, but rather against what is actually intended by the
customer, or required by the end user. Hence, while system testing aims
at providing support that the system has been built correctly according to
the system specifications, acceptance testing aims at providing support
that the system specifications correctly represent the customer intentions
or user needs [107].

In this thesis, we will focus on structural testing on system-level, since we
argue that this is a neglected area of software testing, and that the possibilities
for discovering certain types of failures on system-level would increase from
the addition of a structural perspective. A more detailed motivation for our
selection of this focus is given in Section 1.1.2.

Test Criteria

A test criterion is a specification for evaluating the test adequacy given by a cer-
tain set of test cases. A test criterion determines (1) when to stop testing (when
the test criterion is fulfilled), and (2) what to monitor during the execution of
test cases (to know when the test criterion is fulfilled) [118].

As stated earlier, this thesis focuses on structural testing rather than on
functional testing. Structural test criteria are based on the actual software im-
plementation, or on control flow graphs, i.e., abstract representations of the
software implementation describing the possible flow of control when execut-
ing the software. In general, a control flow graph (CFG) of a function is de-
rived in two basic steps: First, the function is partitioned into basic blocks (i.e.,
a “sequence of consecutive statements in which flow of control enters at the
beginning and leaves at the end without halt or possibility of branching except
at the end” [2]). Second, the basic blocks are interconnected by directed edges
representing conditional or unconditional jumps from one block to another.
An example function and its corresponding control flow graph is depticted in
Figure 1.3.
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A

B C

D

E F

X

true false

true false

foo(fun_params) {
do {

if A
then { B }
else { C }

if D
then { E }
else { F }

} while X
}

true

false

Figure 1.3: The structure and CFG of a small program.

Control flow criteria [116, 117] are structural test criteria that are based
on, or expressed in terms of, the control flow graph of the system under test.
Examples of control flow criteria are:

• The Statement coverage criterion, which is fulfilled when each state-
ment in the software code are exercised at least once during testing [116].
This test criterion is equivalent to the criteria of visiting all basic blocks.
In Figure 1.3, this would correspond to exercising A,B,C,D,E, F and
X at least once during testing.

• The Branch coverage criterion, which is fulfilled when all edges (bran-
ches) in the CFG of the software are taken at least once [116]. This
test criterion is stronger than the statement coverage criterion (i.e., a test
case set fulfilling the branch coverage criterion also fulfills the statement
coverage criterion, while the opposite is not true). In Figure 1.3, a full
branch coverage would correspond to taking branches A → B,A →
C,B → D,C → D,D → E,D → F,E → X,F → X and X → A at
least once during testing.

• The Path coverage criterion, which is fulfilled when all feasible paths
through the code are taken during testing [116]. In Figure 1.3, the num-
ber of potential paths is infinite, since the X → A branch could be taken
an arbitrary number of times. In cases where a full coverage is infeasible,
approximations are often done in order to make the criterion applicable.
Examples of paths in the figure are A → B → D → F → X and
A→ C → D → E → X → A→ C → D → E → X .
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A control flow graph can also be extended to encompass information of ac-
cesses to variables (e.g., at which points in the control flow graph assignments
and accesses to variables can be made). Test criteria based on such graphs are
commonly referred to as data flow criteria [34, 116]. An example of a data
flow criterion is:

• The All-DU-paths coverage criterion, which is fulfilled when all paths
p from the definition of a variable (i.e., an assignment of a value to the
variable) to a use of the same variable, such that p contains no other def-
initions of that variable, are exercised during testing [116]. For example,
given the program in Figure 1.3, and that basic blocks C, E, and F con-
tain the statements x = 2, y = x, and z = x respectively, exercising
subpaths C → D → E and C → D → F would correspond to testing
two DU-paths.

Test Items

Test items are the “atoms” of test criteria. A test criterion is generally formu-
lated such that test adequacy (with respect to that criterion) is attained when all
test items are exercised during testing. For example, for the statement cover-
age criterion, statements are the test items. Test items are also called coverage
items.

Coverage

Coverage is a generic term for a set of metrics used for expressing test ad-
equacy (i.e., the thoroughness of testing or determining when to stop testing
with respect to a specific test criterion [118]). A coverage measure is gener-
ally expressed as a real number between 0 and 1, describing the ratio between
the number of test items exercised during testing and the overall number of
test items. Hence, a statement coverage of 1 implies that all statements in the
software under test are exercised. Stopping rules (e.g., rules for when to stop
testing) can be formulated in terms of coverage. For example, a statement cov-
erage of 0.5 (indicating that half of the statements in the software are exercised)
may be a valid, if not very practical, stopping rule.

Generic coverage metrics (i.e., coverage metrics that can be applied to all
types of software, or a subset of software types) can be formalized for most
structural test criteria, and for some formal functional test criteria.
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Monitoring for Software Testing

A necessity for establishing coverage measures (i.e., the ratio between what has
been tested and what theoretically or practically could be tested) is the ability
of instrumenting and monitoring the test process. For example, in order to
establish a statement coverage, there is a need to know (1) the total number of
statements in the code, and (2) which of these statements have been exercised
during testing. Instrumentation for coverage is most often performed using
software probes, automatically inserted by testing tools.

1.1.2 Concurrent Real-Time System Testing
Traditionally, a real-time system (RTS) is a system whose correctness not only
depends on its ability to produce correct results, but also on the ability of pro-
ducing these results within a well-defined interval of time [90]. In the scope of
this thesis, we focus on the system-level testing performed after combining a
set of sequential program units or components (i.e., tasks in a RTS) to a multi-
tasking RTS. Note that we by the term system-level testing refer to any type
of testing performed on the system as a whole, where the interaction between
integrated subsystems come fully into play – not only the traditional functional
acceptance-test type of testing usually performed at this level.

Up until this point, the discussion has implicitly assumed sequential non-
preemptive, non-real-time software. However, when looking at system-level
testing of RTSs, structural testing is, partly due to complexity, overlooked in
favour of functional specification-based testing. This is problematic, not only
because the structural aspects of testing are lost at this stage, but also because
failures caused by structural bugs in a complex system are often extremely
hard to find and correct [71, 103]. A bug that is hard to find is also a bug
that consumes much resources in terms of time and money (and also company
goodwill). There are two main problems that need to be solved for facilitating
structural system-level testing of real-time systems: derivation of test items and
overcoming the probe effect.

Deriving Structural Test Items in Multi-Tasking RTSs

To illustrate the problem of structural test item derivation, consider the follow-
ing example: Given two small programs (in this example, represented by the
foo and bar functions in Figure 1.3 on Page 7 and Figure 1.4), assume that
these two programs are assembled into a small software system on a single
processor, where they are allowed to execute in a pseudoparallel, preemptive
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I

J K

Y

true

false

true false

bar(fun_params) {
if G

then { H }
do {

if I
then { J }
else { K }

} while Y
}

true

false

Figure 1.4: The structure and CFG of another small program.

fashion. Further assume that this system is to be tested using the path coverage
test criterion. Now, although both programs may produce an infinite number of
paths, this could be handled using restrictions or approximations (e.g., bounds
on the number of times iterative constructs may be visited during the execution
of the program). Still, the combinatory execution of foo and bar might pro-
duce an intractable number of paths depending on how the programs execute
and preempt each other. Possible paths include

p1 : A→ G→ H → B → I → K → Y → D → E → X

p2 : A→ B → D → F → X → G→ H → I → K → Y

p3 : A→ C → G→ I → J → Y → D → E → X

In addition, these are just examples of paths where the programs preempt each
other in between basic blocks. For example, foo could just as well preempt bar
in the start, the middle or the end of the execution of basic block G. Note also
that we disregard the actual execution of the kernel context switch routine at
this stage.

The need for considering system-level execution paths becomes evident
when there are dependencies between the programs in the system. For exam-
ple, assume that foo and bar share a variable x, which is assigned a value in
blocks I and F , and is read in blocks K and X . Further assume that the pro-
grammer of bar assumes that the assignment in block I and the use in block
K always will execute in strict sequence, without any interference from any
other assignments to x, but fails to design or implement the necessary synchro-
nization for this to be ensured. Regardless of the missing or faulty synchro-
nization, from a program-level perspective, the assumption will always hold.
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In a preemptive system, however, there is a possibility that foo preempts bar
in between the assignment in I and the use in K, just to re-assign x in F and
infect the state of the system (i.e., put the system in an erronous state, possibly
leading to a failure).

This kind of infection (and its potential propagation to output) could never
be discovered using only testing of isolated sequential units, such as functions,
single-tasking programs or tasks. However, using system-level testing with a
correct representation of the data flow, a test criterion like the all DU-paths
criterion would easily detect such failures. Note here that at system-level, a
definition of a variable may reside in one task, and a use of the same variable
may reside in another.

As the above examples however show, multi-tasking systems, when com-
pared to sequential software, exhibit an additional level of control flow. In
addition to the path described by traversed and executed basic blocks on task-
level, a system-level sequence of task interleavings, preemptions and interrupts
will also affect the behavior of the system. Naturally, these sequences are prod-
ucts of the run-time model, the operating system (if any), and the scheduler
used. In order for structural coverage to work on system-level, there is a need
to be able to represent the possible flow of control through the system. For any
concurrent system, the combination of task-level control flow and system-level
execution orderings constitute the system-level control flow.

Definition 1. We define an Execution Ordering of a system S to be an ordered
finite sequence of task switches E = e1, e2, ..., ek, such that each task switch
ei, i = 1..k switches between two tasks tA, tB ∈ WS , where WS is the task
set of S, and the sequence E is achievable by the run-time scheduler of S.

Definition 2. We define a System-Level Control Flow Path of a system S to be
an ordered finite sequence of statements s1, s2, ..., sn, such that each statement
sk, k = 1..n belongs to a task tA ∈ WS , where WS is the task set of S, and
any pair of statements (sk, sk+1) in the sequence either is part of the feasible
control flow of a task tB ∈ WS , or is a consequence of a task switch in a
feasible execution ordering of S (i.e., sk belongs to the preempted task and
sk+1 belongs to the preempting task or vice versa).

Hence, the system-level control flow of a system S is given by the feasible
execution orderings of S, and the control flow of each task t in the task set of S.
Note that we, in the definition of a System-Level Control Flow Path, disregard
the kernel statements executed during the task-switch routine.

Using these definitions, and the fact that each traditional task-level con-
trol flow path also can be seen as a sequence of statements, we are able to
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apply task-level definitions of coverage criteria on structural system-level test-
ing. Here, it should be noted that not all structural coverage criteria suffer from
concurrency and interleavings. In a multi-tasking system, there is, e.g., no dif-
ference between a full system-level statement coverage and a full task-level
statement coverage of all tasks in the system. Testing based on such coverage
criteria should preferably be performed on task-level and not on system level,
since this is less time-consuming. Testing efficiency is also about detecting the
right kinds of bugs at the right level of integration. The discussion on which
coverage criteria are suitable for system-level testing will be elaborated and
formalized in Section 2.1.

The Probe Effect in Structural RTS Testing Monitoring

As previously described, testing requires some type of instrumentation in order
to measure test progress. Such monitoring is often performed by instrumenting
statements inserted in the code of the system. However, these software-based
probes are intrusive with respect to the resources of the system being instru-
mented. Hence, in a multi-tasking or concurrent system, the very act of ob-
serving may alter the behavior of the observed system. Such effects on system
behavior are known as probe effects and their presence in concurrent software
were first described by Gait [31].
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y=x

x++

Figure 1.5: An execution leading to a system failure.

The cause of probe effects is best described by an example. Consider the
two-task system in Figure 1.5. The two tasks (A and B) share a resource, x,
accessed within critical sections. In our figure, accesses to these sections are
displayed as black sections within the execution of each task. Now, assume
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that the intended order of the accesses to x is first an access by B, then an
access by A. Further assume that the synchronization mechanisms ensuring
this ordering are incorrectly implemented, or even neglected. As we can see
from Figure 1.5, the intended ordering is not met and this leads to a system
failure.

Since the programmers are confused over the faulty system behavior, a
probe, represented by the white section in Figure 1.6, is inserted in the pro-
gram before it is restarted. This time, however, the execution time of the probe
will prolong the execution of task A such that it is preempted by task B before
it enters the critical section accessing x and the failure is not repeated. Thus,
simply by probing the system, the programmers have altered the outcome of
the execution they wish to observe such that the observed behavior is no longer
valid with respect to the erroneous reference execution. Conversely, the addi-
tion of a probe may lead to a system failure that would otherwise not occur.

In concurrent systems, the effects of setting debugging breakpoints, that
may stop one thread of execution from executing while allowing all others to
continue their execution, thereby invalidating system execution orderings, are
also probe effects. The same goes for instrumentation for facilitating measure-
ment of coverage. If the system probing code is altered or removed in between
the testing and the software deployment, this may manifest in the form of probe
effects. Hence, some level of probing code is often left resident in deployed
code.
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B x++

y=xy=xy=x

Figure 1.6: The same execution, now with an inserted software probe, “invali-
dating” the failure.
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1.2 System Model

The execution platform we consider for this thesis is a small resource-con-
strained single-processor processing unit running an application with real-time
requirements, e.g., an embedded processor in an industrial control system, or
a vehicular electronic control unit. The following assumptions should be read
with this in mind. Furthermore, this is a basic system model description, which
will be refined or relaxed in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

We assume that the functionality of the system (S) is implemented in a set
of tasks, denoted WS . We assume strictly periodic tasks that conform to the
single-shot task model [8]. In other words, the tasks terminate within their own
period time. We further assume the use of the immediate inheritance protocol
for task synchronization. In the section on future work in Chapter 8, we discuss
how to generalise the model to also encompass non-periodic tasks by using
server-based scheduling [61, 85, 88].

The tasks of the system are periodically scheduled using the fixed prior-
ity scheduling policy [7, 63]. As for restrictions on the system, we assume
that no recursive calls or function pointers (i.e., calls to variable addresses) are
used. Further, we assume that all iterative constructs (e.g., loops) in the code
are (explicitly or implicitly) bounded with an upper bound on the number of
iterations.

In this thesis, we represent a task as a tuple:

〈T,O, P,D,ET 〉

where T is the periodicity of the task. Consequently, the release time of the
task for the nth period is calculated by adding the task offset O to (n − 1) ∗
T . For all released tasks the scheduling mechanism determines which task
that will execute based on the task’s unique priority, P . The latest allowed
task completion time, relative to the release of the task, is given by the task’s
deadline D. In this work, we asssume that D ≤ T . Further, ET describes
the execution time properties of the task (i.e., the task’s best- and worst-case
execution time).

For each least common multiple (LCM) of the period times of the tasks in
the system, the system schedule performs a recurring pattern of task instance
releases (jobs). In each LCM, each task is activated at least once (resulting in
at least one job per task and LCM). For each release, a job inherits the P and
ET properties of its native task, and its release time and deadline are calculated
using the task T , O, and D properties respectively. For example, a task with
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T = 5, O = 1, and D = 3 will release jobs at times 1, 6, 11, ... with deadlines
4, 9, 14, ...

1.3 Problem Formulation and Hypothesis

In structural system-level RTS testing, some of the basics of traditional cov-
erage-based testing are not applicable. Specifically, we conclude that perform-
ing coverage-based structural testing on multi-tasking RTSs currently lacks (as-
suming a system under test S):

Nec–1 The ability to, by traditional static analysis, derive the actual set of
existing test items in S.

To meet the above necessity, we state the following research hypothesis
(again assuming a system under test S):

Hyp–1 By analysing timing, control, and data flow properties for each task
in S, while also considering all possible task interleaving patterns, it is
possible to determine a safe over-approximation of which test items that
are exercisable by executing S.

In addition, when performing test progress monitoring on system-level, we
lose the following necessity:

Nec–2 The ability to, in a resource-efficient manner, instrument and monitor
S without perturbing its correct temporal and functional operation.

In order to meet this second necessity, we state the following research hy-
pothesis:

Hyp–2 By recording events and data causing non-determinism during test case
executions with a latent low-perturbing instrumentation, it is possible to
use the recorded information to enforce the system behaviour in such
a way that each test execution can be deterministically re-executed and
monitored for test progress without perturbing the temporal correctness
of the initial execution.
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1.4 Contributions
The contributions of the thesis are directly aimed at providing evidence for
hypotheses Hyp-1 and Hyp-2, thereby meeting necessities Nec-1 (test item
derivation) and Nec-2 (probe effect-free monitoring) for structural testing. In
this thesis, we present:

In order to meet structural testing necessity Nec-1:

• A method for deriving test items from a multi-tasking RTS based on
timed automata UPPAAL models [10, 59] and the COXER test case gen-
eration tool [41].

• A method for deriving test items from a multi-tasking RTS based on
execution order graph theory [77, 103].

• An evaluation of the two methods with respect to accuracy, analysis time,
and sensitivity to system size and complexity.

In order to meet structural testing necessity Nec-2:

• A replay-based method for probe effect-free monitoring of multi-tasking
RTSs by recording non-deterministic events during run-time, and using
this recording for replaying a fully monitorable deterministic replica of
the first execution.

• A description of how to use the replay method for monitoring test prog-
ress (in terms of exercised test items) in structural system-level RTS test-
ing.

• An evaluation of the replay method with respect to run-time recording
intrusiveness, and replication accuracy.

• Results and experiences from a number of industrial- and academic case
studies of the above method.

The setting in which these contributions are considered is a structural sys-
tem-level test process for RTSs. The process in its entirety is depicted in Fig-
ure 1.7, and works as follows:

1. A set of sequential subunits (tasks) are instrumented to facilitate execu-
tion replay, and assembled into a multi-tasking RTS.

2. A timed abstract representation (model) of the system control- or data
flow structure is derived by means of static analysis.
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Figure 1.7: The structural system-level testing process.

3. The system schedule is added to the representation.

4. A suite of test cases is selected and executed. During test execution, the
non-deterministic events and data of the execution are recorded.

5. The recordings are used to deterministically replay the test suite execu-
tions with an enforced timing behaviour, and an added instrumentation,
allowing test item derivation without probe effects.

6. After the testing phase, the monitored run-time information is extracted.

7. Using analysis of the model derived in Step 2 with respect to the se-
lected coverage criterion, the theoretical maximum coverage is derived,
and compared with the results from Step 6, allowing the system-level
coverage to be determined.

1.5 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 identifies a number of test criteria that are suitable for structural
system-level RTS testing. Further, based on these test criteria, this chap-
ter more formally defines the goals of this thesis.

Chapter 3 describes how to, based on a selected test criterion, derive test
items using different system-level flow abstractions of the RTS under
test.
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Chapter 4 shows how to monitor test items for system-level testing without
probe-effects, by recording non-deterministic events during run-time,
and using these events in order to create a fully monitorable deterministic
replica of the initial execution.

Chapter 5 presents a simple system example illustrating how the contribu-
tions in this thesis interact for establishing structural coverage in a sys-
tem-level test process.

Chapter 6 presents experimental evaluations of the methods proposed in this
thesis, including numbers on accuracy and performance of the test item
derivation methods, industrial and academic case study results, run-time
perturbation of the replay recording, and replay reproduction accuracy.

Chapter 7 presents and discusses previous work relevant to this thesis.

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by presenting a summary and a discussion of
the contributions, and by presenting some thoughts on future work.



Chapter 2

Structural Test Criteria for
System-Level RTS Testing

When software units (e.g., functions, components, or tasks) are tested in iso-
lation, the focus of the testing is to reveal the existence of bugs in the isolated
unit behaviour. As the units are composed into a software system, intended and
non-intended interaction between these units will give rise to a new source of
potential failures. In a multi-tasking RTS, examples of such interactions could
be inter-task memory corruption, race conditions, and use of unitialized shared
variables. As these interactions are undetectable in unit-level testing, they need
to be addressed in system-level testing. The purpose of this chapter is to:

• Identify structural test criteria that are effective in finding failures caused
by the effects of task interactions, and hence are suitable for usage in
structural system-level testing.

• Define the desired sets of test items required in order to calculate cover-
age with respect to a test suite, a real-time system, and the chosen test
criterion.

2.1 Structural Test Criteria
So, which of the structural test criteria defined for unit-level testing can be ap-
plied to system-level testing? In their 1997 survey on Software Unit Test Cov-
erage and Adequacy, Zhu et al. list and discuss the most commonly used test
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criteria for unit testing [118]. In this section, we make use of the definitions in
Zhu’s survey to discuss how control- and data flow-based test criteria intended
for unit-level testing apply to system-level testing. In doing this, we focus on
(1) usefulness for detecting the existence of bugs related to concurrency, and
(2) redundancy with respect to unit testing with the same test criterion.

Usefulness will be discussed and shown using examples for each (non-
redundant) test criterion. Redundancy for a test criterion in system-level test-
ing is expressed in terms of the globally scalable-property, defined in Defini-
tion 3 below. Generally, a test criterion is globally scalable if it can be satisfied
equally well by unit-level testing and system-level testing. We will however
begin by giving a more informal description of this property.

Traditionally, structural test criteria are defined in terms of a set of exe-
cution paths P and a flow graph of a sequential program (in our case, a task
t) [118]. The definition of a test criterion is formulated such that the test cri-
terion is satisfied if the execution of the paths in P causes all test items of t
(with respect to the test criterion) to be exercised. Now, consider that we have
a set of tasks t1..tN that are intended to be assembled into a multi-tasking RTS.
Furthermore, assume that we for each task tk, k = 1..N have derived a set of
execution paths Pk, such that Pk satisfies a specific test criterion TC for tk (see
(1) in Figure 2.1). Next, these tasks are assembled into a multi-tasking RTS
S (step (2) in Figure 2.1). In the same step, we merge all execution paths of
Pk, k = 1..N into a large set of execution paths P . The main question is as
follows: Does the new set of execution paths P satisfy TC for S? If so, the test
criterion is globally scalable. Otherwise, it is not. Note here that all execution
paths p ∈ P can be classified as system-level execution paths according to
Definition 2.

Hence, a test criterion that fulfils the property can be tested fully ade-
quately, and with less effort, on unit-level. If a criterion is globally scalable,
system-level testing with respect to that criterion is redundant. Formally, we
define the property as follows:

Definition 3. A test criterion TC is globally scalable if and only if, for all pre-
emptive multi-tasking real time systems S with task set WS = {t1, t2, ..., tn},
and a set of sets of execution paths PWS

= {P1, P2, ..., Pn},

Pk satisfies TC for tk, k ∈ {1..n} ⇒

 ⋃
Pk∈PWS

Pk

 satisfies TC for S

As an example of the use of the property, consider a system S with a
task set WS consisting of three tasks {A,B,C}. Further assume that a set
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Figure 2.1: An informal view on the globally scalable property.

of sets of execution paths PWS
: {{pA1, pA2, pA3}, {pB1, pB2}, {pC1, pC2}}

satisfies a certain test criterion TC (i.e., {pA1, pA2, pA2} satisfies TC for A,
etc.). Now, if we assume TC to be the statement coverage criterion, the set
PS : {pA1, pA2, pA3, pB1, pB2, pC1, pC2} will also satisfy TC for S (since S
will contain no statement that does not belong to any of the tasks in WS , and
all statements that belong to a task in WS will, by definition, be covered by
some path in a set in PWS

).

However, if we assume TC to be the all DU-paths coverage criterion, the
system may include a path pD 6∈ PS in which a definition of a variable x in,
e.g., task A is followed by a subsequent use of x in task B. Thus, on system-
level new test items that are not covered in unit testing may emerge. Hence,
the statement coverage criterion is globally scalable, while the all DU-paths
criterion is not.

In the following sections, we will list the most commonly used coverage-
based test criteria, and categorize them with respect to redundancy (i.e., if they
are globally scalable) and usefulness. These sections will show that many
traditional criteria, developed for structural unit-level testing, do not scale to
system-level testing of concurrent systems.
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2.1.1 Control Flow Criteria
Control flow criteria are test criteria that are based on, or expressed in terms of,
the control flow graph of the software. For sequential programs:

• Statement coverage criterion

“A set P of execution paths satifies the statement coverage criterion if
and only if for all nodes n in the flow graph, there is at least one path
p ∈ P such that node n is on the path p” [118].

Since the reasoning in the statement coverage example on Page 21 holds
for arbitrary tasks and path sets, the statement coverage criterion is glob-
ally scalable, and hence redundant and not useful in system-level testing.

• Branch coverage criterion

“A set P of execution paths satifies the branch coverage criterion if and
only if for all edges e in the flow graph, there is at least one path p ∈ P
such that p contains the edge e” [118].

In general, the branch coverage criterion is analogous to the statement
coverage criterion with respect to redundancy and usefulness. However,
if the transitions from one basic block or statement in one task (via the
task switch routine) to another basic block or statement in another task is
also considered a control flow edge, such an edge would not be covered
in unit-level testing, and the criterion is not globally scalable.

• Path coverage criterion

“A set P of execution paths satisfies the path coverage criterion if and
only if P contains all execution paths from the begin node to the end
node in the flow graph” [118].

In order to show that the path coverage criterion is not globally scalable,
we will make use of a trivial example: Consider two very small tasks
A and B. Assume that task A consists of two machine code statements
sA1 and sA2 executed in sequence, whereas task B consists of a single
statement sB1. In order to satisfy the path coverage criterion for the tasks
in isolation, we need the following PWS

: {{pA}, {pB}}, where pA
traverses sA1 followed by sA2, and pB traverses sB1. On system-level,
however, there might, e.g., exist an additional path pS , that traverses sA1,
switches task to B, traverses sB1, switches task back to A, and traverses
sA2. Hence, the path coverage criterion is not globally scalable.
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Figure 2.2: Two control flow graphs with cyclomatic numbers of 2 and 0 re-
spectively.

• Cyclomatic number criterion
“A set P of execution paths satisfies the cyclomatic number criterion if
and only if P contains at least one set of v independent paths, where
v = e− n+ p is the cyclomatic number of the flow graph” [118].

In the definition, e is the number of edges, n is the number of vertices,
and p is the number of strongly connected components in the graph.
A strongly connected component is, basically, a maximal subgraph in
which for all pairs of vertices (α, β), there is a path from α to β, and a
path from β to α.

Although not explicitly defined, we may think of a system-level control
flow graph of a system S as a graph that represents all system-level con-
trol flow paths of S, and no other paths. Since we, in order to show
that the cyclomatic number criterion is not globally scalable, only need
to show that there exist a system S, and a corresponding system-level
control flow graph with a cyclomatic number vS such that vS >

∑
i vi,

where i ∈WS , a very simple example will suffice.

Figure 2.2 depicts two control flow graphs A and B. A has a cyclomatic
number vA = 5 − 4 + 1 = 2, whereas B has a cyclomatic number
of vB = 6 − 6 + 0 = 0. Hence, the programs represented by these
control flow graphs could be fully tested according to the cyclomatic
number criterion by 2 and 0 independent execution paths respectively.
However, consider a RTS S, where A and B make up the control flow
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Figure 2.3: A system level control flow graph with a cyclomatic number of 6.

graphs of the system tasks, each statement a..j has an execution time of
one time unit, task A has a higher priority than task B, and the release
time of A and B is 2 and 0 respectively. The system-level control flow
graph of S is shown in Figure 2.3. This graph contains two strongly
connected components (shaded in the figure), has a cyclomatic number
of vS = 18 − 14 + 2 = 6, and would require at least 6 independent
execution paths in order to fulfil the cyclomatic number criterion. Hence,
the cyclomatic number criterion is not globally scalable.1

• Multiple condition coverage criterion

“A test set T is said to be adequate according to the multiple-condition
coverage criterion if, for every condition C, which consists of atomic
predicates (p1, p2, ..., pn), and all possible combinations (b1, b2, ..., bn)
of their truth values, there is at least one test case in T such that the value
of pi equals bi, i = 1, 2, ..., n” [118].

Even though this criterion is defined in terms of a test set (or test suite)
rather than in terms of a set of execution paths, it is informally intuitive
to recognize that no new conditions will be introduced in the system by
assembling the individual tasks together. Since no new test items will be
introduced if no new conditions are introduced, the multiple condition
coverage criterion is, even if not formally proven so, globally scalable.

1Note that there exist alternate definitions of cyclomatic complexity [21, 107], none of which
are globally scalable.
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2.1.2 Data Flow Criteria

Data flow criteria are based on, or expressed in terms of, control flow graphs
extended with information of accesses to data (i.e., data flow graphs). We
consider the following data flow criteria:

• All definition-use (DU) paths criterion

“A set P of execution paths satisfies the all DU-paths criterion if and
only if for all definitions of a variable x and all paths q through which that
definition reaches a use of x, there is at least one path p in P such that q is
a subpath of p, and q is cycle-free or contains only simple cycles” [118].

As shown in the exemple on Page 21, the integration of tasks into a
multi-tasking system may introduce new test items in the form of new
DU-paths. Since these test items do not exist at unit level, this criterion
is not globally scalable.

• All definitions criterion

“A set P of execution paths satisfies the all-definitions criterion if and
only if for all definition occurrences of a variable x such that there is
a use of x which is feasibly reachable from the definition, there is at
least one path p in P such that p includes a subpath through which the
definition of x reaches some use occurrence of x” [118].

In terms of redundancy and usefulness, this criterion is analogous to the
all DU-paths criterion. The assembly of tasks may cause definitions, that
in isoloation did not reach any use, to reach a use of the same variable in
another task. Hence, this criterion is not globally scalable.

• All uses criterion

“A set P of execution paths satisfies the all-uses criterion if and only if
for all definition occurrences of a variable x and all use occurrences of
x that the definition feasibly reaches, there is at least one path p in P
such that p includes a subpath through which that definition reaches the
use” [118].

As above, in terms of redundancy and usefulness, this criterion is anal-
ogous to the all DU-paths criterion. Task integration may cause defini-
tions, that in isoloation did not reach any use, to reach a use of the same
variable in another task. Hence, this criterion is not globally scalable.
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• Required k-tuples criterion
The definition of this criterion requires the definitions of k-dr interaction
and interaction path:

“For k > 1, a k-dr interaction is a sequence K = [d1(x1), u1(x1),
d2(x2), u2(x2), ..., dk(xk), uk(xk)] where

(i) di(xi), 1 ≤ i < k, is a definition occurrence of the variable xi;

(ii) ui(xi), 1 ≤ i < k, is a use occurrence of the variable xi;

(iii) the use ui(xi) and the definition di+1(xi) are associated with the
same node ni+1;

(iv) for all i, 1 ≤ i < k, the ith definition di(xi) reaches the ith use
ui(xi)” [118].

“An interaction path for a k-dr interaction is a path p = (n1)∗p1 ∗ (n2)∗
... ∗ (nk−1) ∗ pk−1 ∗ (nk) such that for all i = 1, 2, ..., k − 1, di(xi)
reaches ui(xi) through pi” [118].

Using these definitions,

“a set P of execution paths satisfies the required k-tuples criterion, k >
1, if and only if for all j-dr interactions L, 1 < j ≤ k, there is at least
one path p in P such that P includes a subpath which is an interaction
path for L” [118].

Since the required k-tuples criterion essentially is an extension of the
all DU-paths criterion, the same argumentation can be made regarding
global scalability. E.g., a use in a preempting task may interfere with an
existing interaction path, causing a new interaction path not testable on
unit-level. The required k-tuples criterion is thus not globally scalable.

• Ordered-context and context coverage criterion
For the last two data flow criteria (The ordered-context coverage crite-
rion and the context coverage criterion), we require the definitions of
ordered context and ordered context path:

“Let n be a node in the flow graph. Suppose that there are uses of the
variables x1, x2, ..., xm at the node n. Let [n1, n2, ..., nm] be a sequence
of nodes such that for all i = 1, 2, ...,m, there is a definition of xi on
node ni, and the definition of xi reaches the node n with respect to xi. A
path p = (n1)∗p1∗(n2)∗...∗pm∗(nm)∗pm+1∗(n) is called an ordered
context path for the node n with respect to the sequence [n1, n2, ..., nm]
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if and only if for all i = 2, 3, ...m, the subpath pi ∗(ni)∗pi+1 ∗ ...∗pm+1

is definition clear with respect to xi−1. In this case, we say that the
sequence [n1, n2, ..., nm] of nodes is an ordered context for n” [118].

Further, the ordered-context coverage criterion is defined as:

“a set P of execution paths satisfies the ordered-context coverage crite-
rion if and only if for all nodes n and all ordered contexts c for n, there
is at least one path p in P such that p contains a subpath which is an
ordered context path for n with respect to c” [118].

If the order, in which the definitions in the sequence [n1, n2, ..., nm] are
performed, is ignored, the ordered context is transformed to a definition
context. Using definition contexts and corresponding definition context
paths, a weaker condition, the context coverage criterion, can be defined:

“a set P of execution paths satisfies the context coverage criterion if and
only if for all nodes n and all contexts for n, there is at least one path p
in P such that p contains a subpath which is a definition context path for
n with respect to the context” [118].

The fact that the context criteria are not globally scalable can easily be
shown by a simple example. Consider a system S with two tasks A and
B, and two sets PA and PB of execution paths, such that PA satisfies
the ordered-context criterion for A and PB satisfies the ordered-context
coverage criterion for B (hence, PA and PB also satisfy the context cov-
erage criterion for A and B respectively). Further assume that there
exists a system-level path pS = (n1)∗p1 ∗(n2)∗ ...∗pm ∗(nm)∗pm+1 ∗
(n), such that pS is an ordered context path, with the ordered context
[n1, n2, ..., nm] for the node n in S, and ∃i, j ∈ [1,m] : ni ∈ A ∧ nj ∈
B ∧ i 6= j. Hence, in order for the ordered context coverage criterion to
be globally scalable, the proposition pS ∈ PA∪PB must hold. However,
pS cannot be a path in PA since it contains at least one node from B’s
flow graph. Furthermore, pS cannot be a path in PB since it contains at
least one node from A’s flow graph. Thus, the ordered context coverage
criterion, and the context coverage criterion, are not globally scalable.

2.1.3 Useful and Non-Useful Criteria

A useful test criterion is efficient (the effort of selecting test cases, and deriving
test items is less than the effort of a corresponding exhaustive testing [83])
and applicable (the test criterion does not generally call for intractably large
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test suites in order to be satisfied). When discussing usefulness of test criteria
for structural system-level testing, we can start by establishing the following
fact: No globally scalable test criteria are useful for system-level testing, since
they can be met equally well and more efficiently in unit-level testing. For
example, if we aim at acheiving full statement coverage in a certain task A, it
is easier to test the task in isolation, than to try to reach that goal once A has
been integrated into a large multi-tasking system. For efficiency purposes, it is
important to perform the right type of testing on the right level of integration.
Hence, we will henceforth only discuss the usefulness of non-globally scalable
criteria.

As one might expect, some test criteria are not useful even though they
are non-globally scalable. E.g., although the path coverage criterion is non-
globally scalable, its usefulness is very low due to its severe complexity prob-
lems. Attempting to perform test case selection, or even test case generation,
based on all possible sequences of statements that can be executed in a pre-
emptive RTS, would inevitably result in infeasibly large test suites. In most
systems, the same would apply to the cyclomatic number criterion. Similarly,
considering the branch coverage criterion, and assuming that this criterion is
not globally scalable, the remaining test cases to execute on system-level would
have us covering each possible task switch branch in the system. This is an in-
triguing thought, but it does not correspond to any known fault hypothesis. In
addition, it would likely crave its fair share of test cases in order to be satisfied.

Hence, in the remainder of this thesis, we will focus on test criteria based
on definitions and uses of variables, and specifically on definitions and uses of
variables shared globally between tasks. From an analysis perspective, there
is no significant difference between the all definitions-, all uses-, and the all
DU-paths coverage criterion. A full all DU-path coverage subsumes a full
all definitions, and all uses coverage [116]. Furthermore, the all-DU-paths
criterion is considered highly useful in traditional sequential testing [11]. In
addition, we have shown in several examples (see sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.2) the
significance of being able to test unsynchronized accesses to shared variables.
Note that the required k-tuples, context, and ordered context criteria all sub-
sume and/or extend the all DU-path coverage criterion, and can hence be useful
for detecting more complex task inter-dependencies. Even though we focus on
all DU-path testing in this thesis, we see no reason why system-level testing
using these criteria could not be facilitated using the same approach.

Using our methods for facilitating all DU-path coverage in system-level
testing, we will be able to detect failures caused by, e.g., race conditions, unini-
tialized shared variables, and interleaving failures.
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Test Criterion CF/DF Useful Globally scalable
Statement Control Flow No Yes
Branch Control Flow No Yes/No
Path Control Flow No No
Cyclomatic-number Control Flow No No
Multiple condition Control Flow No Yes
All definitions Data Flow Yes No
All uses Data Flow Yes No
All DU-paths Data Flow Yes No
Required k-tuples Data Flow Yes No
Ordered Context Data Flow Yes No
Context Data Flow Yes No

Table 2.1: A summary of structural test criteria and their respective properties.

2.1.4 Structural Coverage Criteria Summary

In Table 2.1, the results of our reasoning is summarized. In the remainder of
this thesis, we will make use of the all-DU-paths criterion for exemplification.
In any of these examples, however, this criterion could with a minor effort be
replaced by most other non-globally scalable test criteria.

In this thesis, we focus on existing test criteria instead of formulating new,
specialized criteria for structural system-level testing. The main reason for
doing this is that we believe that some of the traditional criteria (specifically
the DU criteria) address problems overlooked by current system-level testing
practices. It should be noted that other efforts have been made in order to
adapt old, and formulate new structural test criteria for system-level testing of
concurrent systems [47, 86, 97]. These contributions however disregard the
aspect of time and mostly focus on synchronous task communication. Hence,
they are not suitable in multi-tasking RTS testing.

2.1.5 A Note on Feasibility

Note that some test items that are feasible when testing a task in isolation might
be made infeasible by system integration and vice versa. For example, a def-
inition of a shared variable in one task may influence the flow of control and
make control flow paths considered infeasible [32, 35, 37] in other tasks feasi-
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ble. This should be considered when performing testing of multi-tasking (and
parallel) systems.

2.2 Structural Test Items
A representation of the control- or data flow is a basic requirement for deriving
the test items necessary for performing testing based on any structural test cri-
terion. In this section, we provide a more in-depth description of the flow rep-
resentation problem in structural system-level testing based on test item sets.
Further, in the same manner, we describe the desired outcome of the methods
we propose.

2.2.1 Sets of Test Items
Once the test criterion to be used for testing is selected, we stumble upon the
problem of finding all possible test items with respect the criterion and the
system under test. For example, if we plan to measure test thoroughness in a
system S by means of visited DU-paths during testing, we need to be aware of
the total number of DU-paths in S. The set of existing test items in the sys-
tem under test can be used as a reference when measuring test adequacy, and
as a rule for when to stop testing. For this purpose, rTC is a real number in
the interval [0, 1] describing the adequacy of a test set with respect to the test
criteron TC . Ideally, rTC is the ratio between the number of tested elements
divided by the total number of possible (feasible) test items. In order to fully
satisfy a test criterion, all existing test items must be exercised during testing
(i.e., rTC = 1), but a stopping rule may state that the system is adequately
tested when rTC = 0.8. In addition, since the exact contents of the set of
existing (or feasible) test items is undecidable in the general case, an approxi-
mate set has to be used in order for the metric to be applicable. Note that this
over-approximation is not unique for our method, since the exact determina-
tion of feasible test cases in the general case is undecidable even for unit-level
testing [116].

Example-I As an explanatory example throughout this section, we will
consider all-DU-path coverage of shared variables in the concur-
rent example system in Figure 2.4. The system contains two shared
variables (x and y) and two local variables (z and w). In the fig-
ure, each statement corresponding to a CFG node in the code of
the system is labeled with a superscript letter for node reference
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int x,y;

functionC(funC_params){
int z:=0;
do{

if [x<10]a

then [z:=x-3]b

else [y:=z+4]c

if [x>5]d

then [z:=y+3]e

else [y:=z-1]f

} while [z<10 && y>3]g

}

functionD(funD_params){
int w:=0;
if [y>10]h

then [x:=w]i

do{
if [y<5]j

then [w:=y+x+w]k

else [x:=w+x+3]l

} while [w<6 && x<10]m

}

Figure 2.4: Example system.

(e.g., “c” refers to the statement y := z in functionC). Conse-
quently, in the example program, x is defined in statements {i, l},
and used in statements {a, b, d, k, l,m}, while y is defined in state-
ments {c, f}, and used in statements {e, g, h, j, k}.

In this example, a DU-path coverage item is defined by an ordered
pair (dv, uv), where dv is a statement with a definition of a variable
v, and uv is a statement with a use of a variable v. In the example
program, e.g., (b, i) is a DU-path test item of variable y.
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We will formalize our problem, and the desired outcome, in terms of dif-
ferent sets of test items. Given a generic structural test criterion TC , a multi-
tasking RTS S, a test suite Q, and a system model MS we will define four
different sets of test items: StructuralTC (S), TestTC (S,Q), FeasibleTC (S),
and ModelTC (MS). Note that in our explanatory examples, where the test
criterion is all-DU-path coverage, TC = DU .

Now, we know that our systems of interest are preemptive, pseudo-parallel
multi-tasking RTSs. Considering arbitrary preemption (assuming that any task
may preempt any other task in the system at any point in time), there is a num-
ber of structurally feasible coverage items StructuralTC (S) such that each test
item t ∈ StructuralTC (S) may or may not be feasible, depending on the task
interactions allowed by the run-time system. Basically, the structurally feasible
test items in a system S are the test items that can be derived by each task in
isolation, plus the test items that can be derived by unrestricted task interaction
in S. As such, StructuralTC (S) is a rough over-approximation of the feasible
test items in the system.

Example-II In the case of the all-DU-path criterion, the naive overesti-
mation of all system test items (StructuralDU (S)) would be given
by the set of all possible define-use combinations (dv, uv), such
that dv is a statement with a definition of a shared variable v, and
uv is a use of the same variable v. In our example system, this
would correspond to:

StructuralDU (S) = {(i, a), (i, b), (i, d), (i, k), (i, l), (i,m),
(l, a), (l, b), (l, d), (l, k), (l, l), (l,m),
(c, e), (c, g), (c, h), (c, j), (c, k),
(f, e), (f, g), (f, h), (f, j), (f, k)}

Further, the set TestTC (S,Q) is defined to be the set of all exercised cov-
erage items during the execution of test suiteQ on the system S. By definition,
this set will always be a subset of StructuralTC (S) (since TestTC (S,Q) can
contain no coverage items based on definitions and uses not in S, regardless
formulation of Q). Hence:

TestTC(S,Q) ⊆ StructuralTC (S)

Example-III In order to exemplify TestDU (S,Q) on our example sys-
tem, assume we test the system using a test suite QS of three dif-
ferent initial settings to the shared variables x and y, such that
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(x, y) ∈ {(4, 10), (10, 3), (5, 6)} (since these are the only fac-
tors affecting the flow in the system). Further, assume (1) that
the priority of the task executing functionD (taskD) is higher than
the priority of the task executing functionC (taskC), (2) that each
statement has an execution time of 1 time unit, and (3) that taskC
is released at time 0, and that taskD is released at time 8.

The first parameter setting (4, 10) will result in path p1, parameter
setting (10, 3) will result in path p2, and parameter setting (5, 6)
will result in path p3, as described below:

p1 : 〈a, b, d, f, g, h, j, k,m, j, k,m〉
p2 : 〈a, c, d, e, g, a, c, d, h, i, j, l,m, j, l,m, j, l,m, j, l,m, e, g〉
p3 : 〈a, b, d, f, g, h, j, k,m〉

From these execution paths, the following set of tested DU-paths
can be derived:

TestDU (S,QS) = {(i, l), (l, l), (l,m), (c, e),
(c, g), (c, h), (c, j), (f, g),
(f, h), (f, j), (f, k)}

FeasibleTC (S) is the set of all feasible coverage items in a system S with
regards to the test criterion TC . A test item t ∈ StructuralTC (S) can be
excluded from FeasibleTC (S) if the timing of the system does not allow the
execution of the test item, regardless of the input parameter settings, or if the
execution of t requires the execution of an infeasible system-level path. For
most structural test criteria, the calculation of the set of feasible test items is
undecidable in the general case, even in sequential unit testing [118].

The set of feasible test items is always a subset of StructuralTC (S), since
the latter always is a safe over-approximation of the set of test items contained
in S. Still, FeasibleTC (S) by definition safely contains all test items that can
be executed during testing. Hence:

TestTC (S,Q) ⊆ FeasibleTC(S) ⊆ StructuralTC (S)

Example-IV Since FeasibleDU (S) is undecidable in the general case,
we will not explicitly derive it for our example system (even though
it probably could be calculated in this particular case). However,
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considering the structure of the system, and assuming the timing
and priority properties described in the previous example, some
test items in StructuralTC (S) are intuitively infeasible. For ex-
ample, the DU-path (l, k) will not be included in any valid execu-
tion path, since the statements are mutually exclusive with respect
to a certain value of variable y which will remain unchanged while
in functionD. The DU-path (i, k) is also infeasible with the same
motivation.

Basing test coverage and adequacy metrics on a set that is undecidable
is naturally a major problem. In order for the metric to be applicable, we
need some alternative approximate reference of which test items actually are
contained in S. The fourth test item set, ModelTC (MS), is the set derived
using an abstract model MS of the system control and data flow. Basically, the
more accurate the model, the smaller the set ModelTC (MS) \FeasibleTC (S).

Any model MS useful for our method will model the behaviour of S such
that each behaviour in S yielding a test item will be represented in MS . As
such, it will yield a set ModelTC (MS) that is a safe over-approximation of
FeasibleTC (S):

TestTC (S,Q) ⊆ FeasibleTC (S) ⊆ModelTC(MS) ⊆ StructuralTC (S)

Although bounded by the above constraints, the contents of ModelTC (MS)
will be highly dependent on the model used of system representation. For
example, bounding the system behaviour to a specific execution order (deter-
mined by a run-time or offline schedule) enables us to discard some of the test
items in StructuralTC (S). Naturally, a more thourogh modeling may further
reduce the set.

2.3 Summary
This chapter identified structural test criteria that are suitable for use in system-
level RTS testing based on a classification of existing criteria for non-RTS unit-
level testing. Furthermore, in the chapter, we chose one of these criteria, the all
DU-path coverage criterion, to be the example test criterion for the remainder
of this thesis. In addition, this chapter defined four different sets of test items:
StructuralTC (S), TestTC (S,Q), FeasibleTC (S), and ModelTC (MS), where
FeasibleTC (S) describes the the set of test items we wish to derive given a
system S, ModelTC (MS) describes its practically derivable approximation,
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and StructuralTC (S) describes its worst-case over-approximation. Further,
TestTC (S,Q) describes the set of test items exercised by executing a certain
test suite Q. In Chapter 3 we will describe how to derive ModelDU (MS) given
two different system models. Chapter 4 describes how to extract TestDU (S,Q)
during testing, and Chapter 5 provides a system example, where the above
sets are derived and an approximate DU-path coverage is derived by dividing
the number of test items in TestDU (S,Q) with the number of test items in
ModelDU (MS) (i.e., rDU = |TestDU (S,Q)|

|ModelDU (MS)| ).





Chapter 3

Deriving DU-paths for RTS
System-Level Testing

In order to calculate coverage for system-level DU-path testing, we need to
know (1) the number of unique DU-paths exercised by testing, and (2) the num-
ber of exercisable DU-paths in the system under test. As previously described,
the former divided by the latter gives us the DU-path coverage achieved by
a certain set of test cases. However, the derivation of potentially exercisable
DU-paths requires a correct representation of control and data flow on system-
level. In this chapter, we seek model representations of the system under test
in order to derive the set of potentially exercisable DU-paths (ModelDU (MS)).
Specifically, we present two different methods for deriving this set. In doing
this, we bring together state-of-the-art methods in worst-case execution time
(WCET) analysis, model-based testing, and real-time scheduling analysis.

3.1 Introduction
The two methods presented in this chapter make it possible to determine test
adequacy in a multi-tasking RTS using the all DU-path coverage criterion with
respect to shared variables. Generally, by analyzing the temporal attributes of
each access to globally shared data within each task, while at the same time
considering the progress of the run-time schedule of the RTS, our methods are
able to model and analyze task interaction. Further, the task interaction pattern
together with the shared variable access information allow us to derive which

37
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DU-paths are potentially feasible in the execution of the RTS, and which are
not. In detail, our contributions in this field are:

• A test item derivation method based on the timed automata modeling and
verification tool UPPAAL [10, 59, 78], and UPPAAL’s test case genera-
tion extension COXER [41] (Section 3.2).

• A modeling and test item derivation method based on Execution Order
Graph (EOG) theory [101] (Section 3.3).

• Theoretical and empirical evaluations and comparisons of the two meth-
ods and their respective usefulness (sections 3.4 and 6.1).

The EOG representation was chosen since it, to our knowledge, is the only
abstract representation of a preemptive RTS that describes the full execution
time complexity, considering the best case-, and worst case execution time
of the system. UPPAAL, on the other hand, has some alternatives in, e.g.,
KRONOS [23] and HYTECH [38]. For this thesis, we chose UPPAAL due to
the usefulness of its COXER extension (i.e., the ability to derive test items
from an UPPAAL model), and for the benefit given by geographical proximity
to its originators. The latter also applies for the SWEET tool discussed below.

3.1.1 General Analysis Properties
Before delving into the details of our both approaches, we will discuss the
properties, assumptions, and methods that are common for both approaches.
These include the structure of the analysis process, the need for run-time sys-
tem representation, and the use of static program analysis.

Process Overview

Formally, our ambition in this chapter is to, given a generic RTS S, and a test
suite Q, generate a model MS , and to analyse this model for DU-paths, such
that the resulting set of test items ModelDU (MS) is as close to FeasibleDU (S)
as possible (i.e., such that ModelDU (MS) \ FeasibleDU (S) contains the least
number of elements possible). In sections 3.2 and 3.3, we describe two ap-
proaches for performing the modeling and analysis for deriving ModelDU (MS).
However, both approaches follow the same basic structure:

1. Given a multi-tasking RTS S with a set of tasks WS , each task in WS

is individually analysed with respect to a certain selected test criterion
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TC (in this chapter represented by all DU-paths, DU ). In this step, the
necessary input to the system-level analysis (e.g., best-, and worst-case
execution time, variable definitions and uses, etc.) is derived.

2. A model of the system (MS) is created based on the information col-
lected in Step 1 combined with information of the run-time system and
the system scheduling parameters (e.g., task periodicity, offset, etc.).

3. UsingMS , the set of test items in the model (ModelDU (MS)) is derived.

4. The results from system testing (TestDU (S,Q)) are compared with the
results from Step 3. Using these, a coverage thoroughness measure is
derived by calculating rDU = |TestDU (S,Q)|

|ModelDU (MS)| .

Run-Time System Modeling

As shown by several examples in earlier chapters, the system-level control flow
has major impact on the execution behaviour of a RTS. Consequently, it also
influences the system-level testing of such systems. The system-level control
flow, in turn, is dictated by the execution times of the tasks in the system, and
the underlying real-time kernel and scheduler. Hence, in order to correctly
derive test items for structural testing of a RTS, we also need to consider the
impacts of timing as well as the underlying scheduler on the system. In the
two approaches presented in this chapter, this is done by explicitly or implicitly
modeling or simulating the behaviour of a FPS-scheduler on timed abstractions
of tasks.

Static Analysis

Both our DU-path derivation approaches require static task-level information
regarding the control flow structure of the tasks in the system, the temporal
behaviour of the tasks, and shared variable definitions and uses. For this pur-
pose, we use the SWEET (SWEdish Execution time Tool) tool [28], a research
prototype tool for worst-case execution time analysis developed at Mälardalen
University1. However, any WCET analysis tool that is modified to provide the
data we require could be used for this purpose.

The static analysis we perform consists of three distinguished phases: a
flow analysis where bounds on the number of times different entities in the

1www.mrtc.mdh.se/projects/wcet
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Figure 3.1: The use of static analysis in the process.

code can be executed are derived, a low-level analysis where bounds of the ex-
ecution times for instructions are derived, and a final calculation phase where
the flow and timing information are combined to yield a WCET estimate. Ba-
sically, the static analysis answers to Step 1 and parts of Step 2 in the process
overview described above. Figure 3.1 depicts the schematic process of how
the static analysis is used in the analysis. In (1), the source code is compiled
using a compiler that supports the formats required by the analysis tool (in
our case, the NIC compiler2). Using the intermediate code from the compiler,
the analysis tool performs a high-level flow analysis (2), producing a program
flow representation (in our case, a scope graph [28]), and corresponding flow
information for both our analysis approaches. Next, a low-level analysis (3)
produces execution time information for the entities in the scope graph, us-
ing information of the assembly code. The flow information and the execution
time information is merged with the run-time schedule information to form

2See user.it.uu.se/svenolof/wpo. This step in the process assumes an application written in C,
but all other steps in the analysis are language-independent.
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two configuration files (4,6). Last, the system-level analyses are performed
(5,7), taking the two configuration files as input. The result of each system-
level analysis is a set ModelDU (MS). In Approach 1 (5), the model is given in
UPPAAL XML format, and in Approach 2 (7), it is given as an implicit EOG
representation annotated with shared variable access information. A more de-
tailed description of the specific use of SWEET is given in the description of
each approach, respectively.

3.2 Approach 1: Deriving DU-paths using UPPAAL
and COXER

In our first approach, we present a method for modeling system-level control
flow of multi-tasking RTSs using timed automata. In contrast to traditional
control flow models or graphs used for testing, our model also expresses: (1)
subroutine interaction, (2) timing, such as basic block execution times and
time-triggered preemption, (3) certain flow information, such as loop bounds
and infeasible paths, and (4) system-level properties, such as concurrency, task-
interleaving and race conditions. Consequently, the model may serve as a rep-
resentation of all possible system-level control flow paths that can be traversed
during the execution of a multi-tasking RTS.

3.2.1 Preliminaries
In order to fully describe the contribution of this approach, there is a need to
account for the refined system model assumptions, and to give a brief summary
of UPPAAL [10, 59], the tool used for modeling.

Refined System Model

To make way for our line of reasoning, we extend the system model defined in
Section 1.2. Hence, for the scope of this approach, we define a task using the
6-tuple:

〈T,O, P,D,ET , G〉

The first five items are identical to those in the original definition, where T
is the period time of the task, O is the activation offset relative to the task
period (i.e., a task t with period time Tt and offset Ot is activated at time
Ot, Tt +Ot, 2Tt +Ot, 3Tt +Ot, ...), P is the unique priority of the task, D is
the deadline of the task, and ET describes the best- and worst case execution
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times of the task. G, on the other hand, is a new item representing the set of
timed control flow graphs (CFGs) describing the control flow of all functions
called by the task.

A timed CFG g ∈ G is defined by the 5-tuple

〈V,E, s,X, F 〉

where V is a set of timed vertices representing the basic blocks of the function,
E is a set of edges connecting the vertices, s is the unique entry vertex from
which all other vertices are reachable, and X represents the set of exit vertices,
from which no other vertices are reachable. F is a set of flow facts describing
the behaviour of the task control flow. A flow fact f ∈ F is described as a safe
condition on an edge (e.g., a loop bound is expressed as a safe upper or lower
bound on the number of times a backward edge may be taken).

In addition, we assume that the execution time of each basic block vertex
v ∈ V is upper bounded by an integer that is greater than or equal to the
actual worst-case execution time of the block. Similarily, we assume that the
execution time is lower bounded by an integer that is lower than or equal to
the actual best-case execution time of the block. These integers (henceforth
referred to as basic block WCET and BCET) describe safe upper and lower
bounds on the execution time of that basic block. Hence, a timed vertex v ∈ V
(representing a basic block) is defined by the 4-tuple

〈BCET ,WCET ,D ,U 〉

D is the set of shared variable definitions performed in the basic block repre-
sented by the vertex, and U is the corresponding set of shared variable uses.
As a general note, throughout the chapter we will use subscripted indices when
referring to different properties (e.g., PX refers to the priority of task X , and
WCETY is the worst-case execution time of basic block Y ).

UPPAAL and COXER

UPPAAL [10, 59, 78] is a tool for modeling RTSs as networks of timed au-
tomata, and for simulating and verifying properties of these models. A thor-
ough formal definition of UPPAAL timed automata is given in the referenced
literature, but in short, an UPPAAL model is an extended finite automaton with
a set of locations, and a set of directed edges between these locations. Further,
a set of real-valued clocks are included in order to keep track of the passage of
time in the model. Edges may be guarded with boolean edge guards, allowing
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the edge to be taken only if the guard condition is satisfied. Similarily, locations
may be restricted by boolean invariants, allowing the location to be visited only
if the invariant condition is fulfilled. Different automata may synchronously
inter-communicate by means of synchronization channels, expressed as labels
on edges, such that a synchronization edge can only performed if both au-
tomata involved in the synchronization are ready to communicate. In addition,
UPPAAL locations may be labeled urgent or committed, where an urgent lo-
cation is a location where no time may pass, and a committed location is an
urgent location in which no edges from non-committed location may occur.

UPPAAL supports declaration of global variables (i.e., variables that are ac-
cessible by all automata in the model within which they are declared). Hence,
a global variable in the UPPAAL model translates directly to a global variable
in the system under test. For the method of modeling described in this paper,
the 3.4.11 version of UPPAAL3 is used.

COXER [41] is an UPPAAL-based test case generation tool that generates
suites of test cases based on UPPAAL timed automata system specification
models, and observer automata.

3.2.2 RTS Control Flow Modeling in UPPAAL

In order to use the analysis engine of UPPAAL to derive shared variable DU-
paths, we need to correctly model the structural and temporal behaviour of
the system under test. In this section, we describe a RTS control flow model
made up as a network of three categories of timed automata for this purpose.
First, each task is modeled as a set of timed automata (the task main function,
and the set of subroutines directly or indirectly called by the main function).
Second, the run-time state (ready, running, waiting, etc.) of each task in the
system is modeled as an Execution Control Automaton (ECA). Third, the run-
time kernel (i.e., the schedule, task switch, and the system clock) is modeled
as a set of timed automata. In the following subsections, we will show how
these automata form the timed system-level control flow model of the RTS.
Using the COXER tool, a search of all possible DU-paths in the model can be
performed. These together form ModelDU (MS).

Figure 3.2 displays the overall structure of the system-level control flow
model. In the figure, the white parts are specific for each system, the grey parts
are semi-generic in that they have a generic structure, but need to be param-
eterized for each specific system, and the black parts are completely generic.

3www.uppaal.com
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This section will focus on this structure and the purpose of our model. For an
in-depth description of the model, we refer to Appendix A.
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Figure 3.2: The structure of the UPPAAL control flow model.

Task CFG modeling

From a standard CFG perspective, a task is made up of a set of function-level
graphs (i.e., a graph for the task main function, and a graph for each function
that is explicitly or implicitly called by the main function). In our model, each
function CFG translates to a timed automaton in the UPPAAL format. The basic
control flow structure of a function is intuitively modeled in UPPAAL using a
one-to-one mapping between basic blocks and UPPAAL locations, and between
CFG edges and UPPAAL edges. Each location where a shared variable is ac-
cessed (defined or used) is explicitly marked in the model. By using UPPAAL
clock guards and invariants, the correct temporal behaviour of each node in the
graph can be expressed. Further, subroutine invocation is solved by means of
UPPAAL synchronization channels.

Hence, this part of the system-level control flow model ensures that the
correct task-level control flow, and shared variable accesses are expressed.
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Modeling of Task Execution Control

Even though there are a number of CFG models describing the timing and the
internal structure of each task, no task can be allowed to execute unless it is
scheduled and released by the run-time scheduler. For each task in the model,
a separate task ECA is used in order to keep track of the run-time state of the
task. An ECA is generic in the sense that it has an identical structure regardless
of the task it controls.

An ECA has five basic locations: waiting, ready, scheduled, executing, and
terminated. Basically, a task model is only allowed to consume any time if its
ECA is in the executing location. If a task model has not yet been released
by the scheduler, its ECA is in the waiting location. If a task model has been
released, but there are other released task models with higher priorities, its
ECA will be in the ready location. The scheduled and terminated locations are
intermediate locations, described further in Appendix A. In summary, the ECA
automata restricts the behaviour of the system model, such that no task models
make transitions when they are not executing.

FPS Scheduler and Task Switch Modeling

The third part of the system model is the FPS scheduler and the task switch au-
tomaton. These models ensure that the run-time schedule of the modeled RTS
is correctly represented in the model. The FPS schedule model determines
the ordering and timing of task releases (i.e., when certain task ECAs should
change location from waiting to ready). Furthermore, the task switch automa-
ton facilitates task model preemption in the system model. When a task model
with a higher priority than the currently executing task model is released, the
executing task model should be preempted in favour of the newly released task
model and only the latter should be able to consume any execution time.

3.2.3 Automatic System Model Generation using SWEET
Using SWEET, the automata for the task models can be automatically gener-
ated from the RTS application source code. Basically, in our extension of the
SWEET tool for this purpose, timed SWEET scope graph files for each task
function are translated into xml-file UPPAAL automata. These automata can
thereafter be imported into the main RTS UPPAAL project, initially comprising
task switch, schedule, system clock and ECA automata. When all generated
task automata are incorporated in the overall model, the test item analysis can
be performed.
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CovItems=2
Traces=2
TotCost=0
TotLength=4
du<x offset=0, edgeid ctl.a_to_b, edgeid ctl.b_to_c>
du<y offset=0, edgeid ctl.a_to_b, edgeid ctl.b_to_d>

Figure 3.3: Example partial COXER output.

3.2.4 Deriving ModelDU (MS) using COXER

COXER [41] is an UPPAAL-based tool that generates suites of test cases based
on UPPAAL timed automata system specification models, and observer au-
tomata. Hence, COXER is initially intended for functional testing. In this
section, we have described how to express the control flow structure of a FPS-
scheduled RTS S as an UPPAAL model MS , hence allowing COXER to per-
form a structural test case generation. By defining different kinds of observer
automata, COXER will generate different kinds of test suites, each of which
corresponds to the test criteria represented by the observer automaton4. For the
purpose of this thesis, we use a pre-defined DU-observer5. Using this observer
automaton, and a model MS of a system S, COXER will generate a suite of
test cases that, when exercised, satisfies the all DU-path coverage criterion.

As COXER is primarily directed towards usage with functional and tempo-
ral models of event-triggered reactive systems, it will generate a test case suite
consisting of traces through the model that satisfies the test criterion defined
by the observer. In a functional and temporal model of a reactive system, such
traces will tell us exactly which inputs to give the system, and when to give
them, in order to execute the tests. Using our system model (time-triggered
FPS), we will not be able to fully control the execution of the system just by
rudimentary user interaction, but we will still be able to derive the set of test
items in the system (i.e., ModelDU (MS)), as this is part of the COXER test
case generation output (see Figure 3.36.). In this case, the output tells us that
COXER has found two separate DU-paths; one of variable x and one of vari-
able y, reachable through two different traces through the model. The discus-
sion of test case generation versus test item derivation is further elaborated in

4In the referenced literature on COXER, test criteria are called coverage criteria.
5Given at www.uppaal.com/cover.
6This output is also in essence taken from the example at www.uppaal.com/cover
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Job Rel Prio BCET WCET
A0 0 4 7 8
A1 90 4 7 8
B0 100 2 7 37
C0 135 1 13 47
D0 170 3 5 41
A2 180 4 7 8

Table 3.1: An example 270 ms schedule with job identity, release time, priority,
and best- and worst-case execution time.

Section 8.3.1. For a full example of the process of deriving DU-paths using
COXER from a small multi-tasking RTS, see Chapter 5.

3.3 Approach 2: DU-path derivation using EOGs
In our second approach, we present a method for modeling system-level con-
trol flow of multi-tasking RTSs using Execution Order Graphs. In contrast to
the previous approach, this approach does not explicitly model control flow
on task-level, but relies on more abstract representations, such as timing in-
tervals for task execution, preemption, and shared variable access. Hence,
the modeling and analysis require less effort than those in the previous ap-
proach, but it is also likely to give a slightly less precise result. In other words,
ModelDU (MS)\FeasibleDU (S) for Approach 1 will generally be smaller than
ModelDU (MS) \ FeasibleDU (S) for Approach 2.

3.3.1 Preliminaries
As stated in Definition 1 on Page 11, an execution ordering is defined as an
ordered list of task switches and interrupts. This list includes all transfers of
control from one task to another task, or from a task to an interrupt service
routine and back during the execution in question.

The Execution Order Graph

In 1999, Thane and Hansson [101] defined an algorithm for deriving a di-
rected reachability graph of all possible execution orderings from a periodically
scheduled set of task instances during a LCM (the Least Common Multiple of
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Figure 3.4: An Execution Order Graph (EOG) based on the schedule in Ta-
ble 3.1.

the period times of the tasks; the shortest time before the schedule periodically
repeats itself). This graph is called an Execution Order Graph (EOG). Basi-
cally, knowing the offset and period time for each task (or release time for each
task instance), the task priority, the WCET, and the BCET for each task, all
possible execution orderings can be derived and visualized. An example of an
EOG (based on the fixed-priority schedule in Table 3.1) is shown in Figure 3.4.

Subsequent work by Thane and Hansson described how to handle sporadic
interrupts in the EOG (in fact, the same technique could be used by our method
in order to model functionally non-interactive tasks as temporal interferences,
but this is considered future work) [100]. Furthermore, Thane and Petters-
son addressed testing of preemptive multi-tasking RTSs [103] where input and
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output from a task can be given and produced at the beginning of a task’s
execution and at the end of the task’s execution respectively (using a single
shot task model [8]). Later, the model was relaxed to cover testing of tasks
where input and output could also be given within critical sections guarded with
semaphores [77]. In this approach, we extend the EOG-based method to also
handle all-DU-path coverage in preemptive multi-tasking RTSs. Hence, we are
further relaxing the model, allowing inter-task communication anywhere in the
execution of the tasks, however bounded to reads and writes of globally shared
variables.

Refined System Model

As with the first approach, we need to make some extensions to the system
model for this approach. Assuming a system S with a set of tasks WS as
described in Section 1.2, each task in WS is extended with a set of global
variable definitionsD and a set of global variable uses U (hence, in this section,
a task is defined as 〈T,O, P,D,ET ,D,U〉). A definition d ∈ D is defined as
a five-tuple:

〈id, v,min,max , rdMax 〉

where id is the unique address of the definition, v is the name of the shared
variable, min is the shortest-, and max is the longest execution time from
the start of the task within which the statement id can be reached (with no
temporal or functional interference from other tasks considered), and rdMax
is the longest time d can be live (before it is overwritten by another definition).
These temporal properties will be described more in-depth in Section 3.3.2.

A use u ∈ U is defined as a four-tuple:

〈id, v,min,max 〉

where id is the unique address of the use, v is the name of the shared variable,
min is the shortest, and max is the longest execution time from the start of
the task within which the statement id can be reached (with no temporal or
functional interference from other tasks considered).

As an example, consider the code in Figure 3.5, where uses are enclosed in
a selection statement. Figure 3.6 shows an example execution of two concur-
rently executing tasks, A and B, where B consists of the code from Figure 3.5,
and A has a higher priority than B, and contains a definition of variable a.
Hence, at task level, A only has a definition and no DU-paths. In B there is
a definition (a:=b+4) and two uses (result:=a+1 and result:=a*2)
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1. a:=b+4
2. if expression is true then
3. result:=a+1
4. else then
5. result:=a*2

Figure 3.5: Example of defs and uses.

of the same variable a. In two example executions of the systems (shown in
Figure 3.6), B is allowed to finish before A starts (Figure 3.6a), alternatively
is preempted by A (Figure 3.6b). Consequently, the result differs between
the executions. This is another example of a situation where task execution
orderings influence the functional system behaviour, but that is not the prime
contribution of this example.
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Figure 3.6: Shared variable communication (assuming that the conditional ex-
pression is true in task B).

Instead, consider Figure 3.7, where the scenarios from Figure 3.6 are revis-
ited, but here, the focus is on the exact times when the accesses are executed.
For example, in Figure 3.7a definition a:=b+4 is executed at def 1 and over-
written at rd1. In Figure 3.7b, a:=b+4 is executed at def 4 and overwritten
at rd4. Generally, for each access x, there is an interval with extremal values
x.min and x.max within which x can be executed. Furthermore, for each def-
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Figure 3.7: Shared variable access attributes.

inition d, there is a point in time d.rdMax , where d is safely overwritten. Note
here that a definition, that may live after the termination of the task in which
it is performed (as is the case with def 1, def 4 and def 6 in our example), will
have a rdMax equal to the WCET of that task.

3.3.2 Shared Variable DU Analysis

In this section, we will present, in abstract terms, the analysis performed for
deriving ModelDU (MS) using EOG models. In Appendix B, the details of the
corresponding algorithm is presented. Basically, the analysis consists of two
steps:

1. A task-level analysis, deriving ET , D, and U for each task w ∈WS by
means of static program analysis.
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...
1. i := 1;
2. p := INIT;
3. do {
4. i := i + 1;
5. if(i <= MIN)
6. g := g + INCR;
7. p := p * g;
8. } while(i < MAX)
9. return;

Figure 3.8: Example code for timing analysis.

2. A system-level analysis, based on EOG analysis combined with the re-
sults from step 1, deriving shared variable DU-paths. In fact, the DU-
paths are derived using the same algorithm that builds the EOG. Hence,
strictly speaking, the EOG model of the system is not actually used, as it
is derived along with the DU-paths.

Task-Level Analysis

The task-level analysis derives the temporal properties for each shared variable
access (definition or use) in each task w ∈ WS . Three properties (min , max ,
and rdMax ) are derived for each definition, and two properties (min and max )
are derived for each use. As min and max are analogous for definitions and
uses, we will focus on the definition properties.

Assuming a definition d that defines a variable x:

• The d .min property is a safe lower bound on the shortest possible exe-
cution time from the start of the task to the statement containing d.

• The d .max property is a safe upper bound on the longest possible exe-
cution time from the start of the task to the statement containing d.

• The d .rdMax property is a safe upper bound on the longest possible
execution time for any path p, starting at task start s and ending at a
statement e, such that d is on p, e contains a statement that redefines x,
and no other redefinitions of x are made between d and e. Intuitively,
this property describes the time (relative to the start of a task) where d
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Figure 3.9: Example of timing analysis for defs and uses.

is safely overwritten. Note that, if d is not safely overwritten during the
execution of the task, d .rdMax is equal to the worst-case execution time
of the task.

Timing analysis for defs and uses

For the purpose of DU-path derivation, we have extended SWEET to, except
the “normal” program WCET and BCET estimates, also produce estimates
upon the above mentioned min , max , and rdMax values. We use SWEET
to perform program flow- and low-level analysis, but not the calculation. The
result can be seen as a CFG containing both flow- and timing bounds and with
two extra start and exit nodes. Derived flow constraints are expressed as
(lower or upper) bounds on the number of times a certain entitity in the graph,
(node or edge), can be taken, valid for all possible executions of the program.
Derived timing bounds are expressed as a (lower or upper) bounds on the cost
for executing a certain entity, valid each time the entity is executed. Figure 3.8
depicts an example code with two globals g and p. Figure 3.9a illustrates the
CFG for the code. The flow analysis has derived a loop bound of 10, expressed
as an upper bound on the number of times node C could be executed. Each node
i has also been given an timing bound ti valid each time the node is executed.
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Secondly, we perform a reaching definition (RD) analysis for global vari-
ables [69]. The analysis derives, for each global variable, where in the program
it may be used and defined as well as how far each definition may reach. Since
pointers could be used to update globals, SWEET’s RD analysis takes the input
of a pointer analysis.

We derive the different estimates using an Implicit Path Enumeration Tech-
nique (IPET) calculation [28]. In IPET each node and/or edge in the CFG is
given a time (tentity), and a count variable (xentity), the latter denoting the num-
ber of times that block or edge is executed. The WCET is found by maximising
the sum

∑
i∈entities xi ∗ ti, subject to constraints reflecting the structure of the

program and possible flows. For example, there are constraints specifying that
the start and exit nodes each must be taken exactly once, and constraints spec-
ifying that each node must be entered the same number of times as it is exited.
The WCET estimate is derived using integer linear programming (ILP). The
BCET is found by minimizing the same sum (or, if the statements do not have
constant execution times, the corresponding statement BCET sum), subject to
the same constraints (using ILP).

Our min, max and rdMax analyses start from the above mentioned CFG.
Depending on what timing values to derive, we modify the graph by adding
extra edges and flow contraints. E.g., the graph for deriving min , max for a
use u is constructed by adding en extra edge from the node holding u to the exit
node. Additionally, for all other edges going to the exit node we add a flow
constraint specifying that its source node cannot be taken. Thus, we force the
IPET calculation to exit through our newly created exit-edge, thereby deriving
the best-case and worst-case estimates for u, instead of the “normal” BCET
and WCET. Figure 3.9b shows the CFG for calculating min and max for the
use of g in node F. For each global use and def derived in the RD analysis, we
construct a corresponding graph. The resulting modified graphs are given as
input to SWEET to derive the corresponding min and max values.

To derive rdMax for a definition d we first use the RD analysis to derive
the set of nodes which d may reach. From each of these nodes we add an
extra edge to the exit node. Additionally, for all other edges going to the exit
node from a node which d cannot reach, we add a flow constraint specifying
that its source node cannot be taken. Thus, we force the IPET calculation to
exit through one of the nodes d may reach. The rdMax value is derived by a
WCET calculation upon the resulting graph. Figure 3.9c shows the graph for
calculating the rdMax value of the p:=INIT definition in node B.
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System-Level Analysis

The algorithm for deriving system-level DU-paths is based on the algorithm
for deriving EOGs [101]. Consequently, the analysis exhaustively simulates
the execution of the system during the time interval of one LCM on an execu-
tion ordering level. In this simulation, performed by the recursive algorithm
described in Appendix B, all possible task interleaving sequences of the sys-
tem are traversed. After the time interval of one LCM, the system behaviour
is periodically repeated, and no new shared variable definitions and uses will
be found. During the analysis, information on the possible orderings of shared
variable definitions and uses is collected.

Specifically, given our extended task model (including the set of shared
variable definitions, D, and the set of shared variable uses, U), the analysis
derives an overestimation of all DU-paths in the system. In order to derive,
this, the algorithm needs to keep track of which shared variable accesses have
been, will be, or might have been performed at any time in the simulation.
For this purpose, throughout the analysis, each definition and each use holds a
certain variable state (dead, active or live, see Figure 3.10). An active access
has been executed, or can be executed at any time until it has become live or
dead. A live access has safely been executed, and not been safely overwritten
by another access. A dead access is neither active nor live (i.e., the access has
safely not yet been executed, is safely overwritten, or has safely passed the
time where it can affect the result of the analysis). As the analysis progresses
through the LCM time interval, the state of each access may change according
to a set of rules. These rules for making the transitions between these access
states constitute the foundation of the algorithm for deriving all system-level
DU-paths7:
Definition rules:

1. At d.min , d makes a transition from dead → active .

2. At d.max , d makes a transition from active → live .

3. At d.rdMax , d makes a transition from live → dead .

Use rules:

1. At u.min , u makes a transition from dead → active .

2. At u.max , u makes a transition from active → dead .
7The rules assume that ModelDU (MS) = ∅ initially.
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Figure 3.10: Access states and transition rules.

DU-path rules:

1. At d.min , all DU-paths (d, u), such that u.var = d.var and u is cur-
rently active, are added to ModelDU (MS).

2. At u.min , all DU-paths (d, u), such that u.var = d.var and d is cur-
rently live or currently active, are added to ModelDU (MS).

3.3.3 Deriving ModelDU (MS) using EOGs
The above seven rules (partially depicted in Figure 3.10) are implemented in
the DUANALYSIS algorithm, deriving all system-level DU-paths. The details
of the DUANALYSIS algorithm are described in Appendix B.

3.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented two different methods for deriving test items
for structural system-level testing. Specifically, we have described how these
methods derive the set of DU-paths (ModelDU (MS)) from a time-triggered
multi-tasking RTS. Theoretically, there are some basic differences between the
two approaches described in this chapter. For example:

• The COXER method has the ability to prune live definitions at resump-
tion [40]. In the EOG-based approach, the set of live definitions propa-
gates through the analysis. If a definition d in a task instance t1 is not
safely overwritten by the end of t1’s execution, d is considered live at
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Figure 3.11: Example CFGs.

the start of the next scheduled task instance t2. To prevent d from be-
ing live indefinitely, t2 “inherits” d as a live definition and assigns it a
new rdMax value, describing how long into t2’s execution d can be live
before it is safely overwritten. This value is derived for each global vari-
able by the task level analysis, by calculating the rdMax property for a
“virtual definition” of the variable at the task CFG entry point.

However, should the task switch from t1 to t2 be a resumption of a pre-
viously preempted, partially executed task, d cannot be assigned a new
rdMax value, since there is no way of knowing how long d will live
in t2 from the arbitrary resumption point. In this case, the EOG-based
approach will let d live throughout the execution of t2 and make a new
decision based on the next scheduled task instance t3.

Using the COXER based approach, each system-level control flow path
is considered (even if not always individually searched), and in the above
described scenario of a resumption of a previously preempted task t2, all
paths from the resumption point to the end of t2 will be traversed. If
all these paths contain at least one statement where d is overwritten, d
will not be considered live when scheduling task instance t3. This will
result in a tighter over-approximation of ModelDU (MS), and hence a
more detailed analysis result.
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• Consider the example CFG in Figure 3.11a. If we assume that the left
node in the selection consumes 10 time units of execution time, and all
other nodes consumes 1 time unit of execution time, we will end up
with (from x’s point of view) a definition d1 ([x:=3]1), a definition
d2 ([x:=4]2), and a use u3 ([y:=x]3) with the properties shown in
Table 3.2.

Access min max rdMax
d1 4 13 14
d2 5 14 15
u3 6 15 -

Table 3.2: Definition/use properties for the CFG in Figure 3.11a.

Using the EOG based approach, d1 may be live from time 4 (assuming
the right branch is taken), but is not safely overwritten until time 14 (as-
suming the left branch is taken). Since u3 may be reached at time 6, and
14 > 6, the analysis will consider u3 reachable by d1 (thus yielding a
(d1, u3) DU-path) even though it intuitively is not. The COXER-based
approach will not experience this problem, since it will detect the d2

intermediate definition of x and accordingly kill d1 before it reaches
u3. This problem will however only arise in definitions and uses resi-
dent in the same task instance, and might be avoided by a corresponding
task-level analysis, or a more explicit representation of task-level defini-
tion/use event relations (e.g., BES representations [57]).

• UPPAAL-based models for the COXER approach can more easily be ex-
tended with additional flow facts (similar to those described in [4]). E.g.,
the CFG in Figure 3.11b may at a first glance appear to contain six DU-
paths ({(1,3),(1,4),(1,5),(2,3),(2,4),(2,5)}), but taking into account the
condition in statement 3 ([x>0]3), it is obvious that DU-paths (1,4)
and (2,5) are infeasible. This is only detectable if the above mentioned
condition is considered. In UPPAAL models, such conditions trivially
translates to transition guards, whereas they are inherently harder to rep-
resent in the EOG based approach. For simplicity’s sake, this problem is
only shown in a single task example, but it also applies to inter-task flow
facts. That is, a definition of a variable in task t1 may affect the internal
flow in task t2.



Chapter 4

Test Item Monitoring Using
Deterministic Replay

Monitoring embedded RTSs using software probes may perturb the correct
temporal operation of the software. Still, monitoring is essential for extracting
the information required for determining test adequacy, e.g., coverage, during
testing. Execution replay is an established method for overcoming the probe
effect problem [5, 6, 9, 16, 19, 25, 60, 95, 102, 106]. In this chapter, we de-
scribe our RTS-oriented replay method, called Deterministic Replay [94, 105].
We also present the Time Machine, a Deterministic Replay tool implementa-
tion, and its three sub-components; the Recorder, the Historian, and the Time
Traveler. Further, we describe the use of this replay method to extract the set
of exercised test items, i.e., TestDU (S,Q), from a RTS without introducing
probe effects. Our method of replay-based DU-path monitoring consists of the
following steps (also shown in Figure 4.1):

1. As the system S is designed and built, it is equipped with instrumentation
for Deterministic Replay1, i.e., probes, that extract the system events and
data causing non-determinism, are introduced. Due to the low perturba-
tion levels for this instrumentation [94, 105], the probes can be placed
permanently in the source code of S, thereby eliminating probe effects.
With the replay-probes embedded, S is tested using some test suite Q
(4.1-A and 4.1-B). This yields a set of test reference execution record-
ings (4.1-A), each of which may span over several system LCMs.

1Naturally, also legacy code systems may be instrumented for replay [94].

59
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Figure 4.1: Replay-based DU-path monitoring - an overview.
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2. The replay logs from Step 1 are gathered and analysed (4.1-C). Addi-
tional probes are added to S in order to be able to extract accesses to
shared variables. For each test execution, its temporal behaviour is en-
forced based on the recorded execution, rather than by external events
or the passage of time (4.1-D). This creates a monitorable determinis-
tic replica of the test execution. Thus, the execution of added probes in
the replay execution will not consume any execution time relevant to the
determinism of the execution reproduction. The test suite Q is then re-
executed by replay execution and information of exercised shared vari-
able accesses are recorded (4.1-E). In this two-phase scheme, the amount
of information extracted is of no significance to the determinism of the
temporal behaviour of the system. Based on the outcome of this step, we
derive TestDU (S,Q), and are able to determine DU-path coverage by
calculating rDU = |TestDU (S,Q)|

|ModelDU (MS)| .

4.1 Introduction
Run-time monitoring, e.g., for the purpose of test progress monitoring, is tra-
ditionally performed using hardware or software probes, where the hardware
probe category includes in-circuit emulators, logic analysers, and custom mon-
itoring devices [26]. Software probes, on the other hand, are implemented us-
ing instrumenting statements included in the source code of the system. As
for hardware probes, they have the benefit of being able to extract run-time
information without temporally or functionally perturbing the execution of the
instrumented system. However, hardware probes suffer from other types of
drawbacks:

• The support for hardware instrumentation is dependent on the target em-
bedded system target hardware. Small volume, new, and high-end pro-
cessors may lack state-of-the-art support for hardware instrumentation.

• Hardware instrumentation does in many cases require resources that, due
to spatial reasons, may not be shipped with deployed systems [93]. This
might not be a problem for testing, but post-deployment support for in-
strumentation is attractive for other reasons (e.g., debugging [94, 105]).

• Some hardware-based solutions, e.g., some In-Circuit Emulators, are ex-
pensive, making them unsuitable for usage in small projects, and a po-
tential bottleneck resource in the development for big projects.
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Software probes are more flexible than hardware probes, since they are
added, altered and removed with less effort. There are two main problems with
software probes:

• Software probes are intrusive in the sense that they consume both execu-
tion and memory resources, thereby affecting, and potentially affecting
the temporal behaviour of the system. This phenomenon is called the
probe effect [31].

• In resource-constrained embedded RTSs, memory and execution time
are critical issues, limiting the amount of invasive monitoring allowed at
run-time.

Due to the drawbacks of hardware probes, and the hypothesis that we are
able to overcome the problems of software probes, we focus on the latter rather
than the hardware-based solutions in this thesis. Further, we will show how to
overcome the above software probe drawbacks.

4.1.1 The Probe Effect
The probe effect [31] describes the fact that it is not always possible to ob-
serve without interfering. If probes are added, removed, or altered over time,
such that the level of perturbation that they cause varies, the system behaviour
may be affected. On function or unit-level in a non-RTS, where execution is
performed sequentially and without races or strict deadlines, this intrusiveness
may be acceptable. However, in RTSs, software probes may lead to severe
discrepancies in execution behaviour when comparing probed and non-probed
executions. As an illustrative example, consider the following scenario: Two
tasks (A and B) share a resource, x, accessed within critical sections. In Fig-
ure 4.2, accesses to these sections are displayed as black sections within the
execution of each task. Now, assume that the intended ordering of the accesses
to x is first access by B, then access by A. As we can see from Figure 4.2,
the intended ordering is not met and this leads to a system failure. When in-
strumenting the system for testing (e.g., all-du-path based testing), the inserted
probes (the white sections in Figure 4.3) will alter the temporal behaviour of
the system in which case, no system failure will occur.

Thus, when testing, the execution time of the probes will prolong the exe-
cution of taskA such that it is pre-empted by taskB before it enters the critical
section accessing x and the failure is not repeated. Hence, simply by probing
the system, the instrumentation has altered the outcome of the execution we
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Figure 4.2: An execution of two tasks leading to a system failure.

wish to observe and the observed behaviour is no longer valid with respect to
the original execution in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Execution of the same tasks as in Figure 4.2, now with inserted
software probes for coverage instrumentation, “invalidating” the failure.

4.1.2 Deterministic Replay
In our work on debugging of embedded RTSs, we have proposed a replay
method for recording events and data causing non-determinism during a ref-
erence execution and to reproduce the execution in a subsequent replay execu-
tion [105]. Similar to other replay debugging methods (described in Chapter 7),
the replay execution can be used to reproduce a failure in a debugger environ-
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ment if the reference execution fails. Our method allows replay of real-time ap-
plications running on top of standard commercial real-time operating systems
(RTOS) and uses standard cyclic debuggers for sequential software [16]. There
is no need for specialized hardware or specialized compilers for the method to
work and the software based instrumentation overhead has so far proven indus-
trially acceptable (in the area of 3% of the total system load [94]). This allows
our probes to be left permanently in the system, making post-mortem debug-
ging of a deployed system possible while at the same time eliminating the risk
of experiencing probe effects during debugging. We refer to our method as
Deterministic Replay.

Considering the full potential of the ability of forcing concurrent executions
into a deterministic run-time behaviour, other possibilities than system-level
debugging arise. In this chapter, we describe the Deterministic Replay method,
the Time Machine tool implementation, and the use of these in order to perform
replay-based monitoring of DU-paths (i.e., extracting TestDU (S,Q)).

4.2 Deterministic Replay DU-path Monitoring

The method for replay-based monitoring that we propose is a two-phase sche-
me, where phase (1) performs a limited instrumentation of a reference exe-
cution in order to facilitate replay, and phase (2) extracts definition and use
information during the enforced behaviour of the replay execution. From this
information, visited DU-paths in the reference execution can be derived. Dur-
ing phase (1), the software probes may be acceptably intrusive (i.e., they should
not consume more resources than affordable in a deployed system, since they
should be left permanently in the system). If this requirement is fulfilled, probe
effects are eliminated and the technique is also applicable post-deployment [94].

In this section, we describe the process of using Deterministic Replay in
order to derive the set of DU-paths exercised by testing the system S with the
test suite Q (TestDU (S,Q)). The process requires a monitorable determinis-
tic replica of a multi-tasking RTS execution. For now, this replica is assumed
to be provided by the Deterministic Replay method. In the later sections of
this chapter, we will describe the process of creating this deterministic replica
fully. In order to derive exercised DU-paths during the deterministic replica
execution, we monitor definitions (assignments of values to shared variables)
and uses (read accesses to shared variables) by placing debugger breakpoints
on the statements containing the definitions and uses. Using the breakpoint
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commands facilitated, e.g., by a scripting language [89], or by a plug-in API2,
we are able to extract a sequence of definitions and uses from each test case
execution. From these, and the definition of a DU-path, it is trivial to de-
rive the DU-paths. Alternatively, the definition/use access monitoring could be
performed by placing debugger watchpoints on the shared variables, but this
would have a significant detrimental effect on the performance of the replay
execution.

In detail, in order to derive TestDU (S,Q) given a system S and a test suite
Q, the following steps are undertaken:

1. Ensure that S is instrumented to facilitate Deterministic Replay.

2. Execute all test cases inQ on S. As an outcome of the replay instrumen-
tation, this will yield a set of execution traces E, where each execution
trace ek ∈ E can be used to deterministically replay the execution of test
case qk ∈ Q.

3. For each task w ∈ WS , statically identify the set G of all statements
containing shared variable accesses (actually, this information is a by-
product of the task level analysis described in Section 3.3.2).

4. For each statement g ∈ G, place a breakpoint on that statement. Instead
of halting the execution, set the breakpoint to issue a set of commands
(an example of breakpoint commands is shown in Section 6.2.3). The
commands are set to log the time of occurrence, the variable accessed,
the type of access (def or use), and the address of the PC (i.e., the state-
ment itself) before resuming the execution.

5. For each trace ek ∈ E, perform a replay execution of S in a debugger
with all shared variable access breakpoints set. This will yield a new set
of traces E′, where each e′k ∈ E′ contains ordered information of the
shared variable accesses performed by test case qk ∈ Q.

6. For each trace e′k ∈ E′ , derive the set of tested DU-paths Γk in that trace
using the following rule: For each shared variable x and each subtrace γ
of e′k, such that γ starts with a definition of x, ends with a use of x, and
contains no other definitions of x, γ describes a tested DU-path.

Consequently, TestDU (S,Q) =
⋃
e′

k
∈E′ Γk.

2See, e.g., www.iar.com
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However, in order for the above scheme to work, and to correctly derive
TestDU (S,Q) from a system S, it is imperative that we are able to determin-
istically reproduce the execution of each test case in Q. Therefore, in the next
section, we will focus on the concept of reproducibility.

4.3 Reproducibility

For sequential programs with no external interaction, reproducibility is not a
problem. If such a program is started an arbitrary number of times with identi-
cal inputs, all invocations of the program will exhibit identical behaviours and
produce identical outputs. A program with this property is said to be determin-
istic [99]. For example, consider the program in Figure 4.4. If the program is
executed with an input value of 0, it will eventually come across a division by
zero. If the execution is repeated with the same input, we will again end up at
the division by zero. Naturally, there is no limit on the number of times this
failure will occur. Each time this program is executed with the input 0, we will
reach the division by zero.

int avg (int x)
{

int y, ret;
y = getTotal();
ret = y / x;
return ret;

}

Figure 4.4: A sequential deterministic program.

In order to be able to monitor DU-paths exercised in an execution by means
of execution replay, the system or program needs to be not only deterministic,
but also reproducible (i.e., deterministic and controllable with respect to execu-
tion parameters [99]). Unfortunately, not many applications or systems today
are even deterministic due to factors such as asynchronous I/O, concurrency,
and timing.

Starting with the next section, we will try to give a clear picture of the
problems involved in deterministic reproduction of non-deterministic system
executions.
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4.3.1 Context Issues

Any useful computer system interacts with its environment. In its most ba-
sic form, an example of such interaction could be that of a program taking a
command line input, sequentially calculating something based on that input
and finishing by returning a command line output. This example system is de-
picted in Figure 4.5. If the command line input given to this program is the
only parameter that can affect the output of this program and we know of this
input (after all, we gave it on the command line in the first place), to us, this
is a deterministic system. In addition, since we gave the input, we can simply
give it again and receive the same behaviour and the same output. Thus, this
program is also reproducible.

Calculation
Input Output

Figure 4.5: A basic interaction with a known and controllable external context.

This might seem somewhat trivial, but as we continue our line of reasoning
and consider the system shown in Figure 4.6, we come across a slightly more
complex situation. Suppose that the system is part of a mechatronic control
system. It can be initialized and terminated by a user, but in between these
events it leads a life of its own within a loop. This loop structure is used
to periodically sample some external process, calculate a response to these
samples and to produce actuating values based on the result of the calculation.
As the observed system behaviour is uniquely defined by the inputs read at
sampling time, this is a deterministic system. However, without the help of
some kind of recording mechanism, it is nearly impossible to reproduce these
inputs. Hence, the system in its basic form is not reproducible.

In short: A system, whose behaviour depends on parameters provided by an
outside environment, is not reproducible if we cannot control this environment.
To make the system reproducible, our only options are to gain control of these
parameters or the environment providing them. In this thesis, we concentrate
on the former.
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Get input

TerminationInitialization

Produce output
E N V I R O N M E N T

S Y S T E M

Figure 4.6: An interaction with a known, but uncontrollable external context.

4.3.2 Ordering Issues and Concurrency

So far in this chapter, we have only focused on reproducibility of sequential
programs, i.e., programs running in a single thread of execution on a single
processor. Looking at current state-of-the-practice commercial software, the
applications that fulfill these restrictions are easily accounted for. In order
to meet requirements regarding efficiency, interactivity and hardware utiliza-
tion, most applications are pseudoparallel (several threads of executions on the
same processor) or parallel (several threads of executions on several different
or identical processors). If the interaction with an external context described in
the above section seemed troublesome with regard to deterministic reproduc-
tion, it is merely a minor problem compared to the problems introduced by the
concept of concurrency. Although deterministic reproduction of truly parallel
system executions introduces additional complexity compared to deterministic
reproduction of pseudoparallel system executions, the main focus of this chap-
ter will be on the latter. In such systems, we face the additional challenge of
reproducing the system-level control flow caused by the execution ordering of
tasks.

4.3.3 Timing Issues

When discussing the concept of execution orderings, there is an important
distinction to be made. Execution ordering events (in essence, events that
cause task switches) can be either synchronous or asynchronous. In our view,
synchronous events are manifestations of the internal inter-task synchroniza-
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tion mechanisms of a system (e.g., message receipts or semaphore releases),
whereas those events we categorize as asynchronous occur due to correspond-
ing events in the system’s external temporal- or functional context (such as
timer- or peripheral interrupts). As a consequence, synchronous events always
occur at pre-determined statements in the code of the system (e.g., a semaphore
will always be released at a semaphore_release operation). In contrast,
asynchronous interrupts can occur anywhere outside interrupt_disable-
protected sections. This temporally and logically unrestricted access of asyn-
chronous events makes the location of occurrence of these events inherently
harder to pinpoint than that of synchronous events. Previous methods for han-
dling this problem have been proposed and are discussed in Section 7.2.1.

In 1978, Lamport presented a method for achieving a total ordering of
events in a distributed system execution [56]. This paper addressed the prob-
lem of lack of a mutual timebase in multiprocessor systems. As an example,
consider a two-processor system (processor A and B) with local per-processor
clocks. As it is practically impossible to achieve a perfect synchronization of
these clocks, they will differ with a precision of, say, 2δ. Given this, ordering
an event e1 occurring at local time x in processor A and an event e2 occurring
at local time x+ δ in processor B will be very difficult. In Lamport’s proposal,
this problem is solved using a distributed algorithm based on per-node logical
clocks rather than physical clocks. In addition, Lamport’s solution allows for
events on different nodes to have indistinguishable logical timestamps. Such
events are said to be concurrent.

Even if we do not focus on distributed multiprocessor systems, Lamport’s
paper makes an important point: A correct reproduction of the temporal be-
haviour of an execution implies a correct reproduction of the ordering of events
in the execution. However, a correct reproduction of the ordering of events
does not necessarily imply a correct reproduction of the temporal behaviour.
In a more formal notation:

Timing ⇒ Ordering, whereas Ordering 6⇒ Timing

In many systems, a correct reproduction of the ordering of synchronous events
is sufficient for acheiving a correct reproduction of the entire system behaviour.
However, in systems with real-time requirements, alterations in the temporal
behaviour of an execution that do not explicitly alter the ordering of events
might nevertheless affect the correctness of the system. An example of a sys-
tem with this type of behaviour is a multi-tasking RTS with hard deadlines.

In addition, relying solely on the synchronization ordering for reproducing
non-deterministic executions will only work if the system is properly synchro-
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nized. If data races exist in an execution, these will go undetected if we focus
exclusively on the correct reproduction of the synchronization sequence.

4.3.4 Reproducibility - Summary and Problem Statement

To summarize this section, there are a few issues that have to be resolved when
trying to deterministically reproduce multi-tasking real-time programs. At the
start of this section, we started with a sequential, non-real-time program with a
behaviour depending solely on its command-line inputs.

As systems are incorporated in different temporal and environmental con-
texts, the assumption of a completely deterministic and reproducible system
behaviour will no longer hold. Interactions with external contexts and multi-
tasking will lower the probability of traditional execution reproducibility to a
negligible level. As depicted in Figure 4.7, events occurring in the temporal ex-
ternal context will actively or passively have an impact on the RTS execution.
In this section, we discussed issues related to context, ordering, timing and the
embedded nature of embedded systems. Now, let us see if we can derive a less
abstract problem formulation from these sections.

TIME

P
R

IO
R

IT
Y

Temporal context

External context

Figure 4.7: Execution of a multi-tasking RTS, dependent on the temporal- and
the external context within which it is executing. Grey areas in the tasks rep-
resent temporal interaction (e.g., interrupts), and external context interaction
(e.g., sampling) respectively.

In order to correctly monitor and derive test items during testing without
probe effects using Deteriministic Replay, we need to achieve the same level
of reproducibility in multi-tasking RTSs as the one we have in non-real-time
sequential software. Considering this, there are a number of clarifying steps we
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can take. First, even though they served a logical- and (hopefully) pedagogical
purpose, all issues related to ordering can be ignored. This might seem odd,
but consider the conclusion in Section 4.3.3. As timing implies ordering and
we need to be able to reproduce timing in order to meet our requirements,
the reproduction of system timing will have correct reproduction of execution
ordering as a consequence.

Second, from the point of view of the temporal and external contexts, the
interaction with the system manifests in two different ways: The context (or
rather a peripheral device) can actively interact with the system by means of an
asynchronous interrupt. This interrupt most often has its origin in a correspond-
ing event in the context itself (e.g., a reset of a clock register or a completion
of an I/O transaction). The other means of interaction is when the context is
passively being read by the system (e.g., synchronous reads of sensor values or
clock registers). Hence, there are exactly three things required for deterministic
reproduction of executions for monitoring on a single-node concurrent system:

• Starting State
We need to be able to provide the exact initial state of the execution we
seek to reproduce.

• Input
Any input, initial or intermediate, to the execution must be reproduced,
such that it exactly simulates the temporal, external or random context
of the execution we desire to reproduce.

• Asynchronous Events
All asynchronous events that occurred within the execution must be re-
produced in such a way that their temporal and causal interference with
the execution is not altered.

The first item of this list of requirements is no different to that of repro-
duction of non-real-time sequential software (i.e., command-line input), albeit
slightly more difficult to achieve in real-time multi-tasking software. This re-
quirement is equivalent to that of being able to pinpoint the current location on
a map in order to use the map correctly. If you do not know where you are,
there is no use reading the map in order to get where you want to be.

The second and the third requirement simply reflect the influence of tem-
poral and external means of passive (input) or active (asynchronous events)
interaction. However, note that these requirements are based on theoretical as-
sumptions. As we shall see in Section 7.2.1, due to practical reasons, some of
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these requirements have been ignored, under-elaborated or over-elaborated in
previous work.

4.4 The Time Machine
The contribution of this chapter is a monitoring technique based on Determinis-
tic Replay [105, 94], and we hence need to describe the details of this technique
as well as its prototype implementation (the Time Machine). This is the purpose
of this section. In our method, information is recorded during runtime with re-
spect to interrupts, task-switches, timing, and data. The system behaviour can
then be deterministically reproduced off-line using the recorded history, and
inspected to a level of detail, which vastly surpasses what has been recorded
since the system is deterministically re-executed such that all calculated data
is restored. We will show how entire test executions including interrupts, task-
switches and data can be reproduced off-line in order to facilitate the probe
effect-free DU-path instrumentation process described in Section 4.2.

4.4.1 System Model Refinements
In addition to the assumptions posed in Section 1.2, we assume access to a
debugger with an interface or scripting language such that macros or programs
can be invoked conditionally at specified breakpoints, as well as target mem-
ory access. As we shall see, the availability of a proper debugger environment
is imperative for the extraction of DU-paths from a replay execution. We fur-
ther assume that the RTOSs have kernel instrumentation support such that task
switches can be recorded during runtime. Several commercial RTOSs, e.g.,
VxWorks3 and QNX Neutrino4, do.

4.4.2 The Mechanisms of the Time Machine
We will now in further detail discuss and describe our method for achieving
execution replay by describing its Time Machine implementation. The basic
elements of the Time Machine are:

1. The Recorder, which is an in-target mechanism that collects all neces-
sary information regarding the task-switches, interrupts, and data caus-

3www.windriver.com
4www.qnx.com
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ing non-determinism in the system. The function of the Recorder basi-
cally answers to Step B in Figure 4.1 on Page 62.

2. The Historian, which is the off-target system that automatically ana-
lyzes, and correlates events and data in the recording, and composes
these into a chronological timeline of breakpoints and break conditions.
The Historian analysis corresponds to Step C in Figure 4.1.

3. The Time Traveler, which interacts with the debugger and, given the
information provided by the historian, allows the recreation of the pro-
gram state (i.e., state variables, global variables, program counter, etc.)
for any given time in the scope of the memory of the Historian. The
function of the Time Traveler is shown as Step D in Figure 4.1.

This process is performed without ever changing the target executable code.
The same code (including RTOS) that is run in the target, during runtime, is
run during the replayed execution in the debugger. DU-path instrumentation is
facilitated using watch- or breakpoints with associated commands.

The Recorder

To achieve Deterministic Replay of an execution, a sufficient amount of infor-
mation of the execution must be gathered. The basic idea of replay recording
is that we need only record external inputs and internal state variables since
we later during replay re-execute the system and consequently recalculate all
intermediate variable values and outputs. If we use system start-up replay (i.e.,
if we do not allow old entries to be overwritten during the recording), all static
and global variables are also recalculated, and can be omitted from recording.

The first part of the Time Machine, the Recorder, is basically a collection
of kernel and application software probes and buffers for replay recording. In
the Recorder, the storage space for monitored data is divided into two parts:
the execution ordering buffer and a set of data flow buffers.

The execution ordering buffer is used to store all kernel events causing
non-determinism, such as task switches, interrupts and missed deadlines. It
consists of a cyclic buffer of a user-defined number of entries and an index
pointing at the next entry available to write. Each entry in the buffer consists of
a 7-tuple and is defined as 〈Tk ,STk ,PC ,SP ,C ,Ev ,EvT 〉 where Tk and STk
define the time of the event. Tk is the value of a software-based tick counter,
incremented by a timer interrupt. STk, on the other hand can be viewed upon as
fractions of a tick and is the value of a free-running counter in the underlying
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hardware, reset at each tick. This means that an event that occurred at Tk=43,
STk=256 predates an event occurring at Tk=43 and STk=398. Moving on, we
have PC, which is the value of the program counter register at the time of the
event. SP is the value of the stack pointer and C is the unique marker used to
differentiate between PC values in iterative constructs (see, e.g., Figure 4.8).

for (i=0; i<10; i++)
{

a = a + i;
----------------------PC=0x2340
b = q * 2 + i;

}

Figure 4.8: The PC is not sufficient as a unique marker.

In general, to correctly pinpoint asynchronous events, we need to record
where and when they occur by using timestamps and the PC value. How-
ever, since PC values can be revisited in loops, subroutines and in recursive
calls, additional mechanisms are required in order to define a unique marker
for asynchronous events. We make use of a generic marker consisting of the
SP value, register-bank checksums, and/or checksums of part of the user-stack.
This approach is described in-depth in Appendix C.

Finally, we have Ev and EvT. EvT tells us what type of event that occurred
and Ev is an identifier of the event. For example, if a hardware interrupt occurs,
EvT tells us that an interrupt occurred and Ev tells us which interrupt service
routine that was run. Another example can be made from a task switch. If a
task switch occurred, EvT tells us that a task switch occurred (and what type of
task switch that occurred) and Ev tells us which task that gained control after
the task switch. The structure of an event in the execution ordering buffer is
shown in Figure 4.9.

The other part of the memory storage space for monitor data is the data flow
buffers. This is a set of user-defined buffers, used to record task data instead
of kernel events. The data recorded here could be data external to the task,
such as inputs to the task, system state, readings of sensors and messages from
other tasks or nodes. In other words, data, that cannot be reproduced just by
providing the same internal state as in the first run, should be recorded. A thing
to keep in mind is that in contrast to the execution ordering buffer, each data
flow buffer is tied to a specific task. The execution ordering buffer is global
and is used only by the kernel.
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Tk STk PC SP C Ev EvT

Execution ordering buffer

Event

Figure 4.9: A magnified event in the execution ordering buffer.

An entry in a data flow buffer is defined as a 3-tuple: 〈Tk ,STk ,Dt〉 where
the meanings of Tk and STk are analogous to those in the control flow buffer.
Dt, however, is a set of user-defined data recording entries, that can be used
to record data during a run-time execution of the task. The data flow buffers
are cyclic and their recording mechanism works in the exact same way as the
execution ordering buffer. Note that no full checkpoints of data contents are
made (in order to potentially restore a starting state for replay), but individual
data are incrementally stored when accessed. This approach requires more
effort for instrumenting the system, but has the benefits of storing only the
data that needs to be stored, and allowing replay start-up not only from pre-
determined checkpoints.

In our basic approach we make use of a separate basic FIFO cyclic buffer
for each task data flow, and one for the execution ordering. In these buffers, the
oldest entry is always discarded when a new entry has to be recorded. Conse-
quently, the system can only be replayed for the length of the recording in the
temporally shortest buffer. Huselius [45] proposed the use of a single buffer
and an eviction scheduler for Deterministic Replay recording purposes. The
monitoring of this approach is more intrusive than that of cyclic buffers, but
generally it provides a longer available replay.

In either case, it is important that the developer in an early state of the
design allocates sufficient space to achieve a replay long enough to be able
to fulfill the purpose of the replay. Note that for some purposes, e.g., for test
item derivation, it is often desirable to replay the entire execution from system
start-up.
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The Historian

The Historian is an off-line analysis tool with the objective of providing a com-
plete basis for the Time Traveler mechanism. The input to the off-line analy-
sis is the raw data of the execution ordering buffer and the data flow buffers
recorded on the target system. The idea is to use the information from system
events to create breakpoints in the replay execution where the events occurred
in the recorded execution. When halted at a breakpoint, different parts of the
system state can be automatically altered in order to simulate an interrupt or a
task switch. When the system state variables are set, the execution resumes. In
this way, all external system events can be simulated.

Once the execution ordering and the data-flow of the application is recorded,
the first job for the historian is to sort the execution ordering entries in order of
occurrence and to construct a timeline. An execution ordering entry is either
asynchronous (e.g. task preemption or interrupt) or synchronous (e.g. block-
ing system call). For each asynchronous execution ordering entry, the historian
generates a conditional breakpoint, such that for each PC value where asyn-
chronous events occurred, a breakpoint is set. These breakpoints are guarded
by the condition of the recorded unique marker, e.g.,

break at PC(event) if
(SP == SP(event) &&
CHKSUMS_REGS(event) ==

(R0+R1+R2+...+Rn) &&
CHKSUMS_STACK(event) ==

(*(SP)+*(SP+1)+*(SP+2)+...+*(SP+m)))

Synchronous events, on the other hand, are not represented by unique indi-
vidual breakpoints. Instead, the entry point of each blocking system call, that
might give rise to a synchronous event, is breakpointed. The control and match
of the synchronous unique marker is here managed by the Time Traveler tool,
as is the transfer of control from the executing task to the subsequent task. A
timeline, similar to that of the execution ordering, is also assembled for the
data-flow. To allow a smooth correlation between data and execution ordering,
both monitoring activities are closely integrated.

Should the recordings contain the entire execution history from system
start-up, the timelines are replayable as-is. Making use of a set of cyclic buffers
for recording, where old values can be overwritten, might however raise the
problem of having to start the replay from a non-startup state. In this case it
is crucial to find a mutually consistent starting point for the replay. In other
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words, we need to figure out at what execution ordering log entry and at which
data instance to start the replay execution from.

Data flow

Data flow

Execution ordering

t1 t2 tendLog

Figure 4.10: Insufficient data-flow between t1 and t2.

Since the basic idea of Deterministic Replay is to re-execute the application
in exactly the same temporal and environmental context as the recorded exe-
cution, thus creating a fully monitorable sequential deterministic replica of the
reference execution, a basic requirement is that both the execution ordering and
the data flow information that constitute the replay context need to be available
at the start of the replay. Consider, for instance, the scenario in Figure 4.10.
Due to the dimensioning of the buffers, the execution ordering timeline spans
from t1 to tendLog, while the shortest data flow timeline spans from t2 to tendLog.
In this case, replay starting points between t1 and t2 will not be valid since not
all data flow information is available. Similarly, Figure 4.11 shows a scenario
with an interval where no execution ordering information is available.

Data flow

Data flow

Execution ordering

t1 t2 tendLog

Figure 4.11: Insufficient execution ordering between t1 and t2.

The requirement of available data flow at the replay starting point has to
be considered when choosing how to record data. However, how to handle
starting point issues are highly dependent on the underlying run-time model,
and will be discussed in detail in Section 6.2.3.
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The Time Traveler

The Time Traveler is the “engine” driving the replay forward by automatically
acting upon breakpoint events and issuing commands to the debugger. Initially,
by setting breakpoints at all blocking system calls, we can initialise the replay
of the recorded execution. First, the system is reset in the debugger and the
timeline index, an index pointing at the current execution ordering entry to
be matched, is set to point at the first suitable starting point in the execution
ordering timeline. Then, each task is initialised such that its run-time state
matches a suitable starting point in the historian-generated timeline. At this
point, the recorded data flow of the suspended task is written back into the
application. The timeline index is incremented and the next task is set up for
execution. Once the data flow of all instrumented tasks has been rewritten into
the application, the replay session initialisation phase is complete.

When the initialisation is ready, the replay will step forward as the timeline
index is incremented at each execution ordering entry successfully matched. In
addition, in the event of a subsequent asynchronous event for the current task
in the historian timeline, its corresponding conditional breakpoint is set, mak-
ing it possible to replay this event as that breakpoint is hit. Once breakpoints
representing asynchronous events are hit and successfully matched, they are
removed in order to enhance the performance of the replay session. This De-
terministic Replay session will behave exactly like a (fully monitorable) regular
sequential program mimicking the exact execution of the recorded multitasking
real-time application.

4.4.3 Deterministic Replay Summary

In conclusion, we have described how to record and reproduce interrupts and
asynchronous task-switches in a multi-tasking RTS. Assuming that significant
variables, like state variables, and peripheral inputs like readings of sensor val-
ues or events like accesses to the local clock, are identified and recorded, it
is possible to reproduce the interference from all sources of non-determinism
off-line. Hence, decoupling of the external system (the real-world) and the
progression of the system is accomplished, and Deterministic Replay of RTSs
is facilitated. During the replay execution, the software behaviour of the sys-
tem can be investigated to any level of detail. In this thesis, we use this newly
achieved observability in order to derive exercised DU-paths during system-
level testing.
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4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented our RTS-oriented replay method, called De-
terministic Replay [94, 105], and how to use this method in order to extract
the set of exercised test items (i.e., TestDU (S,Q)) from an embedded RTS
without introducing probe effects. We conclude the chapter with a discussion
regarding the lessons learned during the development and application of the
Deterministic Replay method.

• System Model
The Deterministic Replay method is not as sensitive to changes in the
assumed system model as the other contributions in this thesis. For the
DU-analyses proposed in Chapter 3, a periodically repeated system be-
haviour is an absolute necessity (for the EOG-based approach), or highly
desirable (for the UPPAAL-based approach). Even though some aspects
are somewhat complicated (e.g., dimensioning of recording buffers, and
the process of finding a consistent starting point), Deterministic Replay
is applicable in time-triggered, as well as sporadic and event-triggered
real-time systems with terminating or non-terminating tasks.

• Data Flow Analysis
We have successfully applied the time machine approach proposed in
this paper in a number of applications running on different operating
systems, different hardware, different compilers, and different debug-
gers (a thorough description of our case studies is given in Section 6.2).
What we have learned however from these studies, is that it is necessary
to carefully analyze the target system’s data flow with respect to what
data is re-executed, re-transmitted and what data has external (process)
origin in order not to forego something that may inhibit deterministic
re-execution or that we do not record too much.





Chapter 5

System-Level DU-path
Coverage – An Example

In the previous chapters, we presented the main technical contributions of this
thesis. Specifically, Chapter 3 described how to derive a the set of DU-paths
from an abstract model of a RTS S (ModelDU (MS)), and Chapter 4 described
how to derive the set of DU-paths exercised by testing S by the test suite Q
(TestDU (S,Q)).

In this chapter, we show how these contributions are combined in order to
determine structural DU-path coverage for system-level testing. For this pur-
pose, we will follow an example system as it propagates through our proposed
system-level testing process.

5.1 The Process
First of all, we review the abstract description of our system-level test process.
At this stage in the thesis, we are able to introduce our notion of DU-path
sets in the process description. Hence, the process, in its entirety depicted in
Figure 5.1, works as follows (assuming an all DU-path coverage test criterion):

1. A set of sequential subunits (tasks) are instrumented to facilitate replay,
and assembled into a multi-tasking RTS S.

2. A timed abstract representation (model) MS of the system data flow
structure is derived by means of static analysis.

81
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Figure 5.1: The structural system-level testing process.

3. The system schedule is added to the representation.

4. A suite of test cases Q are selected and executed. During test execution,
the non-deterministic events and data of the execution are recorded.

5. The recordings are used to deterministically replay the test suite execu-
tions with an enforced timing behaviour, and an added instrumentation,
allowing DU-path derivation without probe effects.

6. After the testing phase, the monitored run-time information is extracted,
yielding TestDU (S,Q).

7. Using analysis of the model derived in step 2, the theoretical maximum
DU-path coverage (i.e., ModelDU (MS)) is derived and compared with
the results from step 6, allowing an estimate of the system-level coverage
to be determined by calculating rDU = |TestDU (S,Q)|

|ModelDU (MS)|

5.2 The Example System

We will use a periodic 3-task RTS Sex with 3 shared variables in order to
exemplify the test process. The system makes no claim of being functionally
sound, reasonably scheduled, or of performing any useful task. Its purpose is
solely to exemplify the above test process.
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void modeChange()
{

if (mode == 0)
mode = 1;

if (mode == 1)
mode = 2;

if (mode == 2)
mode = 0;

}

void calculate()
{

if (mode == 0)
{

if (x < 0)
x = -x;

x = x * y;
}
if (mode == 1)
{

if (y < 0)
y = -y;

y = y - x;
}
if (mode == 2)
{

y = x + y;
x = y - x;

}
}

void shift()
{

x = -y;
y = -x;

}

(a) modeChange task (b) calculate task (c) shift task

Figure 5.2: Tasks of example system.

5.2.1 Example System Structure

The source code of the tasks of Sex are shown in Figure 5.2. Specifically,
5.2a displays the code of the modeChange task, 5.2b shows the code of the
calculate task, and 5.2c displays the shift task code. Shared variables
used are integers x, y, and mode.

We assume that the system requirements call for a period time of 800 time
units for all tasks, but with modeChange being offset by 100, and shift
being offset by 200 time units. In other words, this means that calculate
task instances (jobs) will be released at time 0, 800, 1600, ..., modeChange
jobs will be released at time 100, 900, 1700, ..., and shift jobs will be re-
leased at time 200, 1000, 1800, .... Furthermore, this implies a repeated system
behaviour, and a LCM, of 800 time units. In addition, we assume that the
shift task is given the highest priority, the modeChange task the medium
priority, and the calculate task the lowest priority. We further assume that
the system is schedulable using these task parameters.
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shift_BB31

bbet<=1

shift_BB28

bbet<=9

shift_BB26

bbet<=1

shift_BB27

bbet<=9

shift_BB32

bbet<=4

shift_BB29

bbet<=21

shift_BB30

bbet<=21

go__shift?

bbet>=1

ready__shift!

bbet>=1

ready__shift!

bbet>=9

ready__shift!

bbet>=9

ready__shift!

bbet>=21

ready__shift!

x:=1, local_var:=y

bbet>=21

ready__shift!

y:=1, local_var:=x

go__shift?

go__shift?

go__shift?

go__shift?

go__shift?

go__shift?

ready__shift!

terminate__shift!

Figure 5.3: shift UPPAAL task model automaton.

5.2.2 System Replay Instrumentation

The next step in the process is to ensure that any execution of Sex can be de-
terministically reproduced by means of Deterministic Replay. Specifically, we
need to make sure that the execution ordering and the data flow of the system
can be reproduced. As the execution ordering instrumentation (e.g., monitor-
ing of interrupts and task switches) is part of the underlying run-time system
rather than the application itself, there is no need for inserting any execution
ordering probes in any task code. For the purpose of this example, we simply
assume that such instrumentation is included in the RTS kernel. The data flow
recording, on the other hand, is performed on the application level. The data
flow recording consists of (1) recording of intermittent input (e.g., readings of
sensor values or the real-time clock), and (2) recording of accesses to shared
or static variables (i.e., system state-preserving data). For (1), the application
code of Sex does not include any statements that consume external or temporal
context input. Hence, no such instrumentation need to be inserted. For (2),
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bbet<=1

bbet<=20
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bbet>=1

bbet>=20bbet>=20

bbet>=12

bbet>=12

bbet>=1

bbet>=20 bbet>=20

Figure 5.4: modeChange UPPAAL task model automaton.

this type of instrumentation is only required if it is required to start a replay
execution from any other point in the recording than system start-up, which is
necessary, e.g., if the entire recording is not available. In this example we as-
sume that the full recording is available, and no instrumentation of this type is
necessary. If we, however, were forced to facilitate replay with a partial replay
recording, each use access of a shared variable would have to be preceded by
an instrumenting statement, recording the value of the variable at that point1.

5.3 DU-path Analysis
After the system has been instrumented for replay, we are able to statically
derive the models required to find ModelDU (MSex

). Note that, if the model
derivation is done before the system instrumentation, the timing of the resulting

1Note that any schedulability analysis must also consider the execution time of instrumentation
inserted in the system to facilitate execution replay.
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local_var:=mode local_var:=mode

x:=1, local_var:=x

local_var:=mode

local_var:=mode

local_var:=mode local_var:=mode

local_var:=x

y:=1, local_var:=y

y:=1, local_var:=y

y:=1, 

local_var:=x, 

local_var:=y

x:=1, local_var:=x, 

local_var:=y

local_var:=y

local_var:=y
local_var:=xlocal_var:=x

Figure 5.5: calculate UPPAAL task model automaton.

model will not consider the temporal effects of the software probes. Since this
thesis proposes two different modeling paradigms, we will consider both and
derive model M ′

Sex
using the UPPAAL-based method, and model M ′′

Sex
using

the EOG-based method. Both model representations are generated using a
SWEET-based task-level analysis.

5.3.1 Task-Level Analysis

The first step of the task-level analysis is the compilation of the system source
code (in our case, by the NIC C compiler). Basically, we require this compi-
lation to produce the format that the static analysis tool (in our case, SWEET)
operates on. Next, given the intemediate code format files, the static analy-
sis tool generates the configuration files for both approaches (as described in
Sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.2).
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relCalculate !relCalculate

cCalculate>=OCalculate

moveToReady__calculate!

relCalculate:=0

cCalculate<OCalculate

cCalculate<TCalculate

cCalculate>=TCalculate

cCalculate:=0, relCalculate:=1

!relModeChangerelModeChange

cModeChange>=OModeChange

moveToReady__modeChange!

relModeChange:=0

cModeChange>=TModeChange

cModeChange:=0, relModeChange:=1

cModeChange<OModeChange

cModeChange<TModeChange

relShift !relShift

cShift<TShift

cShift<OShift

cShift>=OShift

moveToReady__shift!

relShift:=0

cShift>=TShift

cShift:=0, relShift:=1

scheduled!

schedule?

Figure 5.6: Sex schedule automaton.

5.3.2 Deriving DU-paths using UPPAAL and COXER

In the UPPAAL-based method, the configuration files generated by the static
analysis are made up of native UPPAAL XML-based descriptions of UPPAAL
timed automata. For the tasks of the example Sex system, the generated au-
tomata are depicted in Figures 5.3 through 5.5. Note that the detailed explana-
tion of our method for task modeling in UPPAAL is given in Appendix A. Fur-
ther note that the figure displaying the shift task automaton (Figure 5.3) is
the only figure that shows complete model annotation as required by COXER,
including synchronization labels for task termination (i.e., terminate shift),
statement labels (e.g., shift BB26), execution control synchronization (go/ready
labels), timing guards and invariants (e.g., bbet<=9), and shared variable ac-
cesses (e.g., x:=1 and local var:=y). For presentation purposes, the mode-
Change (5.4) and calculate (5.5) figures show solely timing and shared
variable access annotation, respectively.
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Once generated, the Sex task model automata are imported into the generic
UPPAAL run-time system model, comprised of the task switch, system clock,
and execution control automata. Model M ′

Sex
is completed by the addition of a

tailored schedule automaton (depicted in Figure 5.6), and the definition of task
properties, e.g., task period, offset, and priority, in the model.

Using the above M ′
Sex

model, the UPPAAL test case generation extension
COXER is capable of deriving ModelDU (M ′Sex

). To do this, we simply config-
ure COXER to focus on DU-path coverage, using a standard DU-path observer
as described in [41]. Further, we limit the variables of interest in the model to
the three shared variables in Sex (x, y, and mode) by the configuration line:

cover duVar ({x,y,mode})

Running COXER under these configurations, the analysis will yield the com-
plete set of DU-paths feasible in M ′

Sex
(i.e., ModelDU (M ′Sex

)). In our example
system, ModelDU (M ′Sex

) is a set of 81 DU-paths. As described, this set is an
over-approximation of the actual number of feasible DU-paths in Sex.

5.3.3 Deriving DU-paths using EOGs
For the EOG-based approach, the static task-level analysis will generate a more
abstract task representation than in the UPPAAL case. In our case, given the in-
termediate system code produced by the NIC compiler, SWEET will derive and
generate a representation including the BCET and WCET for each task in Sex,
the min and max times for each shared variable use in Sex, and the min, max,
and rdMax times for each shared variable definition in Sex. Adding scheduling
information, like task priority, offset, and periodicity, the M ′′

Sex
representation

is completed (see Figure 5.7).
Once generated, the M ′′

Sex
system representation is analysed for DU-paths

using the EOG-based DUANALYSIS algorithm, as described in Section 3.3 and
Appendix B. The resulting set, ModelDU (M ′′Sex

) includes 83 different DU-
paths, i.e., two more than considered potentially feasible by the UPPAAL-based
approach.

5.4 System Testing
Now that the sets of potentially feasible DU-paths have been derived, we are
able to test Sex using an arbitrary test suite Qex, monitor the test progress (i.e.,
extract TestDU (Sex, Qex)), and calculate an approximate DU-path coverage
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Job Rel 0 Prio 1 WCET 348 BCET 77
Def BB0 Var mode min 0 max 0 rdMax 348
Def BB0 Var x min 0 max 0 rdMax 348
Def BB0 Var y min 0 max 0 rdMax 348
Def BB22 Var x min 151 max 338 rdMax 348
Def BB4 Var x min 78 max 78 rdMax 120
Def BB7 Var x min 87 max 120 rdMax 348
Def BB12 Var y min 99 max 194 rdMax 233
Def BB15 Var y min 105 max 233 rdMax 348
Def BB21 Var y min 123 max 310 rdMax 348
Use BB1 Var mode min 25 max 25
Use BB17 Var mode min 67 max 254
Use BB9 Var mode min 46 max 141
Use BB15 Var x min 105 max 233
Use BB2 Var x min 45 max 45
Use BB20 Var x min 98 max 285
Use BB4 Var x min 78 max 78
Use BB7 Var x min 87 max 120
Use BB10 Var y min 66 max 161
Use BB12 Var y min 99 max 194
Use BB15 Var y min 105 max 233
Use BB21 Var y min 123 max 310
Use BB22 Var y min 151 max 338
Use BB7 Var y min 87 max 120

Job Rel 100 Prio 2 WCET 102 BCET 66
Def BB33 Var mode min 0 max 0 rdMax 102
Def BB33 Var x min 0 max 0 rdMax 102
Def BB33 Var y min 0 max 0 rdMax 102
Def BB35 Var mode min 33 max 33 rdMax 102
Def BB38 Var mode min 54 max 66 rdMax 102
Def BB41 Var mode min 75 max 99 rdMax 102
Use BB34 Var mode min 21 max 21
Use BB37 Var mode min 42 max 54
Use BB40 Var mode min 63 max 87

Job Rel 200 Prio 3 WCET 66 BCET 66
Def BB26 Var mode min 0 max 0 rdMax 66
Def BB26 Var x min 0 max 0 rdMax 40
Def BB26 Var y min 0 max 0 rdMax 61
Def BB29 Var x min 40 max 40 rdMax 66
Def BB30 Var y min 61 max 61 rdMax 66
Use BB30 Var x min 61 max 61
Use BB29 Var y min 40 max 40

Figure 5.7: M ′′
Sex

configuration file.
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for the test suite. The testing and test monitoring are done in two phases, where
phase (1) executes the test cases in Qex with no added test instrumentation ex-
cept for the resident replay instrumentation, and phase (2) uses Deterministic
Replay to re-execute all test recordings, this time with an added instrumenta-
tion of all shared variable accesses.

5.4.1 Initial Testing

For the system testing, we need to find a proper test suite Qex. In our exam-
ple system, the non-deterministic factors are limited (e.g., it contains no state-
ments with variable execution time), and the only thing affecting the flow is the
parametrization of the shared variables x, y, and mode. Hence, we assume a
small test suite comprising three test cases, selected solely for the purpose of
this example:

Qex : {〈x:0,y:0,mode:0〉, 〈x:0,y:1,mode:1〉, 〈x:1,y:0,mode:2〉}

We further assume that, for each test case q ∈ Qex, testing is performed for
the time interval of one LCM (i.e., 800 time units). Under these assumptions,
executing the three test cases in Qex in the initial testing will result in three
different replay execution trace recordings e1, e2, and e3.

5.4.2 Replaying Test Cases

In order to derive the number of DU-paths exercised during e1, e2, and e3, we
deterministically reproduce the executions that these traces describe, together
with an added instrumentation of all shared variable accesses. For example, for
all uses of variable x, the boldfaced statements in Figure 5.8 are instrumented.
Since we use a debugger to facilitate replay, it is close at hand to use break-
points or similar for the shared variable access instrumentation purpose. Such
instrumentation will monitor each shared variable access without changing the
executable file.

Using the Deterministic Replay method, the three test cases of Qex are re-
executed, with correct timing enforced by execution traces e1, e2, and e3. Con-
sequently, when exercised, configuration 〈x:0,y:0,mode:0〉 yields 11 DU-
paths, configuration 〈x:0,y:1,mode:1〉 yields 10 DU-paths, and configu-
ration 〈x:1,y:0,mode:2〉 yields 14 DU-paths. Combining these results,
and disregarding DU-path doublets, we end up with a set TestDU (Sex, Qex)
of 21 exercised DU-paths.
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void modeChange()
{

if (mode == 0)
mode = 1;

if (mode == 1)
mode = 2;

if (mode == 2)
mode = 0;

}

void calculate()
{

if (mode == 0)
{

if (x < 0)
x = -x;

x = x * y;
}
if (mode == 1)
{

if (y < 0)
y = -y;

y = y - x;
}
if (mode == 2)
{

y = x + y;
x = y - x;

}
}

void shift()
{

x = -y;
y = -x;

}

(a) modeChange task (b) calculate task (c) shift task

Figure 5.8: Example instrumentation of system tasks, with use accesses of the
shared variable x highlighted.

5.5 Summary
Once the ModelDU (MS) and TestDU (S,Q) sets are found, the DU-path cov-
erage can be calculated as rDU = |TestDU (S,Q)|

|ModelDU (MS)| . For the M ′
Sex

UPPAAL-
based model, the coverage is r′DU = 21

81 ≈ 0.259. For the M ′′
Sex

EOG-based
model, the coverage is r′′DU = 21

83 ≈ 0.253. We let this example calculation of
system-level DU-path coverage conclude our example chapter.

In summary, this chapter described how the contributions of this thesis can
be combined to determine structural DU-path coverage in system-level testing.
Specifically, we have followed an example 3-task system Sex through replay
instrumentation, static DU-path analysis, initial testing, replay testing, and cal-
culation of DU-path coverage.





Chapter 6

Evaluation

This chapter collects the results from the experimental evaluations performed
on the techniques and methods proposed in this thesis, and is structured as fol-
lows: The first part of this chapter (Section 6.1) will focus on experimental
evaluation of the DU-path derivation methods. The second part (Section 6.2)
will focus on the case studies and implementations of the Time Machine, and
the third part (Section 6.3) will focus on the evaluations of the checksum-based
technique for pinpointing asynchronous events, for the purpose of determinis-
tically reproducing them. Our intention is that the evaluations presented in this
chapter shall serve as an initial investigation of the feasibility and applicability
of the techniques presented in this thesis. Considering this intention, in sum-
mary, some of our methods show very promising results, while others need
additional future work in order to be fully applicable in real contexts.

6.1 Test Item Derivation Methods

This section presents the experimental evaluation of the EOG-based and the
UPPAAL-based DU-path derivation methods presented in Chapter 3. Both
methods are evaluated with respect to precision of the analysis result, and anal-
ysis run-time for a number of different systems with different properties, size,
and run-time complexity. In addition, for the second approach (deriving DU-
paths using EOGs), we glance upon the run-time, and analysis result, conse-
quences of varying the execution time jitter (the difference between task BCET
and task WCET), since a large execution time jitter is generally said to signifi-

93
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System Tasks Gvar SDU Avg WCET−BCET
WCET

Size Loops Selections
S1 4 18 216 42.4% 292 0 18
S2 4 27 183 50.4% 484 1 53
S3 4 22 34 48.0% 99 1 7
S4 3 7 41 67.3% 257 11 17
S5 2 4 228 89.0% 137 7 14
S6 3 4 223 55.1% 76 2 2
S7 3 7 132 23.7% 74 0 3
S8 4 2 40 18.3% 45 0 2

Table 6.1: Properties of systems used in evaluation.

cantly impair system testability [99]. The purpose of the evaluations presented
in this section is:

• To show that both the EOG-based analysis and the UPPAAL-based analy-
sis are executable, and able to derive the set of DU-paths given a number
of multi-tasking RTSs.

• To compare the precision of the result of both methods with the worst-
case over-approximation, and to compare the run-time complexity of the
both methods.

• To get a first notion of the limits of both methods in terms of manageable
system size and structural system complexity (e.g., number of shared
variable accesses, or number of unique task interleaving patterns).

6.1.1 Experimental Systems
Ideally, our methods should be evaluated using an established benchmark suite
for concurrent system-level testing. Some such benchmarks are available [36,
29], but are unfortunately highly focused on specific run-time environments
(e.g., testing of Java synchronization mechanisms).

Instead, as an experimental evaluation of our method, we provide analysis
results from eight different control-oriented systems (S1-S8). All systems com-
prise control-oriented code (e.g., calculation of planet orbits (S1) and a control
system for a forklift able to solve the Towers Of Hanoi problem (S2)). Sys-
tems S3 and S4 are taken from WCET analysis benchmarks1, and S5 through

1www.mrtc.mdh.se/projects/wcet
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Sys Config 1 Config 2 Config 3
(MDU , MDU

SDU
) (MDU , MDU

SDU
) (MDU , MDU

SDU
)

S1 (-, -) (-, -) (-, -)
S2 (-, -) (-, -) (-, -)
S3 (-, -) (-, -) (21, 61.8%)
S4 (-, -) (-, -) (-, -)
S5 (-, -) (-, -) (-, -)
S6 (28, 12.6%) (25, 11.2%) (19, 8.5%)
S7 (-, -) (117, 88.6%) (127, 96.2%)
S8 (23, 57.5%) (27, 67.5%) (16, 40.0%)

Table 6.2: UPPAAL-based test item derviation evaluation results.

S8 are slightly smaller systems that were written by us for the purpose of
this evaluation. In Table 6.1, Tasks and Gvar refer to the number of tasks
and global variables respectively. SDU refers to the number of DU-paths in
StructuralDU (S), considering that each definition d and use u of the same
shared variable may naively form a DU-path (d, u). Generally, throughout this
chapter, we will use the abbreviations SDU for denoting the number of DU-
paths in StructuralDU (S), i.e., |StructuralDU (S)|, and MDU for denoting
the number of DU-paths in ModelDU (MS), i.e., |ModelDU (MS)|. Further,
Avg WCET−BCET

WCET describes the average ratio between the task jitter and its
worst case execution time for all tasks in the system and, as such, is a measure
of the relative system jitter. Thus, a high ratio (as the case in system S5) implies
a large difference between task BCET and WCET compared to the task WCET
in the system and hence a large execution time jitter. Size is the size of the
system in terms of number of machine code statements. Loops and Selections
is the number of loops and selections in the system respectively.

For our evaluations, each system is scheduled in three different ways (Con-
fig 1-3). As for the configurations, in Config 3, the tasks are completely sepa-
rated in time and suffer no preemptions. In contrast, Config 1 is scheduled in an
effort to maximize the number of task preemptions. Config 2 is an in-between
configuration of Config 1 and Config 3. All evaluations were carried out on a
512 MB RAM Dell Precision M70 laptop computer running Windows XP on
top of a 1.6 GHz Pentium M processor.

6.1.2 UPPAAL-based Test Item Derivation
We first present the evaluation of the method presented as Approach 1 in Chap-
ter 3. In Table 6.2, MDU refers to the number of DU-paths found feasible by
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Sys Config 1 Config 2 Config 3
S1 - - -
S2 - - -
S3 - - 7.62 ∗ 106

S4 - - -
S5 - - -
S6 8.08 ∗ 104 2.47 ∗ 104 1880
S7 - 5.98 ∗ 105 1.99 ∗ 104

S8 2930 8920 1907

Table 6.3: UPPAAL-based evaluation analysis run-times (in ms).

COXER using the UPPAAL-based system model (i.e., the number of items in
ModelDU (MS), where the model of the system is the UPPAAL representa-
tion). Hence, MDU

SDU
describes the ratio between the number of DU-paths found

feasible by this approach, and the combinatorially feasible DU-paths (i.e., the
number of test items in StructuralDU (S)).

The analysis results vary significantly depending on the modelled system
being analysed. At most, the analysis discards 91.5% of all structurally possi-
ble DU-paths as being infeasible (system S6, Config 3). On the other end of the
scale, for system S7, Config 3, only 3.8% of the DU-paths are discarded. Here,
a DU-path being discarded should be interpreted as it is not found potentially
feasible by the analysis of this approach, as the analysis does not in practice
search for safely infeasible DU-paths, but for potentially feasible DU-paths.

For the systems and configurations that are analysable, the run-times of the
analysis are shown in Table 6.3. As can be seen, the run-times range from
between just under 2 seconds (S8, Config 3) to well over 2 hours (S3, Config
3). However, the UPPAAL-based test item derivation method is the more de-
tailed of our two approaches, and as such results in a more complex analysis.
As a consequence, merely roughly a third of the systems or system config-
urations can be analysed by the approach. In Figure 6.2 and Table 6.3, the
non-analysable configurations are marked “(-, -)” and “-” respectively. The
analysis of such a configuration suffers from a state space explosion problem,
causing the simulation to run out of virtual memory when executed.

6.1.3 EOG-Based Test Item Derivation
The EOG-based approach (the DUANALYSIS algorithm) was evaluated with
the exact same set of systems and configurations. Compared to the UPPAAL-
based approach, the DUANALYSIS algorithm shows more consistent results
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Sys Config 1 Config 2 Config 3
(MDU , MDU

SDU
) (MDU , MDU

SDU
) (MDU , MDU

SDU
)

S1 (157, 72.7%) (148, 68.5%) (140, 64.0%)
S2 (-, -) (177, 96.7%) (164, 89.6%)
S3 (28, 82.4%) (21, 61.8%) (24, 70.6%)
S4 (35, 85.4%) (35, 85.4%) (25, 60.1%)
S5 (204, 89.5%) (196, 86.0%) (180, 78.9%)
S6 (122, 54.7%) (119, 53.4%) (27, 12.1%)
S7 (132, 100%) (132, 100%) (132, 100%)
S8 (26, 65.0%) (33, 82.5%) (19, 47.5%)

Table 6.4: EOG-based test item derivation evaluation results.

Sys Config 1 Config 2 Config 3
S1 4423 690 13
S2 - 4229 16
S3 145 78 3
S4 125 14 1
S5 416 265 8
S6 33 28 3
S7 488 5932 6
S8 8 5 1

Table 6.5: EOG-based evaluation analysis run-times (in ms).

(see Table 6.4). As previously stated, MDU in the table refers to the number
of DU-paths in ModelDU (MS) (in this case, the model MS being the implicit
EOG system representation), and MDU

SDU
describes the ratio between the number

of DU-paths found feasible by our algorithm, and the combinatorially feasible
DU-paths. Generally, a less complex scheduling results in more DU-paths
being found infeasible (except for Config 1 and Config 2 of S8 and Config
2 and Config 3 of S3). Similarily, as shown in Table 6.5, a more complex
scheduling renders a longer analysis run-time (the only exceptions here being
Config 1 and Config 2 of S7).

As with the previous approach, the main analysis result difference stems
from the analysed systems. At most (for system S6, Config 3), 87.9% of the
DU-paths are discarded as being infeasible, but for some configurations (i.e.,
all system S7 configurations), none of the structurally possible DU-paths are
discarded. The analysis run-times (see Table 6.5) are significantly lower than
in the previous approach, ranging from less than a millisecond in some config-
urations (Config 3, S8 and Config 3, S4) to nearly 6 seconds (Config 2, S7).
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Figure 6.1: The difference in analysis precision in the configurations
analysable with both methods.

Note also that the system-level analysis of Config 1 of S2 proved too com-
plex to execute, rendering a state-space explosion similar to those experienced
in the UPPAAL-based approach evaluation.

6.1.4 Test Item Derivation Evaluation Discussion
The evaluations presented in this section suggest that our DU-path derivation
methods are applicable for small multi-tasking RTSs. As for the precision of
the analysis result, Figure 6.1 displays the MDU

SDU
percentage for all configura-

tions analysable with both test item derivation methods. For all cases, more
DU-paths are discarded by the UPPAAL-based approach. Hence, in our eval-
uations, the UPPAAL-based approach invariably produces a more exact result
than the EOG-based approach. In the cases where the COXER analysis could
be performed, it improved over the EOG results by 28.8% in the average case,
and 15.8% in the median case.

The obvious drawback of the UPPAAL-based approach is the high complex-
ity of its analysis. Out of our 24 different configurations, the UPPAAL-based
approach was merely able to derive a result from 9. For fairness sake, the
COXER tool was not initially intended for test item derivation for structural
testing, but for specification model-based functional testing. We however be-
lieve that with a more detailed modeling it will be possible to reduce the state
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WCETX = WCET

BCETX = BCET + (1−
X

100
)(WCET − BCET )

u.maxX = u.max

u.minX = u.min + (1−
X

100
)(u.max − u.min)

d .maxX = d .max

d .minX = d .min + (1−
X

100
)(d .max − d .min)

d .rdMaxX = d .rdMax

Figure 6.2: Rules for jitter reduction by X%.

space during the analysis. Some thoughts on this are described in the section
on future work (Section 8.3). Furthermore, there is ongoing research on how to
save memory during model-based test case generation by dynamically building
partitions along the search traces [62].

6.1.5 Evaluation Extension: The Impacts of Varying Execu-
tion Time Jitter

As a high level of execution time jitter is generally considered to impair system
testability [99], we were interested to see what would happen with the number
of feasible DU-paths and the analysis run-time as the jitter in the system was
decreased. Specifically, in preemptive RTSs, an increased level of jitter in-
creases the number of task interleaving sequences in the system (i.e., increases
the number of paths in the system EOG) [77, 99]. We focused on the EOG-
based approach when investigating the implications of varying the level of ex-
ecution time jitter, as a jitter reduction in the UPPAAL-based approach needs
to be represented in the internal control flow of the system’s tasks, something
which is disregarded in the EOG-based approach. Further, at this stage, we
focused on the larger systems in terms of number of statements and analysis
run-time (S1, S2, and S7), as well as the system with the highest level of execu-
tion time jitter (S5). For the purpose of this evaluation, the jitter in the system
was reduced according to the rules given in Figure 6.2. Intuitively, as X ap-
proaches 100, BCET approaches WCET, u.min approaches u.max, and d.min
approaches d.max.
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Figure 6.3: The effect of jitter reduction on the number of DU-paths.

The results of the reduced jitter analysis in terms of DU-paths are shown
in Figure 6.3. As suspected, a reduced jitter results in a reduced, or, in one
case, unchanged, number of potentially feasible DU-paths in the system. This
reduction was most significant in the system with the highest level of execution
time jitter. At a full execution time jitter, the analysis of Config 1 of system S5

rendered 204 potentially feasible DU-paths. Without jitter (resulting in a deter-
ministic scheduling of tasks), the same configuration rendered 135 potentially
feasible DU-paths, a reduction of 34%. The other configurations, however,
showed less significant reductions, ranging from 0% to 22%.

The analysis run-time, on the other hand, was more significantly reduced
(see Figure 6.4). All configurations showed a reduction of analysis time of over
75%, with the three largest systems showing an analysis run-time reduction
of over 90%. Surprisingly, the system configuration with the highest level
of execution time jitter shows the smallest analysis run-time reduction when
eliminating the jitter. On the other hand, this could be explained by the number
of DU-paths found feasible in this configuration, which at a full jitter reduction
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still is the second largest of all configurations. In addition, the run-time of this
configuration at a full execution time jitter is more than ten times smaller than
the run-time of the next fastest configuration.

Considering the results in Figure 6.3 and 6.4, it should be noted that, given
our specific test criterion (the all-DU-path coverage criterion), and these two
specific system configurations, the number of test items to test do not dramati-
cally decrease when significantly reducing (or even eliminating) the execution
time jitter. On the other hand, the analysis performed for finding these test
items is made less complex. In addition, the scheduling determinism caused
by zero jitter is highly benefitial for system behaviour predictability and repro-
ducibility of bugs.

6.2 Time Machine Case Studies

The Time Machine is the tool implementation of the Deterministic Replay
method proposed in this thesis for test item monitoring, and for extracting the
set of exercised test items during the execution of a test suiteQ, TestDU (S,Q).
Throughout the course of our work, we have successfully implemented the
Time Machine for replay-based monitoring and debugging on a number of dif-
ferent platforms, including:

1. Processors, among them the 8/16 bit CISC Hitatchi H8, the 32 bit RISC
NEC V850, and the 32bit CISC Intel Pentium.

2. Compilers, among them GNU GCC (Hitatchi H8, Intel x86), IAR Sys-
tems (Hitatchi H8, NEC V850).

3. Real-time operating systems, among them VxWorks, and Asterix [104].

In this section, we describe aspects of the implementation of the Time Ma-
chine and its three subcomponents (1) The Recorder, (2) The Historian, and
(3) The Time Traveler learnt from three case studies. Specifically, we present
the adaptions required for using the Time Machine with a small experimental
open-source real-time kernel, as well as with full-scale commercial industrial
applications. For a more detailed description of these case studies, see [94]
and [92].
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6.2.1 Introduction
For our Time Machine case studies, we had the opportunity to work with three
different types of systems, all of which operate under hard real-time require-
ments:

1. A small real-time application running on top of the Asterix open source
RTOS [104].

2. A state-of-the-art robotics system for industrial automation running on
top of the commercial VxWorks RTOS.

3. A state-of-the-art military aircraft radar warning system, also running on
top of VxWorks.

The systems were chosen as subjects based on their high level of software-
and overall technical complexity. In addition, the systems operate (or, in the
Asterix case, are intended to operate) in safety-critical and high availability
environments, where failures might be very costly, making system validation
and verification even more important.

The Asterix RTOS

The Asterix real-time kernel [104] is a small RTOS developed at the Depart-
ment of Computer Science and Electronics at Mälardalens University. The As-
terix RTOS comes together with a highly configurable compiling distributed
real-time kernel, a single-shot task model supporting state-of-the-art schedul-
ing theory [8], wait- and lock-free interprocess communication and support
for monitoring and replay. All these features are collected in an open-source
framework, called the Asterix framework. For the purpose of this thesis, the
Asterix real-time kernel is configured according to the system model described
in Section 1.2.

In short, the Asterix replay system is an implementation of the Time Ma-
chine, consisting of a set of generic software probes, analysis tools and system
add-ons. In our work, we have implemented replay functionality in the 16-bit
NEC V850 and the 8-bit Renesas H8/300 microcontroller ports of Asterix.

The VxWorks RTOS and Applications

To validate our ideas in an industrial setting, we had the opportunity to work
with a robotics system that is state-of-the-art in industrial manufacturing au-
tomation built by ABB Robotics, a world leading manufacturer of industrial
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robots for industrial automation, especially for car manufacturing. Further, we
were able to work with a military aircraft radar system built by SAAB Avionics,
a major supplier of electronic warfare technology on the international market.
SAAB Avionics products can for example be found in the Swedish fighter air-
craft Gripen, the American F-15 and the NH-90 helicopter. Similar for both
systems is that they run on top of the commercial VxWorks real-time operating
system2 [55].

6.2.2 Implementing The Recorder
The Recorder is basically a collection of kernel and application software probes
for recording execution ordering- and data flow information, in order to facili-
tate replay of the system. In the Recorder, the storage space for monitored data
is divided into two parts: the execution ordering buffer and a set of data flow
buffers.

In our case study implementations, we have made use of cyclic buffers for
both execution ordering and data flow.

The Asterix Recorder

In the Asterix kernel there are four different entries into the kernel, causing a
task switch: timertick, return, irq and yield. The first one, timertick is called
when a timer interrupt is generated. The second, return, is called each time a
task terminates and wants to hand over the control to the kernel. The third, irq,
is a task switch generated by an external interrupt and the forth, yield, is a task
switch generated by a semaphore race. In addition to these event types, EvT
can also indicate a missed deadline. Furthermore, the unique marker, C, is a
8-bit or 16-bit register checksum (depending on the hardware platform).

The VxWorks Recorder

In order to avoid the somewhat impossible mission of analyzing and instru-
menting an approximate of 2.5 million lines of code in an academic project,
we focused on instrumenting five central parts in the Robotics system:

• The operating system.

• The application’s operating system abstraction layer.

2www.windriver.com
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• The inter-process communication abstraction layer.

• The peripheral I/O abstraction layer.

• The state preserving structures of each individual task.

A common denominator for the Robotics system and the Avionics systems
is that they both run on top of the Wind River VxWorks RTOS. Therefore,
we instrumented the VxWorks kernel entries, including semaphore semTake
and semGive operations, message queue blocking operations msgQSend
and msgQReceive, task sleep function taskDelay as well as preemptive
scheduling decisions. In the VxWorks Recorder, these correspond to the EvT
event types.

To instrument the blocking task delay-, semaphore- and message queue
primitives, we added an instrumentation layer on top of the VxWorks system
call API. This layer replaces the ordinary primitives with wrappers including
the added functionality of instrumentation. However, in order to see which of
the invoked calls actually lead to task interleavings, we need to be able to probe
the scheduling mechanisms of the kernel. Fortunately, VxWorks provides a
TaskSwitchHook, implemented as an empty callback function included in ker-
nel mechanisms. This hook can be used for instrumentation purposes, making
it possible to monitor and log sufficient information of each task switch in order
to be able to reproduce it. Similarly, asynchronous events can be monitored.

In contrast to the execution ordering instrumentation, which is handled on
the VxWorks RTOS level, some of the data flow instrumentation needs to be
handled on the application level. Such data include static and global variables
and structures holding information that can be altered during the process of sys-
tem execution. To be able to reproduce interaction with an external context and
inter-task communication, the peripheral I/O and the inter-task communication
message queues are instrumented in two operating system abstraction layers.
This solution gives the instrumentation a quality of transparency, making it less
sensitive to changes in the application code.

A summarizing overview of system instrumentation can be viewed in Fig-
ure 6.5. In the figure, the gray area represents the instrumentation layer, which
is slightly integrated into different parts of the RTOS and some application
abstraction layers.

Since both the Robotics and the Avionics system run on top of VxWorks
and the RTOS-level instrumentation is application independent, the instrumen-
tation of the Avionics execution ordering was implemented in a very similar
fashion. However, one aspect had to be taken into account. In contrast to the
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Figure 6.5: Instrumentation layer in the system model.

Robotics system, the Avionics system was implemented in Ada. As the Ada
runtime environment is added as a layer on top of VxWorks, this layer had to
be altered in order to be able to monitor rendezvous and other Ada synchro-
nization mechanisms.

6.2.3 Implementing The Historian
The Historian is the off-line tool that analyses the recordings from the recorder,
and prepares the Time Machine for replay. This is basically done by sorting
the execution ordering- and data flow buffers, creating breakpoints, and, if nec-
essary, finding a consistent starting point for replay.

The Asterix Historian

The debugger used in the Asterix replay system is the GNU source-level C-
debugger, gdb [89]. The current version of the Asterix replay system uses gdb-
4.17 configured with a h8300-renesas-hms microcontroller software simulator
(which is included in the standard gdb distribution). Gdb supports script com-
mand files, which means that the breakpoints and settings of system variables
can be defined as macros in script files, automatically generated by the Asterix
off-line analysis tool. A gdb macro breakpoint can have different commands
attached to it and will follow the syntax seen in Figure 6.6.

As previously stated, an execution ordering buffer entry is made up of a
7-tuple and represents an event in the history of the recorded execution. To
reproduce these events, each preemptive (asynchronous) entry in the buffer
has to be transformed into a conditional breakpoint macro. This is done in
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break [BREAKPOINT] if [BREAK_CONDITION]
commands
[COMMAND_1]
[COMMAND_2]
.
.
[COMMAND_N]
end

Figure 6.6: Generic structure of a conditional breakpoint with commands in
gdb.

break *0x8845 if (sp==0x91ae &&
register_checksum==0xc2)

Figure 6.7: Specific conditional breakpoint example.

a number of steps. When the control flow buffer and the data flow buffers
are uploaded from the recorded execution, they are represented as a bunch of
unsorted raw data. Therefore, the first step is to separate the execution ordering
buffer and the different data flow buffers from each other. Next, they are sorted
in a chronological order. After that, each entry in the execution ordering buffer
is translated into a gdb conditional breakpoint macro.

This conditional breakpoint will be slightly different for different types of
events, but the principle is the same. For a fictional event e1:

〈12 (Tk), 235 (STk), 0x8845 (PC ), 0x91ae(SP), 0xc2 (C ), 3 (Ev), tt(EvT )〉

the corresponding breakpoint is depicted in Figure 6.7.
The break condition is there to make sure that the execution is not halted at

the wrong iteration of a loop or at the wrong instance of a recursive call, where
the same program counter value is visited a number of times, but almost never
with the same stack pointer or register checksum values.

To make sure that the system behaves in exactly the same way as in the
recorded run, we must see to it that tasks are invoked at the right clock ticks.
This is done by setting the task’s length-to-next-period (LDP)-variable [2] at
the different breakpoints. In the conditional breakpoint macro, this is shown in
in Figure 6.8. Here, N is the number of tasks - 1 and Lx is the LDP calculated
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break *0x8845 if (sp==0x91ae &&
register_checksum==0xc2)

commands
set tasklist[0].LDP = L0
set tasklist[1].LDP = L1
.
.
set tasklist[3].LDP = 0
.
.
set tasklist[N].LDP = LN
jump timertick
end

Figure 6.8: Conditional breakpoint macro

for task x. At each breakpoint, the LDP for all tasks is calculated and set.
Creating a replay basis of the data flow buffers is a lot easier than creating

the conditional breakpoints from the execution ordering buffer. The data flow
buffers are just a set of sorted data arrays, which are written back in the system
by gdb command files. In order to facilitate replay, the Historian writes back
the data to the same storage in memory where it once was recorded. Then
the index is set to the initial value and when the replay execution starts, the
same kernel mechanisms that once stored the data can be used to retrieve data
instead. In other words, this time the data is read from the recording area into
user tasks variables instead of the other way round.

The last step of the off-line analysis that has to be performed before we
can start reproducing the execution by deterministic replay is the task of set-
ting a valid replay starting point. Consider the recorded execution ordering in
Figure 6.9, representing an execution history.

The first task executing at starting point s in our execution history is task B.
After task B has terminated, task A is scheduled. However, we know nothing of
this invocation of task A. Is it a resumed preempted execution, or is it an initial
task start? We don’t know. The easiest way around this problem is to find the
first point in the execution history where no user-tasks are in the ready-queue.
We could call this an idle point. At such a point, no task will be in a preempted
state and therefor all task executions will be reproducible. In Figure 6.10, the
first idle point in the recorded execution is identified and set to starting point s.
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Figure 6.10: A valid replay starting point.

The VxWorks Historian

In the VxWorks case, we differ between local starting points, which are suit-
able task-level starting points, and global starting points, which are suitable
system-level starting points [46]. To be able to perform a replay of the refer-
ence execution, the data flow and the execution ordering logs need to be corre-
lated. For example, a local starting point p is made up of a log point where the
execution ordering and data flow entries for that task coincide.

Consider, for instance, the example code in Figure 6.11. The potentially
blocking system call msgQReceive is followed by a software probe, storing
(or retrieving) the contents of the received message. In addition, the value of
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TaskA()
{

int gvar = 0;
while(FOREVER)
{

msgQReceive(msgQId, &msg);
probe(MSG_PROBE);
...
subr(gvar);
gvar++;
...
semTake(sem);
...

}
}

Figure 6.11: Probed Code Example.

the global variable gvar should be stored due to the fact that it helps define the
state of the task in each iteration of the loop. If the global variable is not stored,
the replay execution will always start with a gvar-value of zero, corrupting the
correlation between data- and execution ordering of the replay.

In the case of an empty message queue, the task will make a transition to a
waiting state and thus cause a task switch, which will be logged as an entry in
the execution ordering log. When a message arrives to the queue, the task will
be awaken and the software probe will execute, storing the received message in
the data flow log. This is an example of a situation where control- and data flow
log entries coincide, producing a potential local starting point for this task. On
the other hand, consider the next potentially blocking system call, semTake.
When executed, if the semaphore is taken, this call will cause a running- to
waiting- state transition for this task as well. This transition will be stored in the
execution ordering log and will be essential for the deterministic reproduction
of the execution. However, since no data flow is stored in conjunction with this,
the task state will not be restored during the replay execution at this location
and the execution ordering log entry is not part of the set of potential local
starting points.

By viewing each task in the replay execution as a fairly autonomous and
isolated entity, we ensure that the state consistency of the global starting point
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does not depend on any irreproducible communication. In our implementation,
a message sent by a task A to a subsequent task B is logged using a data flow
probe in the execution of task B. Using this approach, tasks A and B operate
in isolated environments during the replay execution and task B needs not rely
on the correct deliverance of messages from task A in order to be reproduced
deterministically.

6.2.4 Implementing The Time Traveler

As the replay execution is started, the Time Traveler interacts with the debug-
ger and, given the information provided by the Historian and the breakpoints
visited in the program, allows recreation of the system state for any given time
in the scope of the replay execution [105].

The Asterix Time Traveler

For Asterix, once all gdb command files are created by the Asterix off-line
analysis tool, gdb can be started. A static initiation file is read into gdb, which
in turn reads all dynamic command files created by the Historian. This sets all
conditional breakpoints in the system. The breakpoints causing the simulated
events are stepped through and the replay execution will run exactly the same
path as the recorded run did.

The VxWorks Time Traveler

Even though the Tornado 2 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) fea-
tures a VxWorks-level simulator, both recording and replay execution are per-
formed on the actual target system. The VxWorks replay execution is initiated
by breakpoints being set at all potential local starting points in the code of the
system. In VxWorks, this is done by issuing breakpoint commands to the on-
target debug task. Once these breakpoints are set, the system application can
be started and executed up until all tasks have hit their first breakpoint. This
will leave the entire application in a suspended state, from which we are able to
chose, from local starting points in the log, which task to release for execution
first. The chosen task is released and deterministically executed up until its next
breakpointed location of task interleaving (blocking system call, preemption or
interrupt) in the log. An asynchronous event occurrence is always checked for
correctness with respect to its logged unique marker (e.g., to minimize the risk
that a task is preempted during the wrong iteration of a loop during replay). At
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each new event breakpoint a new selection is made, based on the log sequence,
regarding which task to release for execution next.

6.2.5 IDE Integration

Depending on the purpose of replay, the integration of the technology in an
IDE may face different requirements. We have currently implemented three
different IDE integrations: gdb, Embedded Workbench, and Tornado 2.

Asterix IDE Integration

The original gdb-based version of the Asterix Time Machine was based on a
command-line interface and was not the most user-friendly application. In or-
der to improve applicability, we integrated the Asterix Time Machine in the
IAR Embedded Workbench (EW) IDE3, both for H8/300 and NEC V850 ports
(see Figure 6.12). EW is an IDE for small, embedded applications, and in-
cludes a text editor, a compiler, a debugger, and a cycle accurate instruction-
level simulator. The Time Machine was made into an interactive EW plugin,
with an execution timeline as primary user interface (see bottom left window
of Figure 6.12). Regardless of how the replay log was collected, the replay
execution is performed on the instruction-level simulator on the host machine.
Conditional breakpoints, hidden from the user, make sure of the progress of
the replay. As the replay execution progresses, this is shown on the execu-
tion timeline. Furthermore, a double-click on any job instance on the in the
timeline will cause the replay to execute (or start over and re-execute) up un-
til that point. This interactive solution is primarily developed for concurrent
debugging purposes, but could naturally also be used for test instrumentation.

VxWorks IDE Integration

WindRiver Tornado 24 is an IDE for VxWorks applications, including a text
editor, a project/workspace handler, a gcc compiler, a target simulator and a
gdb-based debugger, capable of performing multi-threaded debugging with no
requirements on deterministic reproduction of execution orderings. We use the
Tornado 2 IDE as this is the standard IDE for developing VxWorks real-time
applications.

3www.iar.com
4www.windriver.com
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Figure 6.12: The IAR Embedded Workbench version of the Time Machine.

Debugging in the Tornado 2 environment is performed by means of remote
debugging. That is, the debugging session is executed on-target and controlled
from the development environment via communication with an on-target task.

To provide tool vendors with a possibility to create their own add-ons to
the Tornado 2 IDE, a programming interface is provided. The Wind River Tool
Exchange (WTX) API enables developers to create tools that communicate and
interact directly with the VxWorks target server. For the implementation of our
Time Machine system, the Historian and the Time Traveler were integrated and
implemented as a WTX tool, able to connect with a running target server and to
force a replay execution upon the system running on that target. The structure
of the Tornado 2 IDE, the Time Machine and the target system interactions is
depicted in Figure 6.13.

To handle the on-target debugging operation, VxWorks provides a dedi-
cated task, the Wdb task. This task handles requests of breakpoints, watches,
single-stepping and other debugging functions from the IDE. These functions
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Figure 6.13: Target system, IDE and Time Machine integration.

are used by the Time Traveler via the WTX interface and the target server in
order to control the replay execution.

Breakpoints play a central role in the interaction between the time machine
and the target system. Breakpoints are set at each point of possible task inter-
leaving and as they are encountered in the target system, their occurrence is
echoed from the Wdb task through the WTX and into the event handler of the
Time Traveler. Based on the individual features of each breakpoint, the state of
the replay execution can be deduced and the Time Traveler replay engine will
force the desired behavior on the target system.

6.2.6 Instrumentation Load

One of the main reasons for the industrial Time Machine case studies was
to investigate whether the overhead incorporated by system-level execution
ordering- and data flow instrumentation was acceptable in a full-scale com-
plex industrial real-time application (in our case, a robotic control system from
ABB Robotics and an avionic radar warning system from SAAB Avionics). In
order to resolve this issue, we performed benchmarks measuring instrumen-
tation mechanism CPU load and memory usage in both systems. Since the
instrumentation is yet to be optimized and the benchmark tests are performed
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ABB Robotics system SAAB Avionics system
Execution Ordering Data Flow Execution Ordering Data Flow
CPU Mem CPU Mem CPU Mem CPU Mem

0.05% 72.0 kBps 3.5% 2.18 MBps 0.03% 43.2 kBps 1.9% 11.1 kBps
Total instrumentation load Total instrumentation load

CPU Mem CPU Mem
3.55% 2.19 MBps 1.93% 54.3 kBps

Table 6.6: Replay instrumentation processor and memory bandwith utilization
in the ABB Robotics and the SAAB Avionics case study systems.

under worst-case scenario conditions, many results might be rather pessimistic.
In the ABB Robotics system case, we timestamped the entry and the exit

of all instrumentation and recording mechanisms. This gave us a possibility
of extracting the execution time of the software probes. In addition, we in-
strumented the frequency and recording size of the data flow instrumentation
mechanisms. The system was then executed in a simulated environment under
heavy user interaction. The results of the ABB Robotics system evaluations
are shown in the left column of Table 6.6.

As the data instrumentation in the Avionics system is performed solely on
message queues, the data flow benchmark was made in a per-queue fashion. As
with the robotics system, the evaluations were performed on the instrumented
system in a simulated environment. The results of the SAAB Avionics system
evaluations are shown in the right column of Table 6.6.

6.2.7 Time Machine Case Studies Discussion

In this chapter, we presented the experiences from the implementation of the
Time Machine on three different platforms. We will end this chapter with a
discussion of lessons learned from numerous hours spent designing and imple-
menting the Time Machine replay technology on several hardware platforms
and real-time operating systems.

• Full Kernel Source Code Access
Asterix is an open-source compiling real-time kernel, whereas VxWorks
is a pre-compiled library linked together with the application tasks in or-
der to form a target executable. From a replay point of view, full source
code access is an obvious advantage when probing the kernel code, es-
pecially significant for execution ordering instrumentation. On kernels
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like VxWorks, we rely on kernel hooks (i.e., pre-declared instrumenta-
tion functions, defined by the user and called from within the kernel) for
instrumentation.

An even more disabling disadvantage of is the lack of knowledge of
the inner structure of the kernel. E.g., investigating the ready queue,
or which semaphores are taken at a certain point, calls for advanced and
time consuming reverse engineering. Hence, introducing replay in a real-
time kernel should preferably be done in cooperation with the real-time
kernel developers.

• Task Model
Asterix uses a single-shot task model [8], in which tasks are terminated
after each task instance. Hence, each task instance is started with an
entirely new scope and the system state is solely dependent on static or
global variables. VxWorks, on the other hand, uses a more traditional
task model, where tasks are implemented using infinite loops and each
iteration in the loop is guarded by a blocking system call (see, e.g., Fig-
ure 6.11). Hence, data flow instrumentation in the VxWorks case has to
consider local state-preserving variables as well. Another aspect of this
is that in order for the register checksums to operate properly on non-
terminating tasks, it is required that tasks periodically reset their regis-
ters each iteration. Concerning stack checksums, the compiler-generated
code will always initialise the stack space to zero.

In addition, the Asterix tasks have only one distinct entry point and one
distinct exit point. When no tasks are active, the system is completely
idle. This significantly decreases the effort of finding consistent starting
points for replay.

• Replay-Based Debugging versus Test Item Instrumentation
The Time Machine case studies were initially aimed towards concurrent
real-time system debugging [94]. In the scope of this thesis, we use re-
play for avoiding probe effects in test item instrumentation. Regardless
of the objective, the underlying technology is identical in both cases.
The usage of the techniques are however different. Replay Debugging
poses high demands on interactivity, since debugging is a highly inter-
active process. Details of an execution is investigated in a repetitive
fashion until the causes of a failure are revealed. Replay-based test item
instrumentation is more of a batch job and calls for a higher level of
automatisation. All implemented versions of the Time Machine could
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do automated test item instrumentation at some level, but a well-defined
plug-in API (e.g., that of IAR EW) would significantly help the automa-
tisation process.

Concerning the instrumentation load, the main thing one notices when
comparing the industrial studies is the difference between the data flow mem-
ory instrumentation load in the robotics and the avionics system. The robotics
system, with its memory load of 2.18 MBps, is nearly 200 times more heavily
loaded by the data flow instrumentation than the avionics system. The main
reason for this is that, in the data flow instrumentation, the ABB Robotics sys-
tem state preserving structures for each task are also probed. With the downside
of causing a significantly heavier load, this facilitates an execution replay that
need not be started from system start-up (see The VxWorks Historian, Sec-
tion 6.2.3). In the SAAB Avionics case, only the queue input to the tasks are
probed, and each replay execution has to start from system start-up.

Naturally, the applicability of the approach in a general system depends
on how heavily loaded the system is prior to the replay instrumentation. Very
high utilization systems might struggle to fit in another 4% of CPU utiliza-
tion. Vendors of both systems in our case study, however, conceded that the
instrumentation perturbation was well within an acceptable range [94].

6.3 Checksums

Our method for pinpointing asynchronous interrutps is briefly mentioned in
Chapter 4 and thoroughly described in Appendix C. As an approximation of
the execution context is used, and the method is not exact, we performed a
number of tests where we evaluated the approximation accuracy and the level
of perturbation of our method. For the accuracy tests, a tailor-made program
P was written, executed and preempted by an interrupt I . Our test platform
was the IAR EW commercial IDE for embedded systems5. We used the NEC
V850 (a RISC architecture processor) version of EW and our tests were per-
formed using the Deterministic Replay implementation on the EW V850 target
simulator. Using the cycle counter of the simulator, we were able to simulate
interrupts after a fixed number of clock cycles. In our experiments, both P and
I were implemented as real-time tasks running on top of the Asterix real-time
operating system [104]. By varying the time t (or rather the number of clock

5www.iar.com
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Figure 6.14: Execution of program P preempted at time t by interrupt I

cycles during t), we can cause I to preempt P at different states of its execution
(see Figure 6.14).

The perturbation tests were performed on the ABB Robotics system de-
scribed in Section 6.2. In a way, it would be desirable to use the full-scale
industrial application for the checksum accuracy tests as well. However, us-
ing a tailor-made program instead, it is possible to force execution scenarios
upon the method in such a way that it is tested more thoroughly. In addition,
due to the current implementations, applications running on top of Asterix are
significantly more manageable with respect to interactive debugging. This is
an invaluable property when examining and comparing program states during
run-time.

6.3.1 Approximation Accuracy

To be able to test the accuracy of the context checksum methods under different
circumstances, the program P was written such that its properties could be eas-
ily changed. Over all tests, however, P preserved its basic structure (depicted
in Figure 6.15). In short, P consists of a main function and four subroutines
sr1..sr4. In a loop with 100 iterations, P main calls sr1, which in turn per-
forms some calculations and calls sr2. The sr2 subroutine, in turn, calls sr3
in two loop iterations. From sr3, sr4 is called four times. In its structure, sr4
has a loop that iterates eight times.

On the lowest subroutine level, this yields 6400 iterations (100 ∗ 1 ∗ 2 ∗
4 ∗ 8) in the sr4 loop for each execution of P , meaning that each instruction
in this loop is visited 6400 times. As a consequence, in an execution of P ,
every instruction of the sr4 loop will result in 6400 states in EP . All of these
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Figure 6.15: The structure of test program P .

states will have identical program counter values, but different environments.
Hence, P is well suited for examination of how well our method will perform
regarding differentiation between states with identical program counter values.
In our tests, we used four different allocation schemes in order to investigate
the performance of our method. These schemes were modeled such that the
allocation of variables were placed in different parts of the execution context:

1. In the Stack Allocation 1 scheme, all variables (loop counters and cal-
culation variables) were allocated on the stack of each subroutine. No
parameters were passed.

2. The Stack Allocation 2 scheme is allocated like Stack Allocation 1, but
also passed parameters explicitly between subroutines.

3. In the Heap Allocation 1 scheme, all variables were allocated globally.
No parameters were passed.

4. In Heap Allocation 2, all variables were allocated globally and parame-
ters were passed between subroutines.

Each of these schemes were tested using the register checksum, the stack
checksum and the partial stack checksum. In our test, we used the scope of
the current subroutine as a delimiter of the partial stack interval (correspond-
ing to the [SP,BP ] interval in Figure C.1). All in all, this yielded 12 different
test scenarios. These scenarios were tested by executing P during t time units.
At time t, P is preempted by an interrupt and the unique marker and the pro-
gram counter are sampled. Then, P is deterministically re-executed until the
program counter and the unique marker matches those that were sampled. At
this point, we compare the current state of execution with the original interrupt
state by comparing the values of a set of globally defined loop counters. If the
states match, we consider the test successful. By varying t, we can cause the
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Stack Stack Heap Heap
allocation 1 allocation 2 allocation 1 allocation 2

Register checksum 42% 45%? 54% 46%
Stack checksum 100% 100% 68%? 73%
Partial stack checksum 100% 93% 59%? 49%

Table 6.7: Success rates for different unique marker techniques. Those figures
marked with a star are based on 82 test cases rather than 41.

interrupt to preempt the program at different states each time. In our tests, we
started at a t value of 10000 clock cycles and in increments of 200, we raised
it to 18000 cycles. This produced 41 test cases in each of the 12 test scenarios.
The reason for the sparse number of tests is that they had to be performed by
hand. Each test case yields a binary outcome (either the interrupt is success-
fully pinpointed, or it is not).

In Table 6.7, the results of the accuracy simulations are shown. Naturally,
since the partial stack checksum and the stack checksum are complementary
techniques to the register checksum, these always exhibit a better accuracy.
If all variables are allocated on the stack, the stack checksum techniques will
outperform the register checksum techniques by far. However, if all variables
are allocated on the heap, the difference is not that significant. It should also
be noted that a checksum of parts of the stack in many cases performs nearly
as well as a full stack checksum.

6.3.2 Perturbation

As the unique marker checksums need to be sampled during run-time at the
occurrence of an interrupt, this imposes a perturbation to the execution of the
context switch. However, contrary to the perturbation of the software instruc-
tion counter (SIC) [65], further discussed in Chapter 7, the size of this per-
turbation is not proportional to the number of branches in the code, but to the
number of interrupts in an execution.

The perturbation tests were performed on the ABB Robotics system de-
scribed in Section 6.2. While letting the system perform some robot arm move-
ments, we sampled the unique markers at interrupt occurrences as well as the
execution time of the unique marker code. The upper and lower boundaries
of the instrumentation execution time is presented in Table 6.8. The instru-
mentation jitter of the stack checksum execution is several magnitudes larger
than that of the register checksum. The alterations in stack checksum execu-
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Register checksum Stack checksum
WCET 1.75 µs 0.11 ms
BCET 0.37 µs 0.40 µs
Overall perturbation 0.002 – 0.007 % 0.003 – 0.37%

Table 6.8: Perturbation levels for stack- and register checksum.

tion time are mostly due to differences in the size of the stack at the time of
the interrupt, whereas the register checksum execution time alterations are due
to cache effects (since the registers are sampled from the task control blocks
rather than the actual hardware registers).

Regarding the level of perturbation, this could be compared with that of the
SIC [65], which requires approximately 10 % of the overall CPU utilization.

6.3.3 Checksum Evaluation Discussion

When considering the results of this evaluation, we would again like to stress
that the program P used for this evaluation was designed to be malignant to
our method. For example, both heap allocations assume that all variables af-
fecting the program flow of control are allocated globally, a practice neither
recommended nor common in real systems.

However, as the checksum markers proposed in this chapter for reproduc-
ing asynchronous events are approximate, and not always truly unique, we face
a problem of handling the situations when the markers ambiguously pinpoint
program locations. This basically occurs when the execution context of the
location li of an interrupt i generates the same checksum as another location
l2, such that li and l2 are on the same PC address and l2 predates li in the
execution. Luckily, this problem can be handled in a number of ways:

First, we believe that the precision of the checksum markers can be signif-
icantly improved by combining them with the system call markers described
in Section C.2.3, and with debugger cycle counters6, by mapping the recorded
event timestamps to small cycle counter intervals in which the event is feasible.
As for now, this is listed as future work. Second, if the ambiguity is discovered
(by detecting dissimilarities between the reference and the replay execution),
the replay execution can be reset and restarted with an added skip count on
l2. Third, in the worst case, the Determinstic Replay method can be facilitated
using hardware- or software instruction counters [6, 15, 48, 52, 65], however

6See, e.g., www.iar.com
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inheriting the drawbacks inherent to these methods.

6.4 Summary
This chapter presented a collection of experimental evaluation results from the
techniques proposed in this thesis. These experiments included an evaluation
of the test item derivation methods with respect to analysis precision, run-time
and sensitivity to jitter variation, which showed that the UPPAAL-based method
produces a less pessimistic result than the EOG-based method at the cost of a
significantly higher run-time complexity. Further, a set of case study reports,
and an evaluation of the Time Machine with respect to instrumentation mecha-
nism CPU load and memory usage was presented. The case studies showed that
the Time Machine is applicable in an industrial setting, but also that the hands-
on effort of instrumenting the application can be quite significant. In addition,
the chapter presented an evaluation of the approximate checksum method for
pinpointing asynchronous events. This evaluation showed that the method in
some cases is unsuccessful in pinpointing these events correctly. Hence, some
ideas on improving the technique was also presented.
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Related Work

Naturally, the problems considered in this thesis have not gone by undetected
or uninvestigated. This section describes related work performed and pub-
lished within structural RTS testing (Section 7.1), and monitoring for testing
(Section 7.2). Furthermore, we relate and compare previous efforts to our own
work with respect to similarities and differences.

7.1 Structural Testing

Testing based on structural test criteria focuses on the actual software imple-
mentation and different inherent aspects of its structure. Classic structural test
criteria (e.g., statement coverage, edge coverage, and all-DU-path coverage)
are based on graph representations of the software implementations, such as
control flow graphs or data flow graphs and are thoroughly examined and ap-
plied [21, 22, 107]. Related to our work, Hong et al. [43] showed how to
perform data flow-based test case generation using model checking temporal
logic properties of program flow graphs.

As for structural testing on system-level, most effort has been put into
testing of non-preemptive systems (or testing of preemptive systems without
considering the preemptive aspects of the system). However, a few methods
have also considered the effects of asynchronous preemption when performing
structural system-level testing. In the following two subsections, previously
proposed non-preemptive system testing, and preemptive system testing tech-
niques will be discussed, respectively.

123
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7.1.1 Concurrent Systems Structural Testing

For structural testing of concurrent systems, many approaches combine the
internal control flow structure of concurrent threads with the possible synchro-
nizations between the threads. By doing this, a system-level control flow rep-
resentation for structural testing can be achieved.

Wong et al. proposed a method for derivning test sequences from a concur-
rent program’s reachability graph (including synchronization selections) [111].
Similarily, Katayama et al. proposed a method for automatically deriving unit-
level control flow graphs from a concurrent program, and their interaction
sequences [51]. In their article, they also present an algorithm for deriving
test cases in order to cover all possible interaction sequences. Furthermore,
C. D. Yang et al. describe how to combine thread-level control flow graphs
at synchronization points in order to build a concurrent program-level graph
[112, 114, 113]. This graph is then used to automatically extract test items for
all-uses and all-du-paths coverage testing, and to exercise them using “tem-
poral testing” (a testing method where execution time is added to program
segments in order to enforce certain paths).

R. D. Yang et al. use knowledge of the synchronization constructs of the
Ada language and runtime environment in order to derive SYN-sequences of
concurrent Ada programs [115]. These sequences are used for concurrent
program-level path coverage, by (1) running tests on the program, (2) look-
ing for the SYN-sequence, (3) examining coverage on SYN-sequence level,
and (4) enforcing remaining paths by controlled execution.

7.1.2 Preemptive RTS Structural Testing

Although the major portion of preemptive RTS testing research has focused
on testing of system timeliness [13, 18, 70], where the aim is to detect, en-
force, and test the worst case response times of the system tasks, some efforts
have been made in control- and data-flow-based testing of RTSs. Specifically,
Thane [103] and Pettersson [77] defined and elaborated an algorithm for de-
riving a directed graph of all possible system-level control flow paths from
a preemptive, FPS-scheduled set of task instances during a LCM (the Least
Common Multiple of the period times of the tasks; the shortest time before
the schedule periodically reappears). This graph is called the Execution Or-
der Graph (EOG). The EOG has been proposed for usage in integration- and
system-level testing by treating and testing each of the EOG paths in a system
as a regular sequential program. However, the EOG paths do not provide suffi-
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cient information in order to establish control flow coverage on a more detailed
level than that of execution orderings.

7.1.3 Program Analysis for Concurrent System Testing

There are several concurrent program analysis methods not aimed directly to-
wards testing that are of interest to our work. Chen et al. [17] survey methods
for dependence analysis of concurrent programs, specifically different tech-
niques for representing inter-task communciation.

Masticola and Ryder [64], on the other hand, focus on the determination
of non-concurrent sets of statements (i.e., statements that can never happen
together). This type of analysis is helpful in concurrent system analysis in
general, since it may be used to isolate parts of the concurrent program that are
not actually concurrent.

Ranganath and Hatcliff [80] describe how to perform data flow analysis in
concurrent Java programs using program slicing, and Knoop et al. [53] propose
the use of bitvector analysis for performing data flow analysis of truly parallel
programs.

7.1.4 Race Detection

Race Conditions are data flow-based software errors caused by synchronization
defects in shared data accesses. In a journal article from 1992 [68], Netzer and
Miller formalize and cathegorize race conditions into two different types of
races:

• General Races General races occur in improperly synchronized pro-
grams intended to be completely deterministic. Such a program could
for instance be a parallelization of a sequential program, where the par-
allel program is forced into the same semantics as the sequential pro-
gram by means of explicit synchronization. If this syncronization fails,
the program will exhibit general races.

• Data Races Data races describe the situation where critical-section ac-
cesses, intended to be atomic, are non-atomic due to erroneous use- or
lack of mutual exclusion mechanisms in the program. In other words, a
data race requires a possibility for a process or a task to execute a critical
section access during the same time interval that another process or task
accesses that very critical section.
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Races in concurrent systems can be detected by either dynamic or static
analysis. Dynamic methods generally focus on detecting actual or potential
race conditions in specific system executions during or after the execution [20,
67, 72, 81], whereas static methods focus on detecting race conditions by in-
vestigating the source code of the system [66, 79, 84]. Since we focus on pre-
deployment testing of non-deterministic systems, static detection of data races
is the the type of race detection most related to our work. Using these tech-
niques, an over-approximation of all data races in the system can be derived
and analysed based on the output of the race detection algorithm.

7.1.5 Model-Based Testing

Model-based testing is a growing area within the field of software verification.
Basically, the main idea of model-based testing is to derive a model MS of a
system S, where MS is an abstraction of S. I.e., MS only thoroughly repre-
sents the aspects of S that are needed for testing purposes (given a certain test
criterion). Once MS is (manually or automatically) derived, this model can
be used for test case selection and generation with less effort than if the entire
system was used.

Model-Based Testing of Concurrent and RTSs

Using modeling for RTS testing is established within the testing community,
but most contributions to this field describe methods for performing functional
testing [30, 39, 50, 58, 87, 96]. Most often, the system specification is mod-
eled using some formal modeling tool or method. The model is then analysed
with respect to different test criteria, and through searches of the possible state
space, test suites (i.e., sets of test cases aimed at fulfilling a specific test crite-
rion) are generated.

One inherent drawback of functional model-based testing is that the quality
and thoroughness of the generated test suite are highly dependent of the quality
and thoroughness of the system specification model. If the models are manu-
ally generated, the skills of the person modeling the system will have serious
impact on the quality assuring abilities of the test suite generated by the model.

There are also model-based system-level testing techniques that are struc-
tural in nature, e.g., [54], but none to our knowledge that take the timing aspects
of RTSs into account.
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semaphore LIST;
llist t* list;

void bar()
{

wait(LIST);
list=removeItem(list);
signal(LIST);

}

void foo()
{

bool newlist;

wait(LIST);
if(list==NULL);
{

newlist=TRUE;
list=createNewListHead();

} else {
newlist=FALSE;

}
signal(LIST);
...
if(newlist)
{

wait(LIST);
setNodeName(list,‘‘1ST’’);
signal(LIST);

}
}

(a) bar task (b) foo task

Figure 7.1: Stale-value error.

7.1.6 Relation to Our Work

While the above methods for synchronous concurrent program testing ([51,
111, 112, 113, 114, 115]) excel in revealing ordering failures related to erro-
neous synchronizations, they fail in capturing the behaviour of asynchronous
task interleaving in preemptive systems. Hence, they are not sufficient for
structural system-level testing of preemptive RTSs. This is also the case for
the model-based techniques with similar restrictions [54]

The contribution described in Section 3.3 is a direct extension of the work
of Thane [103] and Pettersson [77], where the strict limitations on inter-task
communication in the original work are loosened. Further, although no other
approaches for concurrent system analysis consider time as a factor [17, 53, 64,
80], aspects of these could possibly be used in order to perform more efficient
test item derivation.

It could be argued that static race detection could be used instead of our
DU-path based testing, as both types of methods focus on, and find, the same
types of concurrency-related bugs. There are, however, some problems with
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static data race detection: First, since race detection generally produces false
positives, a zero tolerance towards statically reported race conditions might be
hard to enforce. Second, there are benign races that do not cause system failure,
and opinons vary whether allowing such races are good software engineering
practice. Regardless of the opinion, the truth of the matter is that many in-
dustrial control systems are built without eliminating races. Particularly, some
types of systems, e.g., multirate control systems, are intuitively implemented
such that data races exist in the system. Furthermore, very small RTSs might
not afford the execution time cost of explicit synchronization to protect shared
variables. We consider this a solid ground for not only focusing on race detec-
tion and elimination, but also on testing the actual consequences of different
shared variable access patterns. In addition, considering an example system
(given in Figure 7.1), where two concurrently executing processes foo and
bar perform protected accesses of a linked list list, one might imagine the
following execution scenario: foo initially executes the first critical section,
finding the list empty, thus creating a new list head and setting the local newlist
boolean to FALSE. Next, foo is pre-empted by bar, which removes the new
list head and terminates. The scenario is concluded by the resumption of foo,
which tries to name the newly created (and removed) list head. This type of
concurrency-bug is not actually a race condition, but a stale-value error [14],
and can accordingly not be found by traditional race detection methods.

Since models used for concurrent system testing ([30, 39, 50, 58, 87, 96])
generally focus on the functional aspects of the system, these approaches have
a specific advantage over our methods. Not only can these models perform a
valid test case selection with respect to a selected test criterion, many are also
able to derive entire test suites that are guaranteed to fulfil the test criterion
selected once executed on the system under test. Most often, such test suites
are sets of test cases consisting of (timed) sequences of inputs that, when fed
to the system, enforce a desired behaviour. Although functional and structural
testing aim at finding fundamentally different types of errors, this is a current
drawback of our approach. We further address this issue, and propose an idea
for a solution, in Section 8.3.1.

7.2 Monitoring for Testing

Instrumentation and monitoring are absolute necessities for determining test
progress and accuracy. In sequential software without real-time requirements
on execution time, monitoring for testing can be performed by introducing
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software probes at suitable locations in the source- or assembly code without
perturbing the functional operation of the software. As described in this thesis,
this is not the case for concurrent or RTSs.

7.2.1 Monitoring using Execution Replay

Monitoring (and also debugging) by means of execution replay was first pro-
posed in 1987 by LeBlanc and Mellor-Crummey [60]. Their method was called
Instant Replay and focused on logging the sequence of occurrence of signifi-
cant events in parallel programs. This log sequence could then be used to
reproduce the program behavior with respect to the correct ordering of events.
The method was simple in that it did not include any support for reproduction
of, e.g., interrupts or auxilliary input.

Many subsequent proposals have been extenisions to the work of LeBlanc
and Mellor-Crummey. Audenaert and Levrouw have proposed methods for
minimizing recordings [5] and replaying interrupts [6] and Chassin de Ker-
gommeaux and Fagot included support for threads [16] in Instant Replay.

In addition, some methods have been proposed that use constructs in the
run-time environment of specific programming languages, such as Ada [95]
and Java [19], for execution recording and monitorable reproduction.

Replay Monitoring of RTSs

As for RTS replay-based monitoring, results have been very scarce and all
contributions known to us are at least ten years old. In 1989, Banda and Volz
proposed a method for reproducing the execution behavior of RTSs using a
non-intrusive hardware-based recording and replay mechanism [9]. In addi-
tion to the dedicated monitoring hardware required, this method also called for
specialized compiler support. Similarily, Tsai et al. proposed a non-intrusive
hardware-based monitoring- and replay mechanism [106], craving a highly
specialized hardware platform.

In contrast, Dodd and Ravishankar [25] proposed a software-based replay
method for the distributed multiprocessor-node RTS HARTS. The logging is
software-based in that it is performed by intrusive software probes. However,
in order for the method to work, a dedicated processor needs to handle the
monitor processing on each node.

In 2000, Thane and Hansson proposed the use of a method called Deter-
ministic Replay for replay-based monitoring and debugging of distributed RTSs
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[102]. The method was similar to previous replay methods in that it used a two-
pass scheme (recording execution and replay execution). However, the method
made use of software probes and required no specialized hardware to collect
execution information. In addition, the method included a novel approach for
using breakpoints to reproduce asynchronous events as well as a possibility of
reproducing only parts of long-running executions. The contributions on mon-
itoring described in this thesis are primarily implementations, extensions and
generalizations of the original Deterministic Replay method.

Recently, execution replay tools have also made their debut on the commer-
cial scene. ZealCore Embedded Solutions1 offer an execution replication tool
(the BlackBox Replicator) that basically is a commercialization of the above
work by Thane and Hansson [102]. After the proposal of our Time Machine
tool, Green Hill Software Inc.2 released a commercial execution replay tool for
embedded RTSs with the same name. Furthermore, the Silicon Valley-based
Replay Solutions3 offer the ReplayDIRECTOR tool, primarily aimed at facili-
tating replay in entertainment software and computer game platforms.

Reproduction of Asynchronous Events

A correct reproduction of the ocurrence of asynchronous events is an absolute
necessity for reproducing executions in preemptive systems. The main prob-
lem of monitoring asynchronous events is the difficulty of pin-pointing their
exact location of ocurrence (i.e., the correct machine code instruction with the
correct data state). As we describe in this thesis, the program counter alone
is not sufficient for marking the location of ocurrence of the event. Machine
code instructions can be revisited in loops or recursive calls, with different data
states. For the purpose of pinpointing events, instruction counter techniques
have been proposed.

The simplest unique marker technique is the instruction counter. In its
basic form, this is a mechanism that counts machine code instructions as they
are executed. When an asynchronous event occurs, the instruction counter is
sampled along with the program counter in order to pinpoint the exact location
of ocurrence. In order to be able to count each instruction as it is executed, there
is an obvious need for some kind of specialized hardware [15, 48]. Doing this
in software would call for an instrumentation of the assembly code, adding an
incrementing instruction to each instruction. Not only would this significantly

1www.zealcore.com
2www.ghs.com
3www.replaysolutions.com
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slow down overall system performance, it would also double the size of the
code part of the program (assuming all instructions are of the same size).

The hardware required to count instructions is not a complicated mecha-
nism, but a simple counter incremented on each instruction execution cycle.
Even though this technique solves the problem of uniquely pinpointing inter-
rupts, the method has drawbacks. One of the more significant problems is
lack of the hardware needed in modern state-of-the-practice embedded micro-
processors. Even though some of the larger processors available today have
registers capable of performing instruction counting [1], this is no standard
component in smaller or embedded processors. In addition, for many exist-
ing hardware platforms, there is reason to doubt the accuracy of the provided
instruction counters [75]. Another problem is the sampling of the instruction
counter. For applications using an Operating System (OS) or a Real-Time Op-
erating System (RTOS), this may call for OS- or RTOS support. For example,
consider an interrupt occurring at time tevt. At time tevt + δ, the hardware in-
struction counter is sampled. Obviously, we will receive the instruction counter
value of the latter, giving us a sampling error equal to the number of instruc-
tions executed during δ. This might be problematic, especially if δ varies from
time to time, due to interrupt service routine- or kernel jitter.

In 1989, Mellor-Crummey and LeBlanc proposed the use of a software in-
struction counter (SIC) [65], suitable for applications and systems running on
top of platforms not equipped with the instruction counter hardware. As stated
in the previous section, a software-based instruction counter performing the
same task as a traditional hardware instruction counter would incur an intoler-
able overhead on the system. Thus, the software counterpart had to be much
more restrictive when selecting upon which instructions to increment.

The SIC idea is based on the fact that only backward branches in a program
can cause program counter values to be revisited. For instance, in a sequen-
tial program without backward branches, no instruction will be executed more
than once. In such a system, the program counter is a unique marker, defin-
ing unique states in the execution. However, using structures such as loops,
subroutines and recursive calls will require backward branches. Due to perfor-
mance reasons, the implementation of the SIC not only increments on back-
ward branches, but also on forward branches. In short, the SIC is implemented
as a register-bound counter, requiring special compiler support. In addition, a
platform-specific tool is used to instrument the machine code with increment-
ing instructions before each branch. According to the authors, the SIC incurs
an execution overhead of approximately 10 % in the instrumented programs.

The problem of getting the correct instruction counter value at sampling
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time tevt + δ is not solved using software instruction counters, although we are
only interested in the number of backward branches rather than the number of
instructions during δ.

In 2002, Kim et. al. proposed an “enhanced software instruction counter”
[52], which operated similarily to the original instruction counter. The en-
hanced software instruction counter managed to achieve an approximate 4 –
22% overhead reduction rate (i.e., a resulting CPU utilization overhead of about
9%) by analysing the machine code and separating deterministic scopes from
non-deterministic scopes, and only instrumenting the non-deterministic scopes.

In 1994, Audenaert and Levrouw proposed the use of an approximate soft-
ware instruction counter [6]. Their method was called Interrupt Replay. In In-
terrupt Replay, the run-time logging of system interrupts is done by recording
interrupt ID and an approximate SIC value. This version of SIC is incremented
at entry- and exit points of interrupt service routines and can therefore not be
used to pinpoint exact locations (program states) of occurrence of interrupts.
As a consequence, Interrupt Replay is able to reproduce orderings of interrupts
correctly, but the interrupts will not be reproduced at the correct instruction.

7.2.2 Hybrid and Hardware-Based Monitoring

Monitoring for testing does not have to be performed using software probes.
Instrumentation can be performed in different ways, ranging from intrusive-
free hardware and usually immobile techniques, to intrusive but mobile soft-
ware techniques. We describe two alternative monitoring approaches, where
the appropriateness depends on the resources available, the architecture of the
target system, and whether or not black-box functionality is required (i.e., if
leaving the probes in the deployed system serves a purpose).

Non-Intrusive Hardware Recorders use in-circuit emulators (ICE) with dual
port RAM. An ICE replaces the ordinary CPU; it is plugged-in into the CPU
target socket, and works together with the rest of the system. The difference
from an ordinary CPU is the amount of auxiliary output available. If the ICE
(like those from e.g., Lauterbach, and AMC) has RTOS awareness, this type
of history recorder needs no instrumentation of the target system. The only
input needed is the location of the data to monitor. The hardware monitor cat-
egory also includes hardware probes using specialized microcontroller debug
and trace ports, such as JTAG [91] and BDM [44] ports4. Certain microcon-
trollers also provide trace ports that allow each machine code instruction to

4See, e.g., www.ghs.com
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be recorded. While hardware-based recorders in general have the potential be
non-intrusive, since they do not steal any CPU-cycles or target memory, due
to price and space limitations these cannot usually be delivered with the prod-
uct. The application of this type of recorder is consequently best suited for
pre-deployment lab testing and debugging.

Hybrid Recorders have hardware support and a minimum of target software
instrumentation. Software probes write history data to specific addresses, and
a hardware component snoops the bus at these addresses, typically in the form
of a modern logic analyzer (example manufacturers are Agilent, HP, Lauter-
bach, VisionICE, and Microtek.) This type of recording system could also be
intrusive free if all data manipulations and states were reflected in the system’s
external memory, and we had RTOS and data awareness (knowledge of the ker-
nels data structures, and variable locations). However, many micro-controllers
and CPUs have on-chip memory and caches, wherefore changes in state or data
of the system are not necessarily reflected in the external memory. As a con-
sequence it is necessary to perform instrumentation such that events and data
monitored are recorded and stored in external memory, temporarily bypassing
the cache and on-chip memory. Data-flow monitoring is similar to software
recorders, with the additional penalty of a computing slowdown due to cache
write-throughs and access to slower external memory. This type of history
recorder is cheaper than ICE:s, but the same argumentation for not leaving
the monitoring hardware in the target system still applies. There are however
System on Chip (SoC) solutions [26] which can be permanently resident.

7.2.3 Relation to Our Work
Most replay techniques require properly synchronized systems and are not able
to reproduce erroneous unsynchronized accesses to shared variables [5, 6, 16,
19, 60, 95]. Others are able to correctly reproduce a preemptive execution,
but require specialized hardware solutions for this purpose [9, 25, 106]. The
technique upon which the replay method in this thesis is based ([102]) requires,
in its original form, support from a specially tailored real-time kernel and is not
able to perform replay if not a full log (from system start-up) is available.

The recent commercial replay tools mentioned above are more generally
applicable. In fact, the BlackBox tool is an extension and commercialization
of the work presented in [102] and Chapter 4 of this thesis.

Compared to hardware probing techniques, our method leaves an option of
leaving software probes in the deployed system, with the equivalent benefit of
a black-box functionality, similar to what is employed in airplanes.





Chapter 8

Discussion, Conclusion and
Future Work

This chapter concludes this thesis by reviewing and discussing its contribu-
tions, and by providing directions for future work. Specifically, Section 8.1
summarizes the contributions of this thesis, Section 8.2 provides a concluding
discussion, and Section 8.3 lists ideas for future work.

8.1 Summary
In this thesis, we have described how to apply traditional structural unit-level
testing techniques to system-level testing of real-time systems. Particularly,
we have focused on how to perform test item derivation and probe effect-free
monitoring for structural testing in this setting.

In Chapter 3, the test item derivation problem was solved, partly by a
method for deriving test items from a multi-tasking RTS based on timed au-
tomata UPPAAL [10, 59] models and the COXER test case generation tool [41],
and partly by a method for deriving test items from a multi-tasking RTS based
on EOG theory [77, 103]. In our case, both approaches use the SWEET worst-
case execution time static analysis tool1 in order to create the system analysis
configuration files. We also provided an evaluation of the above methods with
respect to accuracy, analysis time, and sensitivity to system size and complex-
ity. This evaluation showed that, in all applicable cases, the UPPAAL-based

1www.mrtc.mdh.se/projects/wcet
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method provided a more detailed analysis result at the cost of a more complex
analysis. Furthermore, the evaluations suggest that an increased system jitter
will significantly decrease the analysability, and, to a lesser extent, also the
number of test items found in the system.

In Chapter 4, the probe effect problem was solved by a method for probe
effect-free monitoring of multi-tasking real-time systems by recording non-
deterministic events and data during test case execution run-time, and using
this recording for replaying a fully monitorable deterministic replica of the
original reference execution. We call this method Deterministic Replay and its
prototype implementation the Time Machine. With this method, we provided
results and experiences from two industrial and one academic case study. The
case studies not only showed that our method is applicable, but also that it
is applicable in a more general system model than the one assumed for the
general scope of this thesis, and that the perturbation caused by the latent in-
system instrumentation can be held within an acceptable range for a full-scale
industrial real-time control system.

In Chapter 6, we also provided an evaluation of the replay method with
respect to execution replication accuracy. This evaluation showed that in the
worst-case scenario, additional mechanisms are required in order for the method
to work. We have also suggested several examples of such additional mecha-
nisms, e.g., taking timestamps, debugger cycle counters and system call mark-
ers into consideration when pinpointing asynchronous events, e.g., hardware
interrupts.

8.2 Discussion

In the starting chapter, we began this thesis with an ambitious statement of
the problem of software quality assurance in a complex multi-tasking real-time
system setting. By the contributions of this thesis, have we solved the problem?
Truthfully, no, not in the general case, but hopefully we have provided results,
insights, and angles of approach that takes us one step closer to the elusive
goal of bug-free RTS software. This part of the concluding chapter provides a
self-reflecting discussion on the contributions of this thesis and their generality,
starting by revisiting the research hypotheses of this thesis.
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8.2.1 Research Hypotheses Revisited
In Chapter 1, two hypotheses were posed regarding the research presented in
this thesis:

Hyp–1 By analysing timing, control, and data flow properties for each task
in S, while also considering all possible task interleaving patterns, it is
possible to determine which test items are exercisable by executing S.

Hyp–2 By recording events and data causing non-determinism during test case
executions with a latent low-perturbing instrumentation, it is possible to
use the recorded information to enforce the system behaviour in such
a way that each test execution can be deterministically re-executed and
monitored for test progress without perturbing the temporal correctness
of the initial execution.

Evidence for Hyp–1 is given in the form of the two test item derviation
methods presented in Chapter 3, and the evaluations in Section 6.1. Evidence
for Hyp–2 is given by the Deterministic Replay method presented in Chap-
ter 4, and the evaluations and the case studies presented in sections 6.2 and 6.3.
As stated, however, the solutions are not generally applicable. The following
sections discuss specific aspects of the generality and the limitations of our
approach.

8.2.2 System model
In this thesis, we assume a FPS-scheduled system with periodic tasks. Also, in
Section 8.3.3, we give an indication on how this system model can be extended
to a model with a server-based scheduling, also allowing sporadic tasks with a
deferred preemption without violating the basic requirements of our methods.
For the test item derivation analyses proposed in Chapter 3, those requirements
encompass a periodically repeated system behaviour. A purely event-triggered
system, without bounds on event inter-arrival times can thus not be handled by
our approach.

The Deterministic Replay method is not as sensitive to changes in the as-
sumed system model as the test item derivation methods. Even though some
aspects are somewhat complicated (e.g., dimensioning of recording buffers,
and the process of finding a consistent starting point), Deterministic Replay is
applicable in time-triggered, as well as sporadic and event-triggered real-time
systems with terminating or non-terminating tasks. This is shown by our case
studies, where Asterix uses a single-shot task model [8], in which tasks are
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terminated after each task instance, and VxWorks uses a more traditional task
model, where tasks are implemented using infinite loops and each iteration in
the loop is guarded by a blocking system call (see, e.g., Figure 6.11).

8.2.3 Test Item Derivation Method Applicability
The applicability of the test item derivation methods primarily depend on two
different aspects. First, since both methods rely on SWEET for deriving static
system properties, and SWEET requires full application and library source
code access for this analysis, this is a requirement for our the current imple-
mentation of our methods as well. Naturally, for the time being, this is a major
problem for analysing systems where source code is not fully available. Sec-
ond, the inherent complexity of the system being modeled is crucial. As shown
by the evaluations, the EOG-based approach is able to handle larger and more
complex systems than the UPPAAL-based approach. However, even the EOG-
based method is in its current state only able to handle relatively small systems.

The applicability of the Deterministic Replay test item monitoring method
is technically not as dependent of system or schedule complexity as it is of
sheer system size. Since the method requires a selective monitoring of the
data flow, and this process for the time being is not automated, large systems
are currently a problem simply for the effort of analysing and inserting the
data flow probes by hand. For example, the ABB Robotics case study system
consisted of 2.5 million lines of code, a matter that probably caused a massive
over-pessimistic instrumentation. Static analysis could be a potential solution
to this problem, and something which we intend to investigate further.

8.2.4 Handling Infeasible Test Items
As both our test item derivation methods potentially report false positives (i.e.,
test items considered feasible by the analysis, but actually being infeasible in
the system execution), a test strategy including our test item derivation methods
requires some way of dealing with infeasible test items that have been found
(potentially) feasible.

Ideally, our method for test item derivation should, given a certain test cri-
terion, and a multi-tasking real-time system, generate a set of test cases that,
when executed, would satisfy the test criterion. For the time being, this is
not the case (although an idea for solving this problem is sketched in Sec-
tion 8.3.1), and hence, a different approach must be taken to test case genera-
tion. However, once the test case set (Q) is generated, executed and monitored
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(yielding TestTC (S,Q)), we are able to determine the coverage as the ratio
rTC = |TestT C(S,Q)|

|ModelT C(MS)| . If rTC < 1, there are some items in ModelTC that
have not been exercised during testing. Does this mean that these test items
do not actually exist in the system (i.e., are they infeasible?), or that the test
suite simply has not been able to enforce them? Just as absence of bugs is
practically impossible to prove by testing, it is impossible to show that a test
item is infeasible by exhaustive testing. However, it could be considered that a
more detailed analysis, with respect to these non-exercised test items, could be
performed, in cases where a more general analysis fails.

8.2.5 Approximative Checksums

The fact that the checksums we use for asynchronous event reproduction during
replay are approximative might result in ambiguous replay executions. Specif-
ically, we face a problem of handling the situations when the execution context
of the location li of an interrupt i generates the same checksum as another lo-
cation l2, such that li and l2 are on the same PC address and l2 predates li in
the execution. Luckily, in these cases, this problem can be handled in a number
of ways:

First, we believe that the precision of the checksum markers can be signif-
icantly improved by combining them with the system call markers described
in Section C.2.3, and with debugger cycle counters2, by mapping the recorded
event timestamps to small cycle counter intervals in which the event is feasible.
As for now, this is listed as future work. Second, if the ambiguity is discovered
(by detecting dissimilarities between the reference and the replay execution),
the replay execution can be reset and restarted with an added skip count on
l2. Third, in the worst case, the Determinstic Replay method can be facilitated
using hardware- or software instruction counters [6, 15, 48, 52, 65], however
inheriting the drawbacks inherent to these methods.

8.3 Future Work

Based on the conclusions and discussions in this chapter, this section provides
directions for future work in the area of structural system-level testing of multi-
tasking real-time systems.

2See, e.g., www.iar.com
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8.3.1 Structural System-Level Test Case Generation
Functional model-based testing can not only perform a valid test case selection
with respect to a selected test criterion. Many such methods are also able to
derive entire test suites that are guaranteed to satisfy the test criterion selected
once executed on the system under test [30, 39, 50, 58, 87, 96]. For example,
a functional test case (of, say, a coffee vending machine) could be a sequence
of system interactions: (1) insert a coin, (2) wait 3,5 seconds, (3) press button
’A’, (4) insert another coin, whereas a structural test case would be a sequence
of internal selections: (1) execute task C along control flow path pC for 14 ms,
(2) switch to task D and execute along path pD until interrupt i preempts the
execution 22 ms later. Intuitively, the latter is a test case less easily enforced.
Although functional and structural testing aim at finding fundamentally differ-
ent types of errors, this is a current drawback of our approach.

However, given that we are able to synthetically create system-level exe-
cution traces, and enforce these traces on the system under test by means of
the replay method proposed in this thesis, this would facilitate work on test
case generation techniques for the structural test criteria described here. This
would be truly novel work, and strongly enhance the ease of use of the methods
proposed in this thesis.

8.3.2 Checksum Unique Marker Precision
The precision of the checksum markers used for pinpointing of asynchronous
events can be significantly improved by combining them with (1) the system
call markers described as a part of the implementation of the Time Machine in
VxWorks (see Section C.2.3), and (2) debugger cycle counters3, by mapping
the recorded event timestamps to small cycle counter intervals in which the
event is feasible. We predict that this method will significantly reduce the
problem of the Time Traveler invoking interrupts prematurely in the replay
execution (since that state has the same program counter value and its execution
context produces the same checksum).

8.3.3 Facilitating Sporadic Tasks through Servers
Task periodicity is an important property for the termination of our DU-path
analyses, as it is required for the behaviour space of the analysis to be finitely
bounded. As a consequence, DU-path analysis of systems with aperiodic tasks

3See, e.g., www.iar.com
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are not facilitated by our methods. However, through the use of a periodic
server task [85, 61, 88], even aperiodic tasks can be facilitated. The basic
idea of server-based scheduling is that all aperiodic tasks are executed by a
periodically invoked server task. Note that not all types of periodic servers
would work for facilitating DU-path analysis of aperiodic tasks. For example,
high-utilization servers, like the Deferrable Server or the Priority Exchange
Server [61], are not well-suited for our methods, as they allow restricted but
arbitrary preemption by asynchronous tasks. However, simpler server-based
methods, like the Polling Server [88] suit our method well, as they give any
aperiodic tasks of the system the periodic qualities required for bounding the
analysis behaviour space. We aim at extending the EOG- and the UPPAAL-
based DU-path derivation methods, such that they support the use of aperiodic
tasks executed by a polling server.

8.3.4 Expressing Flow Facts in UPPAAL

The original UPPAAL control flow models described in this thesis do not in-
clude information on boolean selections, exact conditions for loop termina-
tion, etc. In SWEET, the worst case analysis time analysis tool used to au-
tomatically generate these models from system source code, such information
is represented as flow facts [4]. SWEET includes a fairly detailed language
for describing quite complex flow fact relations in a single control flow graph.
In our work of automatically generating UPPAAL models from SWEET rep-
resentations, we have translated a small subset of the SWEET flow facts into
UPPAAL semantics (essentially the facts needed for expressing loop bounds).
However, if the entire set of flow facts is translated from the SWEET repre-
sentation, this would aid in producing a more detailed analysis result in the
UPPAAL-based approach, since inter-task infeasible paths will be considered.
In addition, the analysis runtime and complexity would be reduced, since a
number of infeasible paths would not have to be searched for test items.

8.3.5 Regression Testing
As a piece of software evolves during its life cycle, the set of test cases used to
verify the software cannot remain static. Each change to the software requires
a corresponding change in the test set. An initial set of test cases T0 should
evolve to a modified test set T1 following software changes. Hence, after n
changes, the software is verified by the test cases in Tn (see Figure 8.1). We
assume that Ek is an exhaustive set of test cases, including all possible test
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Figure 8.1: Test case sets Ek and Ek+1.

cases of our system. The smaller set Tk ⊂ Ek contains all test cases selected
by the test selection method of our choice. Furthermore, tk ∈ Tk is a specific
test case, which results in an error. To correct this error, the source code of
the software is changed. This change yields a new system, and hence a new
exhaustive test set Ek+1. Finally, the set Ck+1 defines all test cases that are
affected by program changes. From the above sets, we can derive four subsets
of particular importance for test set maintenance (see Figure 8.2):

1. Tk\(Ek+1∩Tk) contains test cases that no longer are part of the behavior
of the software. Note the possibility of tk+1 /∈ Ek+1. By changing the
system, we may have prohibited execution of tk.

2. (Ek+1∩Tk)\Ck+1 is is the set of unaffected, still valid test cases. These
require no re-testing at this stage.

3. Ck+1 \ (Tk ∩ Ck+1) holds untested test cases that should be tested due
to the software changes.

4. Tk ∩ Ck+1 contains still valid test cases, possibly affected by software
changes. These need to be re-tested.

In short, set 1 needs to be identified, such that no effort is spent trying to
exercise test cases that cannot be exercised. Similarly, a tight identification of
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Figure 8.2: Derived test case subsets.

set 2 saves us the effort of testing test cases that need not be tested. Identi-
fication of set 3 is also required in order to keep the test set up to date with
the changed system. For the purpose of regression testing, however, set 4 is of
highest importance. This set contains all test cases that are possibly affected by
software changes, and must be re-verified by means of regression testing. In
the next iteration of software and test set evolution, (Ek+1 ∩ Tk) ∪ Ck+1 will
serve as Tk+1.

To our knowledge, no work has been done on investigating the impact of
changes on the system-level control-flow. We intend to tackle the test selection
problem for system-level regression testing by performing static analysis of the
system prior to, and after system changes. By comparing the analysis results,
we hope to be able to determine which parts of the system need to be re-tested.
Further, we aim at enforcing these tests using synthesized replay traces.





Appendix A

Timed Automata Test Item
Derivation

In order to use the analysis engine of UPPAAL to derive shared variable DU-
paths, we need to correctly model the behaviour of the system under test. In this
appendix, we describe the UPPAAL-based real-time system control flow model
for this purpose. In the model, each task is modeled as a set of timed automata
(the task main function, and the set of subroutines directly or indirectly called
by the main function). Further, the run-time state (ready, running, waiting,
etc.) of each task in the system is modeled as an Execution Control Automaton
(ECA). In addition, the run-time kernel (i.e., the schedule, task switch, and the
system clock) is modeled as a set of timed automata. Together, these automata
form the system-level control flow model of the real-time system. Figure A.1
describes the overall structure of the system-level control flow model.

A.1 Timed Control Flow Modeling using UPPAAL

This section will in depth describe the three different categories of timed au-
tomata included in the model. First, however, the clocks of the model are
described.
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Figure A.1: The structure of the UPPAAL control flow model.

A.1.1 Clocks
Clocks are essential to the operation of the system model, since they enforce
and constrain the behaviour of the model during simulation and analysis. To
keep the memory consumption of the analysis down it is however important
to restrict the number of clocks in the model as much as possible. In order to
express the system-level control flow behaviour, the model makes use of four
kinds of clocks:

• Free running counter clock (frc) The frc clock models the behaviour of
the free-running counter of the assumed underlying hardware. In other
words, its only purpose is to generate strictly periodic interrupts, used to
drive the system.

• Basic block execution time clock (bbet) The bbet clock is used to con-
strain the execution time of basic blocks in the model. The clock is reset
each time the simulation of the model enters a basic block X . In addi-
tion, the simulation is not allowed to leave the basic block when bbet is
outside the interval [BCETX ,WCETX ]. Since all basic blocks in the
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entire model are mutually exclusive (i.e., if a basic block X in a task is
visited during simulation, no other basic blocks can be visited until the
simulation leavesX), there is no need for individual clocks for each task,
but a single clock can be used for all tasks.

• Kernel execution time clock (ket) This clock keeps track of the time
spent in the kernel during task switches.

• Task scheduling clocks (cT) Each task T in the system keeps a clock
cT for keeping track of the release time of the task.

Note that the first three clocks are one-per-system clocks, whereas the num-
ber of cT clocks are given by the number of tasks in the system. E.g., a system
with four tasks will be modeled using a total of seven clocks.

A.1.2 Task CFG modeling
From a standard CFG perspective, a task is made up of a set of function-level
graphs (i.e., a graph for the task main function, and a graph for each func-
tion that is explicitly or implicitly called by the main function). In our model,
each function translates to a timed automaton. The basic control flow structure
of a function is intuitively modeled in UPPAAL using a one-to-one mapping
between basic blocks and UPPAAL locations, and between CFG edges and UP-
PAAL edges. An UPPAAL model of a very small example task is shown in
Figure A.2. The details of UPPAAL task modeling are described below.

Definitions and Uses belonging to a vertex v are modeled using assign-
ments on all outgoing edges from v. This should be interpreted as once the
basic block is visited, the definition or use is executed. Definitions are mod-
eled using the update functionality in UPPAAL (e.g., a definition of a shared
variable x to 5 is modeled as an update with x on the left hand side: “x := 5”).
Similarily, a use of a shared variable y is modeled either using the same func-
tionality (e.g., a use of a shared variable y in an assignment to another variable
z is modeled as an update with y on the right hand side: “z := y”). Note
that, if the left hand side variable in such a statement is not a shared variable,
we will use updates to local dummy variables in order to express the shared
variable usage. An example of a definition of y and a use of x can be found in
Figure A.2.

Best case execution time (BCET) of a basic block is modeled using a
clock guard on each transition from the node representing the basic block. The
guard makes sure that no transitions are made before the requirement of the
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Figure A.2: An example task automaton.

guards is fulfilled. For example, the BCET guards of basic block j are for-
mulated as bbet ≥ BCETj . The semantics of the guard could be expressed
as “it is not possible to leave this basic block before BCETj time units have
passed”.

Worst case execution time (WCET) of a basic block is modeled using an
invariant in the node representing the basic block. For example, the WCET
invariant of a basic block i is formulated as bbet ≤WCETi . The semantics of
the invariant could be expressed as “it is not possible to stay in this basic block
longer than WCETi”. It should be noted that WCET could be expressed as
guards on transitions (as BCET is), but this would result in a semantics that
does not enforce transitions within the WCET, but only restricts transitions to
be made within the WCET.

Upper loop bounds are essential to our method of modeling (and to time
analysis in RTSs in general [35]). An unbounded loop may iterate e.g., 2, 5,
127, or infinitely many times, causing an unbounded WCET of the function
including the loop. In the model, upper loop bounds are expressed in the form
of guard/assignment pairs on backward branches. Each transition representing
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Figure A.3: A subroutine call to subroutine foo from the task main function.

a backward branch (i.e., a prerequisite for an iterative construct) will have a
variable associated with it. The variable is initialized to the value of the upper
loop bound. The transition may be taken if the value of the variable is above 0.
Each time the branch is taken, the variable is decremented. When the variable
reaches 0, the guard will prevent the backward branch from being taken.

Lower loop bounds are not essential to the operation of the model, but if
they can be derived, they help reducing the complexity of the model by re-
stricting the number of derivable test items. In addition, existing lower loop
bounds that are not explicitly expressed in the system may result in infeasible
test items being added to the result. Both upper and lower loop bounds are
stated per entry to the loop. Hence, a loop bound is reset each time the loop is
entered.

Since the control flow of a task is represented by the main function graph
and a set of subroutine CFGs, there is a need for expressing the mechanisms
of subroutine invocation and subroutine return. For this purpose, we use
UPPAAL synchronization channels. As a subroutine is called by another func-
tion automata, this is modeled using a synchronization channel by the name
of the called subroutine. While the called subroutine automaton executes, the
callee is suspended in an intermediate location (see Figure A.3), waiting for the
called function to terminate and synchronize back on the same channel. Note
that this way of working with subroutine automata imposes two restrictions on
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B B

SCENARIO I                                    SCENARIO II

A
bbet<=A.WCET

A
bbet<=A.WCET

bbet>=A.BCET

go?

ready!

bbet>=A.BCET

Figure A.4: The construct for facilitating in-between-basic block preemption.

our model. First, if several tasks use a common function, each task needs to
have a unique automaton instance of that function. Second, no recursive calls
are allowed (since this assumes that a subroutine is allowed to call itself).

In order to enable a preemptive behaviour in the model, there is a need for
the model to be able to suspend and preempt an executing task. Since a truly
preemptive behaviour is troublesome to model and analyse using timed au-
tomata, we approximate a preemption such that it always occurs in between ba-
sic blocks. Note that the negative effects of this approximation can be avoided
if each statement is modeled as a separate basic block (as is done in the eval-
uation in Section 6.1). As the system is strictly time-triggered, all task pre-
emption will be caused by clock interrupts. If a clock interrupt is signaled by
the system clock automaton (described in Section A.1.1) during the execution
of a basic block, the interrupt is deferred to preempt the task instantaneously
after the execution of the basic block. In the model, this is expressed by adding
extra locations in between all basic block locations. When a basic block has
finished executing, the task synchronizes on the ready channel with the task’s
ECA. The ECA checks whether an interrupt has occurred during the execution
of the basic block. If so, the task is preempted. If not, the task may continue
executing the next basic block (modeled using the go synchronization chan-
nel). In other words, the task model “asks” the ECA if it is allowed to execute
the next basic block. As an example of this, consider the transitions in Fig-
ure A.4. Scenario I describes a transition from a basic block A (with best-case
execution time BCETA and worst-case execution time WCETA) to a basic
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SCHEDULED

terminated!

prio:=prio-PrA

moveToReadyA?
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terminate?

!ticked

ready?

resume?

prio<2*PrA,

prio>=PrA

preempt?

go!

bbet:=0

!ticked

Figure A.5: An example Execution Control Automaton for a task “A”. A “C”
denotes a commited state, where no time may pass and no transitions from
non-committed states may occur.

block B. Scenario II describes the same scenario with the added in-between
location and synchronizations of our model. If a clock interrupt would occur
somewhere during the execution of basic blockA, the task would be suspended
in the intermediate state between A and B until it is resumed by the scheduler.

A.1.3 Modeling of Task Execution Control

For each task in the model, a separate task ECA (depicted in Figure A.5) is
used in order to keep track of the state of the task. An ECA is generic in the
sense that it has identical structure regardless of the task it controls. The initial
state of the automaton (WAITING) represents a waiting state of the task (i.e.,
the task has not yet been put in the ready-queue).

The ECA needs to be able to handle task activation. From the initial state,
the task can be made ready by an synchronization on the moveToReady chan-
nel. The new state (the top rightmost in the figure) represents the task being
in the ready-queue, where it might be selected for execution. The transition
from WAITING to READY also adds the unique task priority to the current
global system priority. Since each task in the underlying system model has a
unique priority P enumerated from 0 (idle task) and up, task priorities in the
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UPPAAL models are expressed as 2P . Conseqently, if a task with a priority P1

is scheduled, the global task priority will be in the interval [2P1 , 2P1+1) (unless
no other task with a higher priority is also scheduled). As for task resumption,
using FPS scheduling, the task with the highest priority in the ready-queue will
always be selected for execution. In the model, this corresponds to the ECA
of the task selected for execution by the schedule (described in Section A.1.4)
synchronizing on the resume channel, causing a transition to the SCHEDULED
state (the top middle in the figure). Note that each task ECA checks whether
the current system priority is within in the interval [2P , 2P+1) before making
the transition to SCHEDULED. If this is the case, no higher prioritized task
can be in READY.

In the running state, an ECA has three options: (1) If an unacknowledged
clock interrupt has occurred, the ECA will synchronize on the preempt channel
in order to hand over control to the scheduler automaton. (2) If no event has
occurred and there still are basic blocks to execute before task termination, the
ECA will synchronize on the go channel, indicating that the task is allowed to
execute one full basic block unpreempted. Once the basic block is executed,
the task synchronizes back on the ready channel. (3) If no basic blocks are left
for execution in the task (or if the task selects the termination edge in favour of
looping back), the ECA synchronizes on the terminate channel.

The first termination channel (terminate) is used to check whether the task
is finished with its execution and ready to terminate, the second termination
channel (terminated) is used to communicate the termination to the task switch
automaton, in order for it to dispatch the next task for execution. When the
ECA is in fully terminated position (back in the initial state), the task is ready
for re-scheduling. The second task termination edge also subtracts the task
priority from the system priority, allowing lower prioritized tasks to resume
their execution.

It should be noted that the running state is a committed state. In other
words, no time can pass while in this state (i.e., a task must be immediately exe-
cuted, preempted or terminated) and no other transactions from non-committed
states can be performed while in this state.

A.1.4 FPS Scheduler and Task Switch Modeling
The task switch and scheduler mechanisms of the system are modeled using
three different types of automata: The system clock automaton maintains the
overall passage of time in the system, the task switch automaton facilitates
the transfer of control from one task automaton to another, and the schedule
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frc<=RESOLUTION

frc>=RESOLUTION

timertick!

ticked:=true, frc:=0

frc>=RESOLUTION

timertickIdle!

ticked:=true, frc:=0

Figure A.6: The system clock automaton.

automaton determines which task automaton to gain control at a given point in
the simulation of the model.

The system clock automaton is a rudimentary automaton with a fundamen-
tal function. This automaton (depicted in Figure A.6) is responsible for driving
the entire system by providing it with strictly periodic “heartbeat” interrupts
(i.e., timerticks). The frequency of these interrupts is determined by the reso-
lution parameter. Basically, resolution represents the length, in terms of time
units, in between each timertick.

Note that the system clock automaton synchronizes on different channels
depending on the current state of the system. If no tasks are currently execut-
ing, the timertickIdle synchronization channel edge is taken. Otherwise, the
timertick synchronization channel edge is taken. The reason for differentiating
between these is that an idle system is instantly preempted for task switching,
while a busy system has to wait until the executing task leaves its current basic
block. Regardless if the system is idle or not, each timertick interrupt invokes
the task switch automaton, thereby enforcing the release and execution of tasks.

The task switch automaton (depicted in Figure A.7) is the generic mecha-
nism for facilitating preemption and task termination (i.e., the two basic mech-
anisms for task switching included in our run-time model). As discussed in
the above section, for practical reasons, a preemption of an idle system is con-
sidered different from a task to task preemption. While non-busy (i.e., in the
TASK EXEC or the SYS IDLE state), the task switch automaton listens for sys-
tem clock timerticks or task terminations. Once a timertick or a termination is
received, the automaton

1. calls the scheduler automaton in order to release all tasks that should be
released according to their T and O properties.
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Figure A.7: The task switch automaton.

2. waits for [K MIN ,K MAX ] time units (i.e., consumes the time actu-
ally spent in the task switch routine).

3. releases the next task for execution by synchronizing with the ECA au-
tomaton of the highest prioritized released on the resume channel, or
returns to SYS IDLE if no task is released for execution. Note that only
tasks with their ECA in a READY state (i.e., tasks that are moved to
ready by the schedule) may be scheduled for execution, and that the
priority guards in the ECA prohibits lower prioritized tasks from being
scheduled.

The schedule automaton represents the run-time schedule of the RTS (in
our case a time-triggered fixed-priority schedule). The automaton has an initial
waiting state, and an activation channel called schedule (the activation of the
schedule automaton is prompted by the task switch automaton as a response
to the occurrence of a timertick). Once the schedule automaton is activated, it
steps through all scheduling decisions based on the current value of the local
task clocks. If a task’s period is passed, the task is released and the clock
is reset. Furthermore, if the task is previously released and the task’s offset
is passed, the task is moved to ready (by synchronizing with the task’s ECA
over the corresponding moveToReady channel). Once the schedule is traversed,
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Figure A.8: An example schedule automaton with four tasks.

control is handed back over to the task switch automaton over the scheduled
synchronization channel. Figure A.8 depicts an example time-triggered FPS
schedule with four tasks.

This method of modeling presupposes that all task T and O parameters are
multiples of the RESOLUTION parameter driving the timerticks, which is a
natural limitation since time-triggered systems typically only release tasks at
timertick invocations.

Note that other scheduling mechanisms also could be adapted to this model.
E.g., in [3], Amnell et al. describe a tool for formally modeling different sched-
uling mechanisms using timed automata. In this paper, however, we stick to
the run-time model described in Section 1.2.





Appendix B

The DUANALYSIS Algorithm

The DUANALYSIS algorithm (Figure B.1) is a slight variation of the origi-
nal EOG algorithm [103], built upon the manipulation of two data structures.
Throughout the analysis, an abstract state of type State propagates through
the execution of the system. For each execution of a job, the abstract state is
changed according to the StateChange created by executing the job. State
represents the current abstract state of the execution, and contains information
regarding currently live definitions, active definitions, active uses, and encoun-
tered DU-paths. Hence, State is defined as:

State : {liveDefs, activeDefs, activeUses, duPaths}

StateChange represents the change of state incurred by the execution of a cer-
tain part of a job. As such, StateChange contains new active definitions, killed
live definitions, killed active definitions, killed active uses, and the WCET of
the executed job. Hence, StateChange is defined as:

StateChange : {newActiveDefs, killedLiveDefs,
killedActiveDefs, killedActiveUses,
wcet}

Intuitively, the combination of a State a1 and a StateChange a′1 yields a
new State a2, representing the original state affected by the changes in a′1.
E.g., if a1 contains a set of liveDefs {d1, d2, d3}, and a′1 contains a set of
killedLiveDefs {d2}, then a2’s set of liveDefs will look as follows: {d1, d3}.
Two more structures (Ivl and Job) are used in the analysis. Ivl defines a time
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interval by its extremal values l and r. Job represents a task instance and con-
tains definitions, uses, job priority, release time, BCET and WCET. Job is
defined as:

Job : {D,U ,P ,R,BCET ,WCET}

In the algorithm, the process of task execution and task switch is formalized
by the functions EXECUTE and SWITCHTASK, where

EXECUTE : State× Job× Ivl× Ivl→ StateChange

SWITCHTASK : StateChange× State× Ivl→ State

In essence, the EXECUTE function produces a change of abstract state (State-
Change) incurred on original abstract state (State) by executing a certain job
(Job), executed during an execution window (first Ivl), and released during a
release interval (second Ivl). The SWITCHTASK function describes the impact
of a task switch occurring during a time interval (Ivl), and produces a new
abstract state (State), based on the original abstract state and the changes de-
scribed by StateChange. The implementation of these functions are directly
based on the Definition, Use, and DU-path rules described in Chapter 3.

Roughly, the DUANALYSIS algorithm starts with an empty State at time 0
by scheduling the highest prioritized ready job j. Using the EXECUTE func-
tion, j’s StateChange is derived. Next, if j is always finished before the next
higher priority job is released, SWITCHTASK combines the StateChange with
the old State to a new State. The algorithm increments the time and schedules
the next job. Else, if j is safely preempted by a higher priority job, SWITCH-
TASK combines the StateChange with the old State to a new State - but only
regards the events that predate the preemption, stores the remainder of j, in-
crements the time, and schedules the higher prioritized job. Else, if j might
be preempted, the algorithm splits into two recursive branches, one of which
considers the case with a preemption, and the other considers the case with no
preemption. This behaviour is repeated until all jobs in the LCM are analysed.

In order to derive the StateChange created by executing a job j, the EX-
ECUTE function and its auxiliary functions, EXECDEF and EXECUSE (Fig-
ure B.2) work through all shared variable accesses in j in a chronological or-
der. Each access is treated according to its corresponding definition or use rule
(definition rules are implemented in EXECDEF and use rules are implemented
in EXECUSE).

SWITCHTASK and its auxiliary functions REVISEDEF and REVISEUSE
(Figure B.3) create a new State by adding the changes in j’s StateChange
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to the State prior to the execution of j. If j is not preempted, all changes in
StateChange are considered when creating the new State. Otherwise, only
those changes prior to the preemption time are considered. In order to add
new DU-paths to the result of the analysis, SWITCHTASK uses the two DU-
path rules given in Page 53. Specifically, SWITCHTASK implements DU-path
Rule 1 in REVISEDEF, and DU-path Rule 2 in REVISEUSE.

Note that, compared to the original EOG algorithm, DUANALYSIS uses
a number of additional auxiliary functions (for a description of all auxiliary
functions, we refer to [103]):

1. PREEMPT(j, t0, t1) - re-calculates the shared variable access times (i.e.,
min,max , and rdMax ) for all definitions and uses in the preempted job
j, given that task j has been allowed to execute somewhere in the time
interval of [t0, t1] prior to the preemption.

2. GETNEXTDUEVENT(t, j) - returns the time ts of the next shared vari-
able access in job j, such that ts > t.

3. GETNEXTDUCHANGE(t, trs) - returns the time ts of the next abstract
state change in transition trs , such that ts > t.



DUANALYSIS (state, stateChange, rdy,RI ,SI )
// When is the next job(s) released?

1. t :=NEXTRELEASE(SI )
2. if rdy = ∅
3. rdy := MAKEREADY(t, rdy)
4. if rdy 6= ∅
5. DUANALYSIS(state, stateChange, rdy,RI , (t,SI .r ])
6. else state := SWITCHTASK(stateChange, state,RI )
7. else

// Extract the highestpriority job in rdy.
8. J := DISPATCH(rdy)
9. [α, β) := [max(J.R,RI.l),max(J.R,RI.l) + J.WCET)
10. a′ := α+ J.BCET
11. b′ := β
12. state := SWITCHTASK(stateChange, state,RI )
13. stateChange := EXECUTE(state, J, [α, β), RI)

// Add all lower prio jobs released before J’s termination,
// or before a high priority job is preempting J.

14. while((t < β) ∧ (PRIO(t) < J.P ))
15. rdy := MAKEREADY(t, rdy)
16. t := NEXTRELEASE((t, SI.r])

// Does the next scheduled job preempt J?
17. if ((t < β) ∧ (PRIO(t) > J.P ))

// Can J complete prior to the release of the next job at t?
18. if t > a′

19. DUANALYSIS(state, stateChange, rdy, [a′, t), [t,SI .r ])
20. if rdy = ∅
21. DUANALYSIS(state, stateChange, MAKEREADY(t, rdy), [t, t), (t,SI .r ])
22. else if t = a′

23. DUANALYSIS(state, stateChange, MAKEREADY(t, rdy), [t, t), (t,SI .r ])

// Add all jobs that are released at time t.
24. rdy := MAKEREADY(t, rdy)

// Best and worst case execution time prior to preemption?
25. J.BCET := max(J.BCET − (t− (max(J.R,RI.l)), 0)
26. J.WCET := max(J.WCET − (t− (max(J.R,RI.r)), 0)
27. PREEMPT(J, (t− (max(J.R,RI.l)), (t− (max(J.R,RI.r)))
28. DUANALYSIS(state, stateChange, rdy ∪ {J}, [t, t], (t, SI.r])

// No preemption.
29. else if t =∞ // Have we come to the end of the analysis?
30. DUANALYSIS(state, stateChange, rdy, [a′, b′), [∞,∞]) // Yes

31. else // More jobs to execute.
// Is there a possibility for a high priority job to succeed
// immediately, while low priority jobs are ready?

32. if (rdy 6= ∅ ∧ t = β)
33. DUANALYSIS(state, stateChange, MAKEREADY(t, rdy), [t, t), (t,SI .r ])
34. if a′ 6= b′ // And one branch for the low priority job.

// The regular succession of the next job
35. DUANALYSIS(state, stateChange, rdy, [a′, b′), [t,SI .r))

Figure B.1: The DUANALYSIS algorithm.



EXECDEF (t,D, stateChange, state)
1. for each d ∈ D // For all defines in the job.
2. if t = d.min

// Add d to new active definitions set.
3. stateChange.newActiveDefs := stateChange.newActiveDefs ∪ {d}
4. if t = d.max

// If d is not live or active, add it to
// new active definitions set.

5. if (d 6∈ state.liveDefs) ∧ (d 6∈ stateChange.newActiveDefs)
6. stateChange.newActiveDefs := stateChange.newActiveDefs ∪ {d}

// Add d to killed active definitions set.
7. stateChange.killedActiveDefs := stateChange.killedActiveDefs ∪ {d}
8. if t = d.rdMax

// Add d to killed live definitions set.
9. stateChange.killedLiveDefs := stateChange.killedLiveDefs ∪ {d}
10. return stateChange

EXECUSE (t,D, stateChange, state)
1. for each u ∈ U // For all uses in the job.
2. if t = u.min

// Add u to new live uses set.
3. stateChange.newActiveUses := stateChange.newActiveUses ∪ {u}
4. if t = u.max

// If u is not live, add it to new live uses set.
5. if (u 6∈ state.activeUses) ∧ (u 6∈ stateChange.newActiveUses)
6. stateChange.newActiveUses := stateChange.newActiveUses ∪ {u}

// Add u to killed live uses set.
7. stateChange.killedActiveUses := stateChange.killedActiveUses ∪ {u}
8. return stateChange

EXECUTE (state, job,EW ,RI )
// Create and init a new stateChange variable.

1. stateChange := {∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, EW.r}
// Update the execution time properties of the defines
// and uses such that they are relative to the release
// time of the job rather than the job start.

2. for each d ∈ job.D
3. d.min := d.min + max(EW .l,RI .l)
4. d.max := d.max + max(EW .l,RI .r)
5. d.rdMax := d.rdMax + max(EW .l,RI .r)
6. for each u ∈ job.U
7. u.min := u.min + max(EW .l,RI .l)
8. u.max := u.max + max(EW .l,RI .r)

// Get next du-event time t.
9. t := GETNEXTDUEVENT(0 , job)
10. while t < EW .r // Within the execution time of the job.

// For each du-event occurring at t, handle it.
11. stateChange := EXECDEF(t, job.D, stateChange, state)
12. stateChange := EXECUSE(t, job.U , stateChange, state)
13. t := GETNEXTDUEVENT(t, job)

// Return the change of state.
14. return stateChange

Figure B.2: The EXECUTE functions.



REVISEDEF (t, stateChange, state)
1. for each u ∈ state.activeUses // For all currently live uses
2. for each d ∈ stateChange.newActiveDefs // and new active defs.
3. if (t = d.min) ∧ (d.var = u.var)

// New DU-path found. Add it!
4. state.duPaths := state.duPaths ∪ {{d, u}}
5. for each d ∈ stateChange.killedActiveDefs // For killed active defs.
6. if t = d.max

// Remove d from the set of active defs.
7. state.activeDefs := state.activeDefs \ {d}
8. for each d ∈ stateChange.killedLiveDefs // For killed live defs.
9. if t = d.rdMax

// Remove d from the set of live defs.
10. state.liveDefs := state.liveDefs \ {d}
11. return state

REVISEUSE (t, stateChange, state)
1. for each d ∈ state.liveDefs // For all currently live defs
2. for each u ∈ stateChange.newActiveUses // and new live uses.
3. if (t = u.min) ∧ (d.var = u.var)

// New DU-path found. Add it!
4. state.duPaths := state.duPaths ∪ {{d, u}}
5. for each u ∈ stateChange.killedActiveUses // For killed live uses.
6. if t = u.max

// Remove u from the set of live uses.
7. state.activeUses := state.activeUses \ {u}
8. return state

SWITCHTASK (state, stateChange,TSI )
1. t := GETNEXTDUCHANGE(0 , stateChange)
2. while t < TSI .r
3. state := REVISEDEF(t, stateChange, state)
4. state := REVISEUSE(t, stateChange, state)
5. t := GETNEXTDUCHANGE(t, stateChange)

// There can be no live uses after a task switch.
6. state.activeUses := ∅
7. if (TSI .l 6= TSI .r) ∧ (TSI .r < stateChange.WCET)

// A non-preempted non-wcet branch.
8. for each d ∈ stateChange.killedActiveDefs
9. if d.max > TSI .r

// Remove d from the set of active defs.
10. state.activeDefs := state.activeDefs \ {d}
11. for each d ∈ stateChange.killedLiveDefs
12. if stateChange.WCET > d.max > TSI .r

// Remove d from the set of live defs.
13. state.liveDefs := state.liveDefs \ {d}

// Return new abstract state.
14. return state

Figure B.3: The SWITCHTASK functions.



Appendix C

Reproduction of
Asynchronous Events

Interrupts are a major source of non-determinism in program executions. As a
part of the Time Machine, we present a novel method for pinpointing interrupts,
suitable for embedded real-time systems.

As an interrupt occurs, the ongoing CPU activity is halted, the state of the
executing program is stored and the interrupt is handled by an interrupt service
routine. To reproduce this scenario, we need to be able to correctly reproduce
the occurrence of the interrupt. In other words, we must make sure that the
interrupt preempts the execution of the CPU activity at the exact same state
during the replay as it did in the first execution. Traditionally, this is achieved
using hardware instruction counters [15, 48] or software instruction counters
(SICs) [6, 52, 65]. However, few embedded microcontrollers are equipped with
sufficiently accurate hardware instruction counters [75], and software instruc-
tion counters require approximately 10% of the overall execution time, a hard
to meet requirement in resource constrained systems. Consequently, a different
approach, more adapted to the requirements of embedded systems and able to
perform using standard development tools, is needed.

C.1 Context Checksums
In our method, we use an approximation of the state of the preempted program
at the time of the interrupt as a marker. This approximation is represented in the
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form of the SP value and a checksum of the execution environment of the pro-
gram, such as the registers, or the registers combined with (part of) the program
stack. Our method imposes an execution time overhead of a small fraction of
that of the SIC and requires no additional hardware support to function.

The basic idea of our method is to reproduce interrupts by recording the
PC values and unique markers of their occurrence. In order to reproduce these
interrupts, a debugger breakpoint is set at each interrupted PC address and
the program is restarted in the debugger. As a breakpoint is hit, the unique
marker of the current execution is compared to the recorded unique marker
value. If these markers match, we consider this interrupt to be pinpointed and
an interrupt is forced upon the system.

C.1.1 Execution Context

If we look back upon the example shown in Figure 4.8, where a PC value is in-
distinguishably revisited a number of times, a good solution in theory would be
to make use of the loop counter and the PC value as a unique marker. Unfortu-
nately, not all loops have loop counters. In general, it is very hard to determine
exactly which parts of the program execution context that differentiate between
specific loop iterations, subroutine calls or recursive calls. Ideally, we would
base our unique marker on the entire content of the execution context in or-
der to be able to differentiate between loop iterations. However, considering
the amount of data used to represent this context, we face a practical problem
when recording it during execution due to the massive perturbation to the sys-
tem. Consequently, we need to derive a subset of the execution context suitable
for unique marker use.

The program execution context is basically a set of data stored in registers,
on the stack and/or on the heap. Since the processor registers are small and
very fast, these hold the most current parts of the execution context. And, since
they are small and very fast, they make exellent candidates as a basis for the
execution context-based unique markers.

C.1.2 Register Checksum

One solution would be to store the contents of each processor register. How-
ever, in most embedded systems, computing- as well as memory resources
are scarce. Storing all registers at each interrupt might incur an intolerable
overhead on the memory usage of the system. In our method, we handle this
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problem by separately storing the SP value, as it is invaluable for differenti-
ating between recursive calls, and calculating and storing a checksum of the
contents of the remaining registers. By doing this, we destroy information, but
still preserve an approximative representation of the register contents from the
time of the interrupt.

The register checksum operation is a simple addition of all processor regis-
ters. Overflow of the accumulated checksum is ignored. Hence, if the processor
is equipped with eight general-purpose 16-bit registers (R0...R7), the register
checksum CR is calculated as follows:

CR = (R0 +R1 + ...+R7) mod 216

Due to the modest size and the ease of access of processor registers, the compu-
tational cost of calculating a register checksum is very small. However, since
the register checksum is based solely on the processor registers, its main dis-
advantage is that it only covers a minor subset of the execution context. If
an interrupt occurs within a loop and the actual parameters differentiating be-
tween iterations are not included in this subset, we will not be able to uniquely
pinpoint the occurrence of the interrupt.

C.1.3 Stack Checksum
In order to capture those interrupt occurrences not successfully pinpointed by
the register checksum, we must expand the interval of execution context in-
cluded in the context checksum. As we already used the registers, the remain-
der of the execution context is located on the stack and on the heap. In our
method, we chose to work with the program stack contents. This has two rea-
sons: First, implementing a stack checksum calculation in an instrumentation
probe [94] is significantly easier than implementing a heap checksum in the
same probe. The stack area is well defined, continuous and often easily ac-
cessed from within the probe. Second, without having extensive proof of this,
we assume that variables influencing the program control flow, such as loop
counters, are more often allocated on the stack than on the heap.

The checksum operation of the stack checksum is identical to the one per-
formed in order to calculate the register checksum. Here, the subset of the
execution context included in the checksum is bounded by the boundaries of
the stack of the executing program. Hence, on a 16-bit architecture, the stack
checksum CS is calculated using the following formula:

CS = (SSP + SSP+1 + ...+ SSB ) mod 216
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In the above formula, SX denotes the byte at stack address X . SP denotes the
value of the stack pointer at the time of the interrupt and SB denotes the value
of the stack base of the interrupted program.

The stack checksum should be viewed upon as a complement to the regis-
ter checksum rather than a stand-alone solution for pinpointing interrupts. The
reason for this is the fact that the execution overhead of the stack checksum
exceeds the overhead of the register checksum to such an extent that the per-
turbation of the latter becomes negligible. In addition, discarding the option
of using a register checksum when choosing a stack checksum solution will
eliminate the possibility of detecting changes in register-bound variables over
loop iterations.

C.2 Adaptations

Apart from the sheer size issue, there is another property that separates the reg-
ister checksum from the stack checksum. In the case of the register checksum,
we always use the same number of elements in order to calculate the check-
sum. If the processor has eight registers, the checksum will always calculate
the register checksum by accumulating the values stored in these eight regis-
ters. Hence, we can guarantee a constant execution time as far as number of
instructions are concerned. Using a stack checksum, the situation is different.
The stack base of a program is constant whereas the SP varies over time. This
implies a variable size of the program stack and thus a variable execution time
of the stack checksum calculation, depending on the size of the stack at the
time of the interrupt.

C.2.1 Instrumentation Jitter

Variations in execution time of software are usually referred to as jitter. In
multi-tasking systems (such as most embedded RTSs), designers try to keep
the jitter to a minimum, since it comprises the testability and analyzability
of the system [99]. Therefore, jitter introduced by instrumentation activities
(such as the stack checksum calculation) may complicate testing of sensitive
systems, even though the instrumentation was included in order to increase the
analyzability.
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C.2.2 Partial Stack Checksum

To reduce the execution time perturbation and the problem of large instrumen-
tation jitter when using the stack checksum technique, the developer has the
option of not including the entire program stack in the stack checksum. A
partial stack checksum CP would be calculated similarily to the original stack
checksum (once again on a 16-bit platform):

CP = (SSP + SSP+1 + ...+ SSX ) mod 216

However, the upper boundary SX of the stack interval to be included in the
checksum is chosen such that:

SP ≤ SX ≤ SB

By using this formula, we once again reduce the percentage of the execution
context included in the stack checksum, thereby reducing the accuracy of the
unique marker approximation. In turn, we obtain the following benefits:

• Eliminating instrumentation jitter

By defining SX in terms of a constant positive offset to SP (denoted x in
Figure C.1) such that the interval [SP ,SX ] delimits a constant number
of bytes on the stack, we make sure that the stack checksum will be
calculated using a constant number of instructions. This will eliminate
the instrumentation jitter of the checksum calculation (not considering
cache effects or similar). In the case where the size of the fixed interval
[SP ,SX ] exceeds the size of the actual program stack (i.e., when SX >
SB ), this can be detected and the remaining instructions can be simulated
using additions of zero to the checksum or similar.

• Reducing instrumentation overhead

Intuitively, reducing the percentage of the stack included in the stack
checksum will reduce the execution time of the stack checksum calcu-
lation. If total elimination of instrumentation jitter is no major require-
ment, a reasonable candidate for SX may be the base of the stack for
the current subroutine. Many processors are equipped with a dedicated
register holding the value of this base pointer (BP in Figure C.1) to the
current scope of execution.
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Figure C.1: Different delimiter alternatives for the stack checksum. The g()
and h() intervals represent stack intervals for subroutine execution scopes for
interrupted example functions g and h respectively.

C.2.3 System call markers
Synchronous events, like blocking system calls, require a less elaborate ap-
proach. We make use of a per-task counter, incremented each time a potentially
blocking system call is invoked by that task. If the call actually blocks the task,
the value of the counter is recorded as a unique marker and the counter is reset.
This way we will keep track of at which system call invocation the task actually
blocked.
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